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This repo rt discusses the implementa tion of threemethods for removing or mitigati ng the
so-called inertial force from measured signals resu lting from W3\"e impa ct on components
o f offs hore structure models. The wave impact ca uses vibra tion or acceleration in the
modeled component. The acc eleration is perceived as ,) force b)' the meas uremen t
transd ucers. Th is inert ial force com ponen t is not scaleable. and must be removed in order
to obta in rhe actual applied force .
:\ mitigation method based on the solution of the system equation of monon using
normalized coord inates . known as the normal mode method . is inves tigated . A tec hnique
based on the d ivis ion of the last Fourie r transfo rm ofthe measu red force by the syste m
frequency response. knownas th.:inverse Fourier trans form method. is imp lemented .
Finally. the use o f digjtal low passand bandreject filters is examin ed .
These techniques are applied to wave impact anddec ay test meas uremen ts from
experiments co nducted on jac ket type fixed offshore structu re models.
Ihc results prove to be less than ideal. The reasons for this are d iscussed. and
recommendations are made for future investigat ions.
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1.0 Introduction
The topic of wave impact loading of offshore structures and their components has
received a great deal of attention over the past twenty-five years. Components, such as
structural cross-members, located just above the mean water level are subj~ted to
intermittent large magnitude impulsive wave loads. Over time these loads can leadto
fatigueoverstressing and result in failure. Other components, such as deck beamsand
plating. are typically locatedat elevations higher than the expected extreme wave. That
is, they are designed to avoid impact rather than withstand it .
Despite this. special conditions sometimesoccur that require re-evaluation of the loading
of these components. For fixedoffshoresuucnr res. seabedsubsidence or the observation
of waveheights beyond design or predictedextreme valuescan raisethe concerns of
operators. Similarly, for noating structures. theunexpected reductionof air-gapdue to
extreme waves or vessel damage can expose decks. superstructure. and other equipment
to higher than anticipated loads.
In recent years, older offshore structures have beensubjected to assessments for re-
certification. These vessels or structures were often originally designed without adequate
consideration of extreme loadeffects. Updated estimates, and subsequent remedial
action. are required for the structures to remain in operation.
Many offshore structures are now the subject of decommissioning plans. Regulators in
many jurisdictions require that obsolete structures be removed from the field at the end of
their operationa l life. Operators, for a variety of reasons, often prefer to delay complete
removal. and propose panial decommissioning. This can expose certain structural
components to wave loads for which they were not specifically designed. Estimates are
then required in order to demonstrate that the structures can withstand the wave loading.
Designers have come to realize that reliable wave load estimates for structures located
above the mean water level are an important pan of the overa ll vessel design. Damage to
structure or equipment can have costly economic and safety implications. so there has
been a push in recent years develop a benet underslanding of the wave impact process.
Numerical and analytical esti mates of wave loading have typically been made using
Morison 's equation or diffraction based formulations. These are suitable for the case of
continuous wave loading of submerged structures, but will lead 10 an under estimation of
loads under partia l submergence. or extreme nee- linear wave conditions. This has led to
the increased use of model tests to establish load estimates and 10 ca librate numerical
models. Over the years, simplified structures have been subjec ted to a variety of test
procedures. The most popular modeled structure has been the horizontal circular cylinder.
chosen because it can represent the shape of common structura l members. and because it
is amenab le to analytical and numerical modeling. These cy linders have been subjected
to drop or plunge tests, generated waves in flumes or wave tanks, and oscillating free
surfaces in V-tubes.The results have shown considerable scatter and there remains some
disagreement regarding the appropriate value for the non-dtmensicoalslam coefficient.
More recently. model tests have focussedattention on horizontaland vertical flat plates.
which can represent decksandsuperstructure. Again. these structures have been
subjected to drop-type tests. and to tests in generated waves.The instrumentationhas
included accelerometers. pressure transducers, and load transducers.
Regardless of the type of modeledstructure. or instrumenmion scheme. the wave impact
process will invariably lead to dynamic response. The structure accelerates or vibratesat
its resonant frequency. and this is observed as force by the loadtransducers. This causes
an unwanted amplificationand oscillation in the measured signal. which masks the actual
or applied force. To obtain an accurateestimate of the full scale wave impact load. this
Inertial force must be removed.
Experimenters have proposedmany methods to eliminateor mitigate the measured
inertial force. Several of the techniques will be examined. implemented.and compared in
this report.
Finally. recommendationswill be made for areas that require funher investigation in
order to improve the inertial force mitigation techniques.
2.0 Review of Literature
2.1 Introduction
There is an abundanceof publishedliteraturethat focus on model test studies of wave
impactson components of offshore structures. Thesecomponents includehorizontal and
vertical oriented circular cylinders. plates and deck structures.Test techniques includeme
use of generated waves in basin or flume facilities. drop tests, experiments in oscillating
u-urtes. and even full-scale measurements.
Many of these publications present their measured model lest results in comparison with
numerical predictions. The prediction methods are often the main focus of these papers.
Adiscussion of numerical predictiontechniques is beyond the scope of this report. As a
result. this review of literaturehas focussedon gatheringdetails related to the physical
model tests and data processingtechniques. The topics of Interestinclude:
I. Particulars of data acquisition and instrumentation used during modelexperiments.
2. Details regarding wave parametersthat influence impact measurementresults.
3. Information on techniques used to mitigate or remove inertialcomponents from wave
impact measurements.
2.2 Horizontal Circular Cylinders Subjected to Regular Generaled
Waves
A number of authorshave reported on experimental and theoretical work related to small
horizontalcircular cylinders subjected to generatedregularwaves. Daltonand Nash
( 1976), Miner ( 1977) and (1980), Isaecsoe and Subbiah (1990), and Isaacsonand Prasad
(1992) and (1994) have presented papers describing experimental serup. problems
encountered and general observations on the topic. Measured results are often compared
to results obtainedusing analyticalor numerical methods.
Some early experimenters reportproblemswith their test measurements, whichthey
attribute (explicitly or implicitly) to inadequacies with the test equipment or wave
generation system. Daltonand Nash(1976) reported that their load measurements did not
display the expected impulsive characteristics. They imply that this was related to the size
of the cylinder used. Theyprovideno discussion of data acquisition. samplingrates. or
signal processing techniques. They do not provide a discussionof the effects of dynamic
amplification.
Most of the experiments describedinvolvethe use of small cylinders. wherethe
measurements can becomplicatedby the effectsof scale. Few providedetails of the data
acquisition systems.
Miller (1977) and (1980) reported on experiments where the support structure for the
cylinder model and measurement system had a low natural frequency. which caused
corruption of the load measurement signals. The qualit y of the wave generation was
erratic. which led to problems with the estimation of surface velocity needed for
theoretical calculations. The shape of the input wave was reported by several
investigators. Dalton and Nash (1976) and Miller ( 1977) and (1980). to have a significant
effect on the result ing load measurement. Parameter s such as wave steepness have been
shown to affec t the characte ristics of the measured loads. particularly the rise-time.
Dalton and Nash (1976) described how the load measurement s resulting from the more
irregular wavcs (i.e. steep) in the ramp-up portion of the wave signal displayed
characteristics that were more impulsive than the remainder of the load measuremen t.
Cylinder misalignment. with either the water surface. or the wave front was observed
(Dalton and Nash (1976). Miller (1977) and (1980). and Isaacson and Prasad (1991) and
(1994)) to have an influence on the rise-time. and therefore on the dynamic response of
the systems. These misalignme nts were caused. in some degree. by inadequate
adaptability of the test equipment. but mostly by the poor wave genera tion qua lity.
Problems with alignment. and low wave vertical velocity were cited as the main
disadvantages of generated wave tests as compared with drop-type tests (to bediscussed
later ]. Dalton and Nash (1976) claim that drop tests differ from generated wave tests due
to the effects of virtual mass.
Isaacson and Prasad (1992) and (1994) . and Miller (1977 ) reported that load rise-time
was affected by air entrainment. fluid compressibilit y. cylinder roughness. cylinder
inclinatio n. and motion of the cylinder . They claimed that rise-t ime affects the dynamic s
response of the cylinder. which in tum affects the fluid particle kinematics. That is. the
motion of the cylinder affects the charac teristics of the wave that is causing the initial
cylinder vibration.
The influence of entrapped air will bediscussed later . but has been shown to cushion the
slam loading.
Miller ( 1977) and (1980 ) reponed that the dynamic amplifi cation factor could beas high
as 2.0. He repone d that dynamic amplific ation depends on system natural frequency.
acceleratio n. and damping. He felt that in future experiments. the dynamic charact eristics
of the system shou ld bevaried to devel op a better understanding of the slam process.
Miller slated that slamming was not Reynold ' s number dependent. The influence of
viscosity was negligible. being associated with inertia instead. Although the form of the
slam coefficient is reminiscent of drag . the physics are associated with accelerated flow.
Isaacson and Prasad (1992) and (1994) stated that durin g the stage of partial submergence
it was not possible to distinguish between load contributions due to slamming and drag .
Miller (1980) felt that it was usually not possible to deduce the input responsible for a
particu lar slam response. Wellicome. in his discussio n of Miller ( 1977) remarked that it
was only possible to work backwards from load measurement to the actual impact. These
discuss ions imply the existence of dynamic amplification or resonance in the measured
signals
Miller ( 1977) and ( 1980) mentioned that computer models were quire useful in
developin g an understanding of the impact process.
Most or the early authors provide little information of their data acquisition systems.
Isaacson and Prasad ( 1992) and (1994) are the exception: quoting very high sample rates
(.7!Okl-lz].
2.3 Horizont al Circular Cylinders Tested in Oscillating U-Tube
Tanks
Sarpkaya (1978 ) reported on experiments using aluminum horizo ntal circular cylinders.
O.076m to O..2min diameter. subjected to the impact of an oscillat ing free surface in a U-
tube. The instrumentation measured the vertical force and the vertica l accelerat ion. The
free surface oscillated at a period of 5.5 seconds. The cylinders. which were considered to
be elast ically supported. were reported to have natural frequencies of 358 Hz and 628 HZ
for diamet ers of O.076m and O.l5m. respectively.
The author stated that the system nalUTal frequency wou ld have to approach infinity for
therespon se to approach that of a rigjd bod y. Thi s is interesti ng since several other
experi menters report having used rigid cyli nders (Fahinsen et al (1917) . Sarpbya
reiterated a point made by other authors that the response of the system to an impu lsive
force is heavi ly dependen t on the exact natu re of the applied force. as well as the syste m
natura l frequenc y.
Sarpkaya stated that rando m factors such as the nature of the disturban ces at the:wave
surface, the orienta tion of the:structura l member re lative to the give n wave. curren ts.
three-d imensional nature of the waves , and spray. af fect the determination of impact
force magn ificatio n in the (full sca le) ocean environ men t. In shon. the:rise time is
affect ed by these non-d etermin istic factors and there: is no way to predict the reaction
forces on circ ular members even when dam ping. natural frequency and the idea l va lues of
the slam coe fficient are known .
The author used several deri vations of the slam coc:fficienL Forone coefficient. the
inertia l forc e of the cyli nder was re moved. based on the acceleration measurement. He
reponed obtai ning experi menta lly derived values for the slam coefficient that are close to
the theor etica l value of 11. The:slam ming force may beampli fied by as much as 1.7 due to
the dynamic respon se of the structure. He reported that the slam coeffic ient can reach a
value as high as 6.3 due to dyn amic response . The fluid force acting on the cy linder-
transdu cer system can 1mpli fy or anenu are the dynami c response.
Sarpkaya (1978) described the 100al slamming process in a manner similar to Garrison
(1996). After the initial impact. the net force decreases dUI:to the decreased contribution
of added mass. The cylinder undergoes damped oscillat ion at the natural frequency.
Following (his the buoyant force increases and separation effects give rise to large drag
forces
He highlighted some of the difficulties of tests using generated waves. saying that then: is
a limitation in the range of wave amplitudes that can beachieved. and there is a difficulty
in measuring the fluid velocities at the instant of impact
2.4 Horizontal Cirtu lar Cylinders Subjec ted to Drop Tests
Numerous authors (Campbell. Wcllicome. and we ynberg (1977). Falnnscn. Kjaerland.
Nottveu. Vinje (1977). Campbell. and wey nberg ( 1979). Miao (1990). Garrison (1996»).
han: reported on experiments where horizontal circular cylinders are dropped or plunged
via mechanical apparatus into a still water surface.
The advantages of this form of experiment relative to generated ....rave tests are that larger
diameter cylinders can be utilized. reducing the effects of scale. Cylinder diameters
ranged from 0.05m (Miao (1990» to O.35m (Faltinsen et al (1977)). In addition the
cylinders can be subjected to higher. and more controlled velocities. something that
cannot beeasily achieved using generated waves. The angle of the cylinders relative the
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free surface is more readily controlled. avoiding the effects of misalignment. especially
on impact rise time. Campbell and Weynberg (1979) report that their test rig allowed the
cylinder angle 10 be controlled to to .Sminutes.
One disadvantage of this form of experiment is that the effects o( wave shape on impact
force cannot be studied. The cylinders impact a flat surface. rather than a wave profile
with steepness.
The instrumentation has ranged (rom force transducers connecting the cylinders to the
test mechanism. to high frequency pressure transducers installed at various locations on
the cylinder. and strain gauges installed directly on the cylinder to measure stress.
Faltinsen et al ( 1977) reponed measurement uncertainly 10 be±IOpercent. using a strain-
gauged system. The pressure transducers suffered (rom gauge slip and required
calibration prior to each run.
The cylinders have been described as being either rigid or elastic. The rigid cylinders
were constructed o( aluminum. while the elastic cylinders were constructed of PVC lube.
Faltinsen et al (1977) used the results (rom rigid cylinder tests to compare with theory.
They were surprised to find poor agreement between the theoretical and experimental
values in the impact phase. This may have been related to the difficulty in achieving a
truly rigid cylinder. Using elastic cylinders. the results showed (air agreement with a
numerical model, though the authors cautioned that their scaling methods mighl have
"
been questionable. The length. diameter. thickness. and mass distribution of the elastic
cylinders were varied. The experimenters attempted to maintain similarity using three
non-dimensional parameters. This necessitated drop velocities nigher than specified by
Froude. and resulted in stresses higher than yield stress for realistic extreme wave
velocities.
The degree of cylinder-end fixity can influence the measured results. Miao (1990)
reponed his cylinders to have fixed end conditions. Faltinsen et al (1977) reportedly used
pinned-end conditions. but felt the fixed-end conditions would only result in higher
stresses.
Several authors (Faltinsen et al ( 1977). Garrison ( 1996» reponed that Froude scaling was
rncst appropriate. due to the inertial and gravitational nature of impact. Reynold' s number
scaling was inappropriate since it was felt that viscous effects were not relevant. With
deeper cylinder submergence. drag. buoyancy, and viscocs effects dominate.
Cylinder and test system dynamic response was an important issue to all the
experimenters. Campbell and Weynberg ( 1979) reponed that the natural frequency of
their test rig was 500 Hz. Both the force transducers and the pressure sensors used in that
experiment exhibited oscillations associated with the test rig vibration. Miao (1990)
reponed that the dominant component of the dynamic response was at the fundamental
frequency.
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Miao (1990) slated that the response of an elastic member to an impulsive load depends
on the characteristics of the applied force. and the vibrational characteristics of the
member. Garrison (1996) slated that slam forces are characterized by a high spike upon
contact with the water surface. the magnitude of which depends on the velocity and beam
dynamics.
Campbell et al (977) used curve-fining techniques to deal with cylinder dynamics. This
involved fitting a cubic or quadratic polynomial to the measured signal. There were oflen
difficulties with the fit to the first cycle. which affected the Interpretation of the slam.
Faltinsen er al (1977). Campbell and Weynberg ( 979). and Miao (1990) all present
computer models based on the equation of motion of me cylinder. which help shed light
on the effects of dynamic response on the force measurement.
Miao (1990) reported that peak dynamic stress was lower than that derived using quasi-
static methods. and felt that the effects of slamming load from design wave conditions
were not a serious as conventionally thought. He states that the dynamic load factor for a
given impulse shape is dependent on the ratio of the impulse duration and the natural
period of the structure. Therefore. in a heavy sea condition. where the impact duration is
short. part of the load is resisted by the inertia of the structure and me stresses produced
are smaller than for a longer loading of the same magnitude. He felt. therefore. that the
effects of dynamic amplification could be ignored.
"
Garri son ( 1996) reanalyzed the data presented by Faltinsen. He stated that real Fluid
effects influence the impact process, including those related 10 the free surface. The
impact proces s is highly non-linear and transient, but becomes steady flow at deeper
immersion. and related to viscous effects.
He felt that in the impact phase, mass. stiffness. and Froude scaling should be maintained
between model and prototype. Garrison ( 1996) divided that entire slamming process into
three regions. Region I being the initial impact where inertia l effects are dominant and
viscous (Reynolds) and gravitational (Froude) effects are negligible. Region 2 is a
transitional phase where beam dynam ics, Froude and 10 a minor degree Reynolds effects
are important. Region 3 is a large submergence, steady state region where forces on the
cylinder are due largely 10 buoyancy anddrag.
2.5 Horizontal Circular Sections on Full Scale OTS
Kaplan (1979) reported on full scale measurements from a horizontal circu lar cylinder
insta lled on the Ocean Tests Structure (OTS). The OTS was an instrumented platform
located in the Gulf of Mexico in the late 1970·s.
The instrumented horizontal circular member was located 5 feet above the mean water
surface. and had an outer diameter of 12.75 inches and a length of 25.5 inches. The force
measurement s were filtered prior to being recorded , using an analog a- pole Bunerwonh
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filter having a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz. The se signa ls were digitized and re-sampled at a
rate of 0 .1 sec.
The measured vertical force did not displa y the shape predicted by theory. However. the
filtered theoretica l time trace did resemble the physical measurement, displaying
suppressed rapid impu lsive rise charac teristics . and magnitude. The author felt that this
indica ted lha! the initial fillering might have corrupted the full-sca le measurement s.
Similarly he felt lhat the re-samp ling rare of 0. 1 seconds might have been inadeq uate to
capture the rapid rise characteris tic.
Kaplan (1979) described a typica l vertica l impact as having a region of pos itive force.
followed by a region of negative force . A typical horizontal force was described as
having a region of negative force. fo llowed by a region of positive force.
He reponed that Miller (1977) showed the slam coe fficient to be 3.6± 1. where the
variat ion was due to experimental uncertainties and the Influence of meas uring syste m
dynamic s. Miller ( 1977) in the discussion rep ly fe lt lha( the variation was more likely due
to variation in input rise time.
Kaplan (1979) was reluctant to apply the slam coefficient method to the OTS data due to
uncertainties in the evaluation of the peak force. and determination of the vertica l
velocity.
"
Further proof that the initial filtering of the measurements may have beendetrimental
was demonstrated when the tnsnumented member was "hit sharply". The unfiltered
measurement displayed a sharp initial pulse. followed by a lesser negative region with a
shorter time extent. and lingering high frequency component. Conversely the filtered
record was less sharp and the timeextent of the impulse was larger.
He reponed that the natural frequency of the measurement system was veryclose to the
estimated peak frequency of the input wave. and that this probably led to dynamic
amplification.
2.6 Horizontal Circular Cylinders in Breaking Waves
Chan (1993) and Prasad. Chan. and Isaacson (1994) reported on experiments using
horizontal circular cylinders in breaking waves. Chan (1993) used a relatively large
cylinder. with a diameter of O.216minstrumented with pressure transducers. The
transducers had a natural frequency of 100kHz. and were sampled at 167ooHz. Prasad er
al (1994) used a smaller diametercylinder. O.042m instrumented to measure vert ical and
horizontal forces. The sample rate was lOOOOHz. low-pass filtered at 1000Hz.
Beth authors reported that impact forces due (0 breaking waves arc: greater than those due
to non-breaking waves. Chan (1993)reported that the increase in force can be morethan
double. while Prasad et al (1994) reponed that these forces can be410 20 times greater.
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The position of the cylinder relative 10 the wave profile has a significant effect 00 Itte
peakimpact forces.
Prasad ( 1994) reponed that when considering the wave impact phenomenon. the
variability of the hydrodynamic Io&ding must be: considered andthe effect this will have
on dynamic response. Previous experimenters observed saner in the slamcoefflCient that
was attri buted to the effect cylinder and measurementsystem dynamic response had on
the applied and measured force. Other Iactoes such as entrained air. ripples on the water
surface. cylinder roughness. and cylinder inclination also affect the measurements. Chan
( 1993) also pointed out that in earlier experimenu, the cylinderdiameter was often less
than a firth of the incident wave height.and these smaller models were affected by the
response of the measurement system.
According 10 Chan (1993) existing numerical models based on rate of change of
momentum of a mass of water past a cylinder assume that the water surface impacting the
surface to be flat. This may be: appropriate for small cylinders. but will noc be relevant for
Sleep wave impacts. where the diameter will be comparab le to the dimension of the crest
For drop type tests the added mass is assumed to be: half thai of a long flat plate in an
infinite volume of fluid, having the same water contact width. Again this assumption is
not appropriate for the breaking wave situation.
In the breaking wave situation. the effects of enttapped air and wave profile trajectory are
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important. The horizontalforce component may be as largeas the vertical component
(this could lead to high overturning moments on the structure). Thepresenceof entrained
air andsplash affects the local waterparticle kinematics and pressures, and consequently
influence the magnitude of the impact force. Whenthere is littleentrappedair. the impact
pressures are high, however. the peaksare not:simultaneousover theentire zone (Chan
(1993»).As a result the impact forces maynot:beas high. When die wavecurvature is
smaller, andair entrapment is greater, the pressures are not as impulsive andthere are
synchronous high pressures overa wide zone.This yields an oscillatory impact force dlat
may influencethe structural dynamics significantly. Pressure variations in both space and
timeare strongly dependent on die location of die cylinder relative to die incident wave
profile.
Prasadet al (1994) reportedthat their measurement setup had a natural frequency of
29Hz in the horizontal direction. In the verticaldirection, the dominantfrequencywas
290Hz with minorcomponentsat 130and 190Hz. In this case theeffectof dynamic
response isexpectedto have a greater influence on the horizontal measurement. due to
the lownatural frequency. The recorded andappliedforces will differ, and there may bea
phasedifference.
The authorsintroduced a numerical correction method based on the equation of motion of
thecylinderand supports. which is solved for displacement. The measured force was
assumed to be equal to the stiffness times the displacement. The method was
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demonstratedusing the measuredhorizontal force. The measuredsignal wasfirst tow-
pass filtered (125Hz)to remove high frequency noise that wouldamplify the predicted
force. The assumptions madefor this method wasthat thecylinder-dynamometer system
was single DOF. and that the cylinder motion did not affect the appliedforce.
This method wasnot applicable to the vertical measurement due to the presence of the
minorcomponentsbelowthe dominant frequency. An alternate method.basedon
Isaacson and Prasad (1992) assuming an idealized symmetrictriangular impactapplied to
a single DOF system, wasused. This wasa closed-form solution where dimensionless
rise-lime wasvaried.
Chan's experiments usedpressure sensors.The pressures fluctuatedsignificantly for
almost identical waveconditions. but the impulses(the pressures integrated over the
durationof the impact) wererepeatable. Chan suggested that the impulsemay bea much
better variableto use in the numericalsimulationand maybeutilized in predicting the
structural responsesandstresses. Usageof the impulse is only possible if the time scales
of the impulsive pressuresare much smaller than the responsetimescales of the
structure.
Both authors suggested that due to the complexityof the breakingwave impact it was
unlikely thata single closedformexpression. similar 10 that for the slamcoefficient,
would bedevelopedto predict this type of impact.
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2.7 Vertical Plales In Breaklng Waves
Several authors reported on experiments involving vertical plates. subjected to breaking
or plunging wave conditions (KirkgOIand Mengi (1987), Chan and Melville (1988),
Toumazis et al (1989), and Chan et al (1991» . These plates were surface piercing and
non-piercing. and were Insrrumenredwith fast response pressure transducers. Sample
rateswere very high, from 3.6 (0 20 kHz.
All authors were unanimous that impact loads from breaking waves were significantly
higher than those from comparable non-breaking waves. Chan and Melville (1988)
reponed impact pressures 2 to 5 times higher. with fluid velocities 2 times higher.
The impact pressure time series was characterized by short rise times. high maxima. and
pressure oscillations. Only Chan noted the pressure oscillations. which he aUributedto
the dynamics of trappedair.
Chan and Melville (1988), Toumazis et al (1989). and Chan et al (1991) all reported on
the affect that entrapped air had on impact measurements. Toumazis suggested that the
effects of trappedair were not fully understood. and therefore limited the development of
numerical and analytical models. Air entrapment was observed to have a cushioning
effect. reducing the peak impact pressure. Chanobserved two ranges of pressure
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oscillation, 2000 to 5000 Hz and 300 to 800 Hz. He claimed that increasedair entrapment
led to a reductionof theoscillationfrequency,
Chan and Melville(1988)conductedexperimentsat two scales. They reportedthat in the
smaller scale model tests the low frequencyrangeoscillationswere not observed.
however the other pressurecharacteristics anddistributionswerecomparable with the
larger scale results.
All the authors discuss the influence of wave profile on the impact measurements.
Kirkgoz and Mengi (1987) observedsignificantdynamic loadresultingfromso-called
perfect impact, wherethe vertical wave front impacts a verticalwall. They reponed that
the pressures in this case were simultaneous over the entire interface. They describe the
pressure distributionas being linearfrom the point of impact to the crest, and parabolic
from the point of impact to the bouom of the plate.
Chan and Melville (1988) statedthat other investigatorscorrelatedhigh impact pressure
to Sleep incident wave frontsand fluid velocities. Chan et at (l991 ) describedthe effects
of five wave profiles on pressure measurement. The first profilewas inclinedaway from
the wall and resultedin non-impulsive pressures with low magnitudes and longrise
times. The second profile was more verticaland resulted in high peakpressures. short rise
times, and low amplitude.high frequencyoscillations. The third profilehad a more
developed. higherspeed wavecrest.The peakpressures may not havebeen as high. in
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this case. but the total integrated force could bedamaging. There ""015 an initial
pronounced oscillation at 200Hz. with reduced to low amplitudes after two or three
periods. followed by a slow modulated decay. The founh profile resulted in significant
trapped air. The peak pressures were simultaneous andof comparable magnitude over the
region. The pressure oscillation magnitudes were more pronounced andin phase. Therise
times were longer and the oscillation frequency was lower. at 100Hz. The peak pressures
resulting from the crest were higher. In the fifth case the crest has developed into a well-
defined jet. which hit the lower transducer resulting in high impulsive pressures. The
oscillation frequency was 1000Hz.
Tournazis et al (1989) had similar observations. When the wave does not break. the
measured pressure'San: small. because there is no entrapped air. H~ stated that this can be
considered a two dimensional problem and scaling can bebased on Froude. wh en hit by
the tip of a breaking wave. high pressure measurements were recorded. Above and below
this point. the pressures were lower. In the overturning stage. the breaking wave jet was
in free- fall. In addition to gravity forces. surface tension and inertial forces are important.
The larger the radius of curvature of the W3\;e front. the lesser the air entrainment. the
higher the peak pressures.
In the entrapped air region. uniform pressures were observed. with prolonged rise times.
A high degree of measurement variability was also observed. Due to the randomness of
wave breaking. the characteristics of the trap ped air region will vary even for repeated
runs. Even the frequency of pressure oscillat ion varied . Toumazis et al (1989) made
similar observa tions. citing that air entrainmen t results in higher scatter . longer impact
duration. and lower impac t pressure magn itudes.
Chan ct al observed that as the air pocket size increased both the peak.pressu re and
oscillation frequenc y decrease d. The pressures wit hin the air pocket were simu ltaneous
and of equal magnitude. When integra ted ove r the contact area. the air pocket pressures
may be large enough to induce significan t structu ral response .
Chan raised the question as to whethe r the obse rved pressure oscillations were the direct
result of osci llation o f the entrapped air. or whether it is merely structura l vibration. Chan
and Melville (1988) stated that the fact that the low freq uency osci llations were in phase
over several impac t eleva tions (lo r a partic ular test) . ruled out structural vibrations and
supported its associatio n with trapped air.
Chan et al (199 1) used a one-d imensional numerical mood to study whether osc illations
were due to entrapped ai r or structural vibratio n. The mode l consisted ofa cou pled
system where the inert ia o f the incide nt wave . the dynamic s o f the struct ure. and the
compression and leakage of the trappe d air were taken into account. Resu lts showed that
the entrapped air affected the pressure characteris tics more significan tly than the
structural parameters. Low air pocket thickness resulted in high peak.pressure magni tude.
Higher air pocket thickness resulted in [ower frequenc y pressure osc illation. Impul sive
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pressures were observed trrespecuve of the variations in structural mass or stiffness
properti es. The auth ors stated however , that fcl krNing the flt'Slfew pressure osci Uations.
(he mod ula ted deca y~llation cook! beattributed to sauetUrai vibra tions.
Kirkgoz and Mengi (1981) de veloped a formulation for the dynami c behavior of a
vertical plate based on me c lassical theory of elasti c plates. Spati al integration of mis
equation was done using finite element methods .
Chan and Me lville (1988) discussed the use of a superpos ition averaging technique to
" filter" off pressure oscill ation s.
Chan et al ( 199 1) n()(ed that non-submerged vertical plates would have likely have an
impulsive tocal force. due to the integra tion of the impu lsive pressures . Surface pierci ng
plates may disp lay non-impul sive integra ted lcul force due lO me anenuanoe by noa -
impuls ive loadi ng below the mil water line.
Chan and Mel ville ( 1988) highlighled a number of questions they felt needed tobe
address ed. ( I) Wha t are the important tempora l and spatia l cnaracterisrics of the impact
pressures ? (2) How do the pressure charac teristic s correlate wilh the incident wave
kinemati cs? (3) What is the cause of the high variability in impact pressures? (4) What is
the cause of the pressure oscillation~? (5) How can model test results beextrapolated 10
prototype conditi oos ?
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2.8 Model Jacket St ruct ures Subjected to Generated Waves
Several authors have repon ed on model tests of jacket type struc tures. Broug hton and
Hom ( 1987). Kap lan (1992). Kaplan et al ( 1995). Murray et ul ( 1995). Murray et al
(1997) discussed model se t-up. lest proced ures. and methods of dea ling with extraneo us
tor cc mcas uremems .
Most of these authors recognized that resonance effects. caused by structu ral
accele ration . lead to measu rement of unwanted inertia l forces . A num ber o f methods
were propose d to r remov al of these loads.
Murray ct al (1997) pointed out that resonant responses wil l bedominant at the resonan t
frequencies ofthe structure and are related to the inertia l and dampi ng (hydrody nam ic
and structural) characteristics . In an idea l situation. a hydro-el astic model wou ld be used
tor testing This. howeve r. can beprohibitively expensive. A more reasonable option is to
construc t a model with sufficiently high stiffness that its reson ant frequency is above the
maxim um frequency of interes t to the design er and can there fore be ignored. This
invol ves a trade off between st iffness and load measur ement sensitivity . A high data
acqu isition sampling rate is also requi red.
Fou r methods were descri bed for the removal of the extraneous forces . Kaplan (1991 )
described an inverse Fourier transfo rm meth od that can be used to rela te the measured
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force to the actual force. In order to establish the actual impact force time history from a
measured result. it is possible to relate them by a convolution integral expression using
the impulse response functionof the measuring system. Applying Fourier uansfonn
operations to this relation leads to an expression that relates the measured and actual
forces by the Fourier transformof the impulse response. An inverse Fourier transfonn
will yield the actual force time history. Murray et al (1995) contend that in a multiple
degree-or-freedomsystem wherecross-couplingcan occur, implementationof this
methodcan be difficult.
Another method described by Murray et al (1995), involved using accelerometer
measurements to estimate the inertial force, which is then subtractedfrom the total
measured force. The problem with this methodis the estimationof the added mass and
added moments ofi nenia due to the variation of water impactingthe deck. Also this
methodassumes that the damping is negligible (which may not be the case particularly
for fluiddamping) and that the deck is rigid.
Murray (1995) and Kaplan(1995)describe a method of digital filtering whereby through
careful selection of the cutoff frequency. the high frequencyinertial forces are removed
from the measured force signals. The risk in using a filtering technique is that valid high
frequency components willberemoved. The authors demonstrated that the while the low
frequency force components for the spatially varied load cells are out of phase, the high
frequencycomponents are in phase widt each other. They conclude that the high
zs
frequency components are not phase locked to the low frequenc y compone nts. and can be
legitimately removed through filtering. Murray et at( 1997) used this filtering technique .
Andersen et al ( 199 8) recommend~ a method fo r removin g inertial load. or structural
dynamics. from measured wave impact signals. based on the so-ca lled normal mode
approach. The procedure establishes an equatio n of mot ion for the system. determines the
eigenvectors using measured decay test data. and solves the equations using nonnal
coo rdinates. The accelerations dete rmined in the normal coordinate system are then
converted to physica l coordinates, and used to calculate the inertial fo rce. which is
subtrac ted from the measured force,
Severa l ofthe authors pointed out that the shape and extent o f the impacting wave hada
great infl uence on the measured force. Broughton and Hom ( 1987) correlated crest height
with measured force . Kaplan (1992) useda 2-.1order equa tion o f motion for the structure
to esta blish the infl uence o f pulse duration andnatural period on response am plitude. He
showed that when the pulse time is close to thenatural period . the peakresponse can be
1.1 times the actual value. Murray (1995) reponed a direc t relationsh ip between wave
steepness and resonance effec ts.
Kaplan (19921 stated that measurement procedures. inertial effects . system dynamic s.
ti ller effects must be considere d when determi ning the shape and magnitude of impact
forces.
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Kaplan(1992) developed a numerical formulation for vertical loads on nat deck
structures. based on his previous work on circular cylinders.
Broughton and Hom (l 987) reported on model tests of a jacket structure. Four tri-axial
load cells were sampled at a rate of 20 Hz. Model tests reponed by Murray et al (1995)
and (1997) used a dynamometerconstructed of eight uniaxial load cells sampled at 200
Hz and 500 Hz.
Broughton and Hom (1987) developed finite element models for the jacket and deck with
load estimates based on the rate of change of momentum of the wave relative to the
structure (the typical method for this type of load estimation) and from model resrresults.
One of these FE models was non-linear.
2.9 Summary
Clearly the SUbject of wave impact on models of offshore structures or their components
is complicated. Publications covering more than twenty years have been reviewed here,
and despite the variations in their topics and techniques there are some common themes.
Most experimenters agree that model and measurementsystems should have a high
natural frequency. A value significantly higher than the frequency of the impacting wave
is required. This is complicated by the fact that waves impacting above the still water line
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(or breaking waves) are thoughtto have high frequency energy content. This leads to
dynamic response or amplification. sometimes in multiple modesof vibration.
Early experiments sufferedfrom the limitations of test equipmentandfacilities.
particularly in the areas of wave generationand data acquisition. Poor wavequality
limited the usefulness of measuredforce results. Lowdata sampling (or resampling)and
inappropriate filtering choices led to misinterpretations. Modeland measurement systems
with natural frequencies in the range of wave frequencies led 10 corrupted force
measurement s.
Most of the recent experimenters recommendedvery high sample rates. in the kilohertz
range. with appropriate hardwarefiltercutoffs to prevent aliasing. The practicality of
using this range of sample ratedepends on the numberof insuumemation channels and
the data storage capacity. Furtherwork needs to bedone to establish the suitable
sampling rates for wave impact experiments. Experimenters recommendedthai digital
signal processing or filtering bedone offline,This allows the filter selection to bebased
on the particulars of the measuredsignal.
Besides the natural frequencyand damping characteristics of the modeland measuring
system. the nature of the dynamic response depends greatly on a numberof other factors.
Wave related parameters such as steepness.air entrainment. surface ripple. fluid
compressibility. surface current.and the three-dimensionalnature of waves can affect
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dynamic response. Wavesteepnesshas beenshown10affectresponserise timeand
entrappedair can influenceresponsemagnitude.The presence of breakingwaves has
been shown to greatlyincrease measuredresponse. Breakingwavesare related10wave
steepness.and theireffectsate influencedby the positionof the modelrelative to the
wave profile. Other factors suchas model surfaceroughnes. and inclination can
contribute 10measurementresults.
Many of these factorsare consideredto benon-deterministic. so even whenthe physical
characteristics of the modeland measuringsystem are known. predictionsand
interpretation of resultscan bedifficult Workhas beendone to quantify the effects of
many of these factors. thoughthe type and shapeof the modeledstructureoftendictate
the influence of a particularfactor.
Many types of instrumentationhave been usedin wave impactexperiments. Force
transducers. typicall y combinedto measurein multipledegrees-of-freedom. quantify
impact loads. Pressure transducersare usedto measurelocalizedpressures.
Accelerometers are used to measurestructuralvibrations. Straingaugesare usedto
directly measurestress in a structure. Photographicor videorecordsare usedto document
the impactprocess.
The experimentersagree that Froodescalingis mostappropriate. particularlyat the initial
phaseof impact. where inertialandgravitational forcesare deemedto bedominant. As
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the impact process proceeds. particularly where me structure is subjected to deep
submergence. viscous effects begin to dominate.
2.10 Objectives or tbe Present Study
A number of methods are presentedto mitigate or eliminate the inertialforcecomponents
that are typically present in measured wave impact signals. The inertial force is me result
of structural accelerations caused by the wave impact. and recorded by me measurement
system.The inertial force corrupts the actual applied force. and should beremoved prior
to scaling. Of all the problems associated with the measurementof wave impacts, the
questionof how to deal with inertial force is the most pressing. For this reason. this report
will examine techniques to mitigate this force.
Several authors reponed that computer models based on the equationof motion of the
model were used to provide insight into the impact process. These were typically single
degree-of-freedom models, whichgenerallyassumed dampingto benegligible. Others
appliedcurve fitting or averaging techniques to smoothen impact data.
Accelerometer measurements have been used 10directly calculate inertial force. whichis
then subtracted from the total measured force.
One author describes the so-called normal mode methodto reduce inertialforce
components. The equation of motion is solved in the normalizedcoordinate system.The
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eigenvectors are determined from the measured decay tests. This eliminates the need to
develop a stiffness matrix.
Anotherauthor presents an inertial force mitigation technique based on a convolution
integral involving the measured and actual forces and the system impulse response. The
equation is solved in the frequency domain. and an inverse Fourier transform is used to
obtain the actual force time series.
Digital filtering is also recommended as a method to remove the inertial force component
from measured wave impact signals.
These last three methods (normal mode technique. inverse Fourier transform technique.
and digital filtering) will be explored in greaterdetail in this report.
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3.0 Discussion of Model Jacket Structure Experiments
The sam ple wave impac t measuremen ts used throughout this report were taken from
experiments cond ucted at the Institute for Marine Dynam ics (IMD). located in St. John 's,
Newfoundland. IMD is an institute of the National Research Council of Canada (NRC).
IMD has conducte d numero us expe riments over the yea rs meas uring wave induced
impactloads on compon ents o f offshore structures. These com ponents are generally
located above the still water line. and incl ude deck plating. dec k beams. support columns.
wave de flectors . deck equipment. and superstructure.
Instrumenta tion used is genera lly confined to load and pressu re transducers . When these
arc attached to structu ral compone nts. they measure localized forces and pressu res. Sets
of load transducers used in co mbination are known as dynamometers. These are used
typically to measu re global loads on the large structural compo nents. though they can be
design ed for smalle r components.
IMD·s typica l dynamo meter des ign consists of a suppo rt frame . known as a strongback.
upon which strain gauge based load transducers are mounted. The structural compo nent
under cons ideratio n is attached to the load transd ucers via flexural members (flexures)
that ensure uni-direct ional loading of the individual transducers. The load transdu cers are
oriented orthogona lly with respect to each other. This allows force measurement in three
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degrees-of-freedom. Moments may also bededuced from the force measurements,
relative to an assumed origin. A typical dynamometer design is shown in Figure 3.1. In
[his case the structural component is the deck of aj acket structure. Note that the deck
plating is not shown, for clarity.
Figure 3.1 Typical Dynamometer
Ajacket is a type of fixedoffshore structure designed using space frameJtruss
components. It rests on the ocean floor and is secured using piles. The structure provides
a protective "jacket" for the productionrisers, thus the name. IMD has conducted model
tests on several jacket designs. In-house researchexperimentswere performed on a 1:36
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scale model of a generic jacket structure. Some results of that tesr program were reported
in Murray et al (1995) and ( 1997). Another set: of experi ments were performed as pan of
a fee-for servicecontract. using a 1:54 scale model of an existing North Sea jacket-type
platform Winsor (1998). A model of a typical jac ket structure is shown in Figure 3.2.
Ffgure 3.2 Typlcetjacket Structure Model
The models for these expe riments were constructed in similar fashion. Each consisted of
three sections. base. strongback. and deck. The base was a space frame/truss structure
designed to mainta in geome tric simi larity between model and prototype . The strongback
was attached to the top of the base. and was used to support the force transducers. The
deck was connected to the transducers using flexural membe rs (see Figure 3.1).
In both experiments the deck was suspended from the strc ngback using seven
transducers. Four transducers were oriented to measure vertical force only. two were
oriented to measure transverse force. and one was oriented to measu re longitudina l force.
The deck was connected to the individua l transducers using alumi num flexures. These
flexures were in the fonn of cylinders. with sections of reduced diameter. that permitted
only uniaxial force to be transmitted to the transducers . Th is arrangement of transducers
allowed for the measurement of six degree-o r. freedom fo rces and moments applied to the
deck. Both models utilized Interface SS8 ·2 50. cantilever type transduce rs.
The bases oft he jacket structures were constructe d of steel round stock and tubing. A
typical elevatio n is shown in Figure 3.3. The deck or the 1:36 mode l was construc ted
using square aluminum closed-tubing with sheathing fixed to its top and underside. The
interior cavity of the deck was packed with Styrofoam to prevent water from becoming
trapped inside. Similarly. the 1;54 scale model deck was fabricated using box and round
rube members covered top and bottom with thin plate. The interior spaces were ti lled




Figure 3.3 Elevation or Jacket Struct ure Model
cantilever deck sections, fabricated with steel box section material and covered with thin
plate and mesh. Thecantilever sectionswereremovable,butwerein placeforthe
experiments. A typical deck is shown in Figure3.4
The experimentswere conducted in IMO's Offshore EngineeringBasin (OEB).The
models were securely bo lted to the basin floor during testing. The I:36 scale model tests
were conducted in a waterdepth representing 77.0 m full scale. The 1:54 scale model
testswere conducted in a waterdepth representing 81.1 m full scale. The wave conditions
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Figure 3.4 Typical Jac:ketStructure Deck
for test measurements used in this report aresummarized in Table3.1. The wavespectra
were basedon the JONSWAP formulation. For the purposes of this report the 1:36 scale
modelwill bereferredto as Jacket A.the 1:54scale modelwill be knownas Jacket8.
Figure 3.5 shows the coordinate system used for both setsof expertmems. The coordinate
system was right-band-rule. withthe origin locatedat the geometriccentreof the
dynamometer, at the top elevationof the deck. Momentswere measuredpositive
clockwise about each axis. viewedfromthe origin.The load transducer locationsare
indicated on the figure.
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Table 3.1- Summary of Wave Conditionsfor Jacket Structure Experiments
Wave Water Hs(m) Tp (s)
Jacket Structure Direction Depth
(m)
Jacket A (Scale 1:36) oDegrees 77.0 19.5 14~




The tests for Jacket A were sampledat a model scale rate of 500 Hz. with a hardware
cutoff frequency of 100 Hz. The tests were for Jacket B sampledat a rate of 200 Hz, willt
a hardwarecutoff of 100 Hz, Decaytests wereconducted to determine lite lowest natural
frequency of the models. This was done by applying a known load to lite deck and
releasing it instantaneously. The decay time traces were measured using the
dynamometertransducers.The natural frequencyand dampingcharacteristics were
determined from traces fined to these measurements,or by locating the resonant peak: of
the signal in frequency domain. Table 3.2 summarizesthe natural frequencies. Figures
3.6 to 3.11 show the measureddecay time traces.
Table 3.2 - JackelStructure Natural Frequencies
Structure IDegree-of -Freedom I Natural Frequency I Natural Frequency
in Air (Hz) in wa ter (Hz)
X 2.28 NA
Jacket A Y 2.48 NA
Z 7.24 NA
X 3.4l 3.41
Jacket B y 3.6l 3.59
Z 10.39 4.77
The linearityof me dynamometers was established by applying a range of known loads to




Ffgure 3.6 Decay Force - Jackel A - X Direct ion
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Ftgur e 3.9 Decay Force - Ja cket B - X Direction
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DecayTest - Jackel B • Y DirectionApplied Load • Y DirectionMeasurement
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Figure 3.10 Decay Force - J acket 8 - Y Direction
Decay'rest - Jackel B · Z DirectionApplied Load • Z DirectionMeasurament1O,-- _ _ -~-_-_-_-_-,
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Figure 3.11 Decay Force - J acket H- Z Direction
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calibrated In-line load transducer . In all cases the measured load was at leas198% of the
applied load.
Figures 3. 12 to 3. 17 show the wave impact force measurement s obtained from the tests
in wave conditions defined in Table 3.1. The signals are presented in full scale. with units
of mega-Newtons. These are single impact events selected from the full time trace . In
each case the three degree-of-freedom measurements are shown. These signals will be
used extensively throughout this report .
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Figure 3.15 Wave Impact Event -Jacket B - X Direction
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Figure 3.16 Wave Impact Event - Jac ket H - Y Direction
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Ftgure 3.17 Wave Impact Event - Jacket H - Z Direct ion
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4.0 Removal of Inertial Forces Using the Normal
Mode Approach
4.1 Introduction
Andersenet al. (1998) recommend a method for removing lhe effectsof structural
dynamics (inertial load) from measured wave impact signals. based on the so-called
normal modeapproach. The procedure. which is outlined in Table 4.1, establishes an
equation of motionfor the system. determines the eigenvectorsusing measured decay test
data, and solves the equations using normal coordinates. The accelerationsdetermined in
the normalcoordinate systemare thenconvened to physical coordinates. and used to
calculate the inertial force. which is subtracted from the measured force.
This procedure. in general, is described in standard structural dynamics or vibrations texts
such asThomson. (1981).
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Table4.1- Procedure for Application of Normal ModeApproach
Step Description
I Estabfishequationof motion.
2 Establish equationsfor eigenvalues and eigenvectors.Determine eigenvalues.
J Determine eigenvectorsfrom measureddecay tests.
4 Normalizeeigenvectors.
5 Convertsystem from physical to normal coordinatesystem.
6 Solvefor accelerationsin normal coordinatesystem.
7 Convertback to physical coordinate system.
8 Calculate inertial force and subtractfrom measured force to
obtain actual force.
"
".2 Methodology - Normal Mode Approach
....2.1 u ta blish Equ.tion or Motion
A simple equatio n o f mot ion for the jacket struc ture described in Secti on 3.0 is defined
' .1[.\11 mass matrix
[1.:1 stiff ness matri x
:FlnJ applied force vector
~t(t ) l accele ration vector
~tlt l l displacement vector
In this case damping is ass umed to benegl igible. so no dampin g term is inc luded in the
equat ion. For the case of free vibration the equa tion beco mes:
4.2.2 Determine Eigenvalues
Equation 4.2 is used (0 determine the natural frequencies (eigenvalues) and eigenvectors
of the structure. in the following manner. Pre-multiplying each term by the
inverse of [M). results in
which can be written as
[/ !{x(t)}+[AI{, (tl }=O
where.
[/1= [M I"' [MI=tdenuryor unit matrix
[Ai= [M]-1[K]= system or dynamicmatrix
4.3
4.4
Assuming harmonic motion. thedisptacement, velocity. and acceleration can be written
as follows.






Substirution of equations 4.5 and 4.7 into equation 4.4 leads to
- A[I J(x(tj }+{A J(x(t)}=O
where
A=wJ = eigenvalues




The eigenvalues are determined by evaluati ng the determinan t when set equa l to zero.





The eigenvalues are substituted into Equation 4.10 to obtain the eigenvectors {X I} where
. i ' represents the pani cular degree-ot-Ireedomor mode shape. This results in the
following equation.
4.11
The eigenva lues represented by {XI}are referred to as non-norma lized. The
eige nvectors may also bedetermined using the adjoint matrix of the system as discussed
in Appendix A.





into Equation 4.12 and pre-multiplication by lAM jl Equation 4.14 is obtained.
"
- w,' [·\f Il ·i',}+[KII·i', I· o
to, natural frequency
I , eigenvector (non - normalized)
".1"
Equation ·t 14 provides a convenient method to determine the eigenvectors using
measured decay lest data. During the model lest experiments. describe d in Section 3.0.
the following forces were measured.
·U 5
Equation 4.15 indicates that the force measured by the fort e transduce rs equals the
transducer displacement multiplied by its stiffness. For impact I)"PCforce measurements
the displacement will inheren tly include the dynam ic or inertial component. So tbe
measured force is a combination o f the actual force (due to the: applied load I and the
inertia llo ad.
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where the inertial force is given by the expression
{F(rj}_ =-[M ]{x{t)} 4.17
In a practical sense it is difficult to measure the physical displacements of the structure
directly. The accelerations can be measured. using accelerometers. and this technique has
been used in the past to establish inertial loads. as discussed in Appendix B. Withoucthe
ability 10accurately measuredie physical displacement. it is difficult to directly
determineme stiffness or flexibilit y matrices.
An alternate method can beused to establish the physical response of a structure.This
involves the use of experimentally determinedforce decay time traces. The model
structure is given an initial displacementor offset in the degree-or-freedom of interest. It
is allowed [0 vibrate freely, and the resulting inertial forces are measureddirectly from
the force transducers installed on me structure. The inherent assumption is that following
the initial excitation. no other external force acts on the structure and measured forces are
purelyinertial.
Based on this assumption, and using Equation4.14. it is seen that the modalforce vector
obtained from the decay tests is given by
4.18
"
Utilizing the relationshipgiven in Equation4.18 circumvents me inconvenienceof not
knowing the stiffness matrix. The non-normalized eigenvectorscan bedeterminedusing
Equation 4.19.
4.19
The natural frequencies can bedetennined from the characteristic equationor measured.
The mass and mass inertia properties are used10developthe mass matrix. The measured
force vector is determinedfromthe fast Fouriertransform of the decay time trace. A
discussion of meprocedure to obtain the mamx of measureddecay force vectors is
provided in Appendix C.
4.2.4 Eigenvector Normalization
The non-normalized eigenvectors are determinedusing only the measureddecay force
signals. the mass matrix. and the vectorof naturalfrequencies. The shapes of the
eigenvectors are uniquely defined. but their amplitudesare arbitrary. This allows the
eigenvectors to benormalized. There are several methods to do this.
One methodinvolves setting an arbitrary degree-of-freedom(typically the first). for a
particular modeshape. to unity. The remaining degrees-ot-treecomare set relative to this
reference value.
"
A variation of this procedure is to normalize the shapes to the maximum displac ement
va lue in each mode rather than with respect to an arbitrary coordinate. The maximum
coordinate becomes unity.
The most popular normalization procedur e for computer applications involves adju sting
each modal amplitude such that it that satisfies the expression.
{x.l' 1MIlx.l=I
where.
{x ~ } vector of nonnalized mode shape amplitude s.
4.20
A scalar facto r is used to normalize the eigen vectors. This factor is determined using this
equation.
{x. Y[M I{x. }=S.
where 5~ = scalar
4.21
The norma lized eigen vector , {X~ }, is achieved by applyin g the scalar factor to the non-




This. along with the orthogonalitycondition. (see AppendixD) for the mass matrix leads
to the following equation.
[X)' [MJ[X]=[t!
where,
[x I matrix of normalizedeigenvectors
4.23
The eigenvectors or mode shapesare said to beonhonormal relative to the mass matrix.
4.2.5 Conversion to Normal Coordinates
With the eigenvectors established. it is necessary to convert the system from physical to
normalcoordinates. In matrix notationthe modaldisplacementvector is relatedto the
mode shape and modalamplitudeas follows.
{x(r)} =[x]{,(r)}
where,
[x(t) } geometricor physicalcoordinate vector.
[xl NxN modeshape matrix.
[e (t)} modalamplitudeor nonnal coordinate vector,
so
4.%4
Themodeshapematrixservesto transformthe normal coordinate vectorto the physical
coordinate vector.
Due to theorthogonalityproperties of mode shapes.it is possibleto evaluatethe normal
coordinates simply by pre-multiplying bothsidesof Equation 4.24 by {X .Y[MJ.Since
{X.Y [M] {X..}=O whenn~m . this leads to thefollowing relationship fora nonnal
coordinate vector.
{d)}- {X.}' [M]{x (,)}
{X.}' [M]{X.l
Substituting Equation 4.24 into Equation 4.1.andpre-multiplying by {X .}' [M]leads to
[X]' [Mj[X){z(r)}+[X]' [K](X]{, (,)}= [X]' (F(t)} 4.26
Further substitution of Equation4.27 leads to Equation4.28.
[X]' [Kj[Xj=¥o'}[X]' [M][X] 4.2'7
[X]' [M][x]{z(r)}=;,[x]' ({F(t)}-[M][X]M)}) 4.28
"
Rearranging this leads to
[xl' [M][X]{z(' )}+{m'}[X] ' [M][X]{dt)}=[xl' {F(r )} 4.29
Substituting Equation 4.30 and 4.31 into Equation 4.29 leads to Equation4.32.
[ XI'[ M ][X !=[/ ]




Here [e(t)[represents the displacementlime-series vector in normalcoordinates. This
vector can menbe differentiatednumerically 10yield the acceleration time-seriesvector
in normalcoordinates. A discussionof numericaldifferentiation is given in Appendix E.
4.2.6 Re-eenversiento Physical CoordiDates
The acceleration vector in physicalor geomemccoordinates is obtained by applying
Equation 4.33. Finally, the inertial force is obtainedby me use of Equation 4.17. The
Inertial force is subtracted fromthe force measuredusingthe force transducersto obtain
the actual applied force on the structure.
{i(t) }=[X]{i(t}} 4.33
4.3 Implementation of Normal Mode Approach
The normal modeapproach outlinedin Section4.2 is implemented for a threedegree-or-
freedom system in Matlabscript normaCmode_v3_3dof_flodamping.m. whichis shown
in Appendix.K.
The program requires the inputof the system mass matrix. the measureddecayforce
vectors. the natural frequency vector. and the implicit time series spacing. The mass
matrix. shown in Table4.2. is assumedto bediagonal. Eachdiagonalteemrepresentsthe
deck mass for thejacket structure model describedin Section3.0. Fora higher OOF
system the additional diagonalterms wouldrepresentadded moment of inertia.






The method to determine thematrix ormeasured decayforcevectorsis described in
Appendix C. Forthis investigation. threedifferent decay forcevectormamces wereused.
This wasdone to illustrate thesensitivilYof theresults (0 these parameters.Table 4.3
shows thew ee. Ju matrices used. These contain theso-caned magnitudesof the
signals.
Table4.3 - Matrix of Measured DecayForceVectors
Jackel B
DecayForceVector MamxI
Measurement ~~ti~ I ~~~~ti/~ ExcitationOOF Mode3 (Z)
X 23.3 0.8S 1.7
Y 1.1 22 2
Z -0.032 0.104 I 20
Decay ForceVector Mamx2
Measurement Excitation =eta2ti~ ExcitationOOF Mode I (lO Mode 3 (Z)
X 23.7S 0.475 1.9S
Y 1.247 IS I.IS8
Z -0.094 0.047 20.6
DecayForce Vector Matrix 3
Measurement Excitation Excitation Excitation
OOF Model"" Modd tV\ Mode 3 (Z)
X 22.303 132S -0..523
Y 1.021 26.23S 0.870
Z -0.069 O.08S -S.838
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The results obtained by using the threedecay fcece vectors were (or all intents and
purposes the same. Theactual forcesignals were identical. based on visual inspection.
For that reason.decay force vector mab'ix2 was chosen for all remaining processing.
Table 4 .4 shows the nawral frequency vector defining the frequencies of lhc model jacket:
structure deck (or each degree-or-freedom,in radians persecond. These frequencies were
determined (rom the measureddecay lest time traces.
I
Table 4,4 - Vector o( NaturalFrequencies - Jack et B
(radiansls)
i X Y Z
I 2 1.4 23.\ 66.7
The time step is 0.0361 seconds. which is equivalent10 .. 200 Hz (model scale) sampling
rate.
Following this input. the non-normalizedeigenvectors are determinedusing the measured
decay force vectors. The normalizing scalar is thenestablished, and the eigenvectors are
normalized.
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Nextthe inputforce vectorsare specified. These are the measuredsignalsfrom whichthe
inertial forcecomponent is to beremoved.
Using the force vectors and the normalizedeigenvectors. the displacementsin the
normalizedcoordinatesystemare determined. These displacementsare then
differentiated [Q obtain the accelerations in the normalizedcoordinatesystem. The
differentiationis basedon the centraldifferencetechniquedescribed in Appendix E.
These accelerationsare convened backto the physicalcoordinate system, and then used
to determine the inertial forcecomponent.This force is subtractedfrom the measured
total force. to obtain the actual force.
The input signals are shown in Figures4.1 t04 .9. Figures4.1 to 4.3 are decay test
measurements. These signals are completely inertialin nature, and the normal mode
approach should (in theory)reduce themto steps or llat lines as appropriate. These
signals represent the forces measuredin the X, Y. and Z directions. due to a loadapplied
in the X direction. See Section3.0 for a descriptionof the coordinatesystem. Figures4.4
104 .9 are individualwave impactevents.
..
Maasured Decay Perce - XOirection -Load Applied in X OirllClion







Figure 4.1 Measured Decay Foree - Jaekel H - X Direction









"1~ure ~.3 Measured Decay Force - Jackel H- Z Dtrecnon
Ffgure ~.~ Measured wave Impact Event J- Jackel H - X Dtrecncn
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Measllred Waw Impact Ewnt 1 - Y Direction · Jacket B









Figu re 4.5 Measured Wave Impact Event I - J ack et II - Y Direction
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Figure 4.6 Measured Wave Impact Even t 1 - Ja cket H - Z Direction
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Measll red Wave lmpacI E-.ent 2 - X Direcl ion - Jacket B
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Figure 4.7 Measured wave Impact Event 2 - Jacket H - X Direction
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Figur e 4.8 Measured Wave Impact Event 2 - Jacket H- Y Direction
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Figur e 4.9 Measured Wave Impact Event 2 - Ja cket 8 - Z Direction
Figures 4.10 t0 4.12 compare the measured and actual forces for a decay test. Ideally. the
actual force. in Figure 4.10, would appear as a step. Instead, considerable high frequency
vibration is observed at the discontinuity. Despite this. there is clearly some signal
reduction. Figure 4. 12 shows some minor signal removal from the Z direc tion
measurement. Figure 4. 11 shows no signal reduction from the Y direction measurement.
Figures 4. 13 t04. 15 compare the measured and actual force results for a single wave
impact event. Again, the X and Z direction plots show reasonab le actual force signals.
with some reduction of inertial force. The Y direction plot shows no signal reduction,
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however. the overall scale or magnitude of the signa l is quite small compared to those in
the other degrees-of-freedom.
Figures 4.16 to 4.18 show similar results for another wave impact event from the same
test.
This method was also imp lemented in a six degree-o f-freedom form. but the results were
equally unsatisfactory. so they will not be presented here.
- measur!ld decay lorce - Ix
_ actual foo: e lJS ing decay fort:e matri~ 2
Comparison 01Measured and Actual Force - X Direction - Normal Mode Method
6O,~--r'==~S:::::r;:====;l
Ftgure 4.10 Meas ured and Actual Puree - x lji r. -Normal Mode
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- measured decay Iorce-fy
- aclual lorce using decay lorce mal rix 2




Figure 4.11 Measured and Actual Force-. Y Dtr. - Normal Mode
- measured decay force-lz
- actual lorce using decay lorce matrix 2













MeaslJredand AttlJal sceee - Ewnt 1 XDlrattion · ..locket B - Normal Mode Method
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Figure 4.13 Wave Event 1 and Actua l Force - X Dtr. - Normal Mode
- measlJred impact lorce - 1y
_ actlJallorce lJsing noonai mode









Figure 4.14 Wave Event 1 and Actua l Forc e - Y Dtr. - Nor mal Mode
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Figure 4.15 Wave Event I and Actua l Force - Z Dlr. - Normal Mode
- measured impact lon:e - rx
_ actual lon:e using normal mode










Figure 4.16 Wave Event 2 and Actual Force - X Dir. - Normal Mode
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Measured and A.ctualPerce - Ewot 2 · Z Dlreclion - Jacket B - NormalMode Method
,
Figure 4.18 w ave Event 2 an d Actual Foree - Z Dir . - Normal Mode
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4.4 Limitations of the Normal Mode Approach
Clearly the results obtained from this method fall short of expectations. This section will
list and discuss some of the limitations of the normal mode approach.
I. The method is time consum ing to implement. It is not a method that can beutilized
without significant preparation. lis usefulness depends on the availability of qualit y
decay test measurements. and accurate model physical properties (such as mass. radii
of gyration. and natural frequency ).
_. The success of the approach is subjec t to the vagaries of the system measuring.
system. For example . does the dynamome ter have some inherent cross-talk? Were the
loads applied to excite the decay tests in-line with the model coordinate system?
These are questions that will plague a user of this techniqu e. particularly if they are
not involved in the model test program .
3. The major problem with this techn ique. when applied to wave impact cases . is the
determ ination of the added mass. As the wave impacts the deck of the model. it ....i ll
contribute to the mass of the structure. This added mass will vary spatially and
temporally as the wave travels along the deck. The result is a fluctuating system
natural frequency. and the introduction of fluid damp ing. The quantification of added
"
mass for structures o f this type (subjected to wave impact load ing) is an area of
research that needs sig nifican t attent ion.
-I. The method used to establis h the matri x o f decay forc e vecto rs using fast Fourier
transforms. desc ribed in Appendix C. is rea lly intended for use with sinuso idal type
signa ls. Applicat ion to deca y t)-pe signa ls likel y introdu ces a sou rce o f error.
5. The normal mode technique makes the simplifying ass umption that there is no
da mping. and this is reflected in tho:defined eq uat ion o f mot ion. Clearly structural
damp ing is prese nt. as well as damping re lated to fluid-stru cture interaction . This is
anot her top ic reco mmended for fut ure inves tigation. An att empt was made to
introduc e a damping term 10 the present eq uation of mo tion. based on Rayle igh
damping. The results o f this are presented in A ppendix F.
6 . A good indicato r that Ihis met hod has not been successful is tho: failureto S3tisty ~
orthogonality condition. as defi ned in Equat ion -1.23. The: res ult shou ld bean ido:mily
matrix. with values of 1.0 along thedia gonal. 3Ild zeros elsewhere . As seen in Tab le
-1.5. the o fTdiagonal terms ar c:non-zero. and are too large to beconsid ered due 10
round oil".
7. The grea test limitation with this method. and indeed all the method s to bediscussed
here. is the diffi culty in quan tifying whethe r a particu lar actual force result is
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satisfactory. Other than a subjecti ve visual assessment of the signal and perhaps its
FFT, in comparison with the original signal, there are no obvious, quantifiabl e
parameters to gauge the suitability of the modified signal. This is an area that requires
further research.
Table 4.5 - Onhogonatity Condition Not Satisfied (see Equation 4.23)
I. ()()()() 0.0840 0.0930
I 0.0840 I.()()()() 0.06 19!
i 0.0930 i 0.0619 I.()()()()
n
5.0 Inverse Fourier Transform Method
5.1 Backgro und
Kaplan (1992), Kaplan et al (1995). and Murray et al (1995) discussed the use of the
Inverse Fourier Transform method to remove inertial forces from measured force signals.
This can beapplied 10 force measurements from the deck dynamometer of a modeljacket
structuresubjected to waveimpact. as describedin Section3.0.
Kaplan(1992) stressed the importanceof removing the effects of measurementsystem
dynamics from the total force measurement. These so-called inertial forces are due to
structural acceleration. and are seenas forces by the load measuringdevices. The
removalof theseextraneousforcecomponents is necessaryin order toobtain the actual
applied force. The manner in which the actual force differs from the measured force will
dependon the time extent andform oClhe appliedimpulsive force. andthe natural
frequency of the measurement system.
According to Kaplan(1992), the measured force is related 10 the acruat force using a
convolution integralexpression. as shown in Equation 5.t. The convolution Integral and
its use in the determination of die response 10 an arb itrary excitation is discussed in
general terms in Thomson{l981).
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I ..(t ) =f;h(t -r)/,,(t)dt
where
I ..(r) representsmeasured force.
IoCr) represemsacmatforce.
h(r - r ) representsimpulseresponse.
5.1
Applying a Fourier transform operation leads to the relationship in Equation 5.2.
F ..Um)= H(jm)F,,(iw)
where
H(i m) representsfrequencyresponseor the
Fouriertransfonno f he,).
F ..(i m) represents the Fouriertransfonnof 1..(1).
F .(im) representsthe Fouriertransformof I. (t) .
Knowing F..(jW) and H(iw ) . EquatiooS.2can berearranged to obtain F. (iW).
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The actual force time series can then, in theory. bedetermined by taking the inverse
Fourier transform of F. (i(/}) .
Kaplanet al (1995) and Murray et al (1995) stated that the implementation of this method
is complicated. This is particularly true for mula-degree-of-freedom (MOOF) systems,
due 10 the presence of mode coupling. They claimed that a matrix of cross-coupling
terms would be required, and developing this would beextremely difficult. In addition,
the effects of added massand fluid damping further complicate the situation when
considering wave induced impact loads.
5.2 Implementation or Inverse Fourier Method
Despite these warnings, an attempt has been made here to implement this procedure. first
in a single degree-of-freedom (SOOF) form, and then in MDOFform. The measured
force signals. and the impulse response signals will be taken from decay tests conducted
for the experiments described in Section 3.0. The reason for this is two-fold. First. the use
of in-air measurementseliminates the effects of added massand fluid damping. Second.
the signal from a decay test will be purely inertial following the releaseof the initially
applied load. The successful removal of the Inertial component will result in a signal
resemblinga rcctangular pulse.
so
Murray et al (1995) described how the impulse response for a system could be developed
from the derivative of the response to a pulse or step. This serves as the rationale for
using the decay test to obtain the impulseresponse. The decay test is perfonnedby
applying a known load to the system, in line with a panicular degree-of-freedom (ooF').
The statically applied load is released instantaneously. and the decay force time trace is
measured through the system instrumentation. The measured response is typically used to
obtain the natural frequency and damping characteristics of the system. Decay tests are
repeated for each relevant degree-of-freerom (ooF).
5.2.1 SOOF Implementation - FrequeMy Domain Division
This section will describe the implementation of the inverse Fourier transform method in
SDOF form, using measured and simulated data. It will be seen that the application of the
technique is not straightforward. The signal modifications required to facilitate the
procedure will be illustrated. See Table 5.1 for a summaryof the procedure in SOOF
format.
A set of decay tests was conducted on the instrumented deck of ajackee structure model
(Section 3.0). A typical decay test force measurement, from the dynamometer. is shown
in Figure 5.1. For this demonstration the signal will serve as the source for the measured
force signal, I..{l) . and the impulse response. h(t ) . The measuredforce signal, 1. (1) .
is selected from the original signal. and is shown in Figure5.2. Points from 330.71 to
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Table 5.1 • Procedure for Application of the
Inverse Fourier TransformMethod(SooF Format)
i Step Description
I
I IEstablishstep or pulse responsevectors.Thesecan be taken
from measured decay force tests. The exactstarting point is a
manerof trial and error, though in theoryit should coincide
with the releaseof the appliedload (in the decay test).
I
2 Differentiatethe step responsevector to obtain the impulse
responsevector.
I ) Take the Fast Fourier Transform <FFf) of the measured inputvector.
I
4 Take the FFf of the impulse responsevector, to obtain the
frequencyresponse vector.
I
5 Normalizethe frequency response vectorby itsown initial
value. This is required to maintain the sameDCcomponent
between the measured input vector,and thederivedoutput
vector.
6 Divide the FFf of the measured input vectorby the nonnalized
frequencyresponsevector (0 oblain the FFTof the actual force
vector.
7 Take the inverseFourier transformof theactual forcevector
FFf to obtain the actual force time series.
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Measured Decay Force XDireclioo -LoadAppliedinXDirectioo
measured d8cay Ion::e-Ix
Figure 5.1 Totall\feasured Decay Force - X Direction
Measured Decay Poce - X Direclioo - Load Applied in X Direclioo
eo
Figure 5.2 Selected Measured Decay Force - X Direction
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368.30 seconds of lheoriginalsignalare selected. Notethat the lengthof the f". (I)
signal is 1024points. It is recommended that that when signals are subjected to a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) that they bea powerof 2 in length. This ensures the most
efficient application of the FFf.
In a similar manner. the step or pulse response usedto derive the impulse response
function, h(t), is also selected fromthe originalsignal. In order to demonstratelhe
sensitivityof the overall procedure to the signal selection, twopulse responses have been
created. Signals sl(t) and s2( t) represent selections from times 336.9916 to 314.5841
seconds and 331.0344 to 314.6214 seconds, respectively. These selections ate one time
step in the difference. They are shown in Figures 5.3 and5.4. Note that these signalsare
also 1024 points in length. This is requiredto ensureefficientapplicationof the FFf
algorithm. and also to facilitatedivisionof the signals in the frequency domain. It is
necessarythat the signals involvedin the vector divisionbe the same length. Thiscould
beconsidered a minorshortcomingof this method.
Nextthe pulse response signals are differentiated.using the algorithmdescribedin
Appendix E. These derivatives. defined hl(t) and h2 (t ), represent the responseto an
impulse. and are shown in Figures 5.5 and5.6.
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Fjgure 5.4 Step or Pul se Responses - Selected Vie"
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Comparison 01impulse responseshl(t) and h2(t)
- h l (t)
- h2(I)
20 25 30 35 40
Tlme(s)
Figure 5.5 Impulse Responses
Comparison 01lmpuee responseshl(t) and h2{t) · Selection
- hl (l )
- h2(I)
500
Figure 5.6 Impulse Responses - Selected View
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The next step is to applyan FFf to each signal.Then me division of me FFf of I . (t ) by
me FFf of h(t ) , is done to obtain me FFf of 1. (1) , as per Equation5.3. The FFTof an
impulse response is commonlyknownas a frequency response. The MATLABoperator
for array division ( J ) is requiredhere since each vector element must be divided
individually. The commandwouldbe"FAl=FMJH I;", FM represents F.. (i ll) , meFFf
of me measured force. HI represents HI (ilLl) me FFf of me impulse response. and FAI
represents, me FFTof me actual force signal. Figures5.7 to 5.9 show me resulting
signals.
At first examination the result for F.I (ill) lookspromising. The resonantpeak has been
removed and me remaining signal is reminiscentof a sine function. as would be expected.
However, if me Inverse Fourier transform of this is obtained,me result does not resemble
the expected rectangular pulse. The result is shown in Figure 5.10, The signalappears to
beinverted. the overall magnitudeof the signal does not compare withthe original
f ,. (t ) . and there is an unexpectedhigh frequency component.
In the ideal situation, the inertialcomponent wouldbecompletely removed from the
IM(t ) signal. to revealan actual force U . (t) signal resembling a rectangularpulse. The
mean of these signals wouldbe identical.This can only beachieved if the DCcomponent
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FFT of ' Actual Force ' from FM IH1
6 6
Frequeocy(Hz)
Figure 5.9 FFT of Actua l Force




Figure 5.10 Actua l Force Time Series
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described above. it is necessarythat the DC componentof the frequency response vector
have a value of 1.0.
The DC component of a signal (frequency domain) is related to the meanof the signal
time series multiplied by the numberof points in the time series.Strictly speaking, the
DC component of the frequency domain vector is equal to the sum of the time domain
vector elements.
The example from above can be re-done using this modification. The frequency response
vector is scaledas follows. "HIS=HIIHl( I):". Figure 5.11 shows the modifiedfrequency
response vector. The DCcomponent now has a value of 1.0. Dividing F", (f iLl) by
HIS(iiLI ) yields F/JIS (iiLI) .as shown in Figure5.12. Taking the inverse Fourier
transform of this leadsto the signal shown in Figure5.13. Figure 5.14 plots the actual
force. ! a ls(t) . in comparison with the measuredforce, !,.(t) .
The scaling procedure has invertedthe signal. and adjustedthe overall magnitudeso that
it resembles that of !,.(t) . Notehoweverthat this ! .(I) signalshows an unexpected
high frequency component. This high frequency componentis not apparent in the ! . (t )
signal or its FFr. F.. (i w ) . This will be discussed later.
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Figure 5011 Scaled Frequency Respo nse
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Figure 5.12 Ffo'Tof Actua l Force- Using Scaled Frequency Response
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·Actual Fon::e· time series from illt of FA1S
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Figu re 5.13 Actu al Force vec tor . Using Scaled Frequ ency Response





Figure 5.14 Meas ured Decay and Act ual Force -1FT Meth od
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In order to demonstrate the sensitivityof the process [0 die selectionof the impulse
response h (t) . lhe procedureis repeatedusing h2(t) . whichis shifted from hl(l) by one
time step (l.e. its selection started at time 337.0344seconds of the total measuredforce
signal. rather than 336.9976). Figures5.15 and 5.16 clearly show that using h2(t) as the
impulse response produces an actual forcesignaldial differs considerably fromthat
produced by hi (1) . showingeven morehigh frequency contamination.
The shift in die step response selection (by one point) causes an increasein the element
sum (sum of all the time seriesvectorelements) of the subsequent impulse response. As a
result the DC component of the frequency response is higher. Whenthenormalizationis
done. the entire vector is dividedby die largernumberand therefore hassmaller values in
the high frequency range.
Subsequent division with the FFf oflhe measured forcesignal f ..(I) causes the high
frequencyrange of the resultant F. (ill}) to beamplified.
Ultimately the selection of the "proper" step response I impulse response willbea matter

















Figure 5.15 Comparison of Alternate Frequency Responses
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Figure 5.16 Actua l For ce vec tor s From Alternate Freq. Respon ses
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! .2.2 SDOr Implementation· Useof Convolution IlIIdDeconvolutionTechniques
Convolution and deconvolution arc procedures (0 combine signals in the timedomain.
They are equivalent to multiplicationand division (in the frequency domain),
respectively. The procedure definedby Kaplan(1992), and shown in Equation5.3, is
equivalent [0 a deconvolution in the timedomain. A briefdescriptionof convolution is
given in Appendix G.
It would beof some interest to implementthe procedure as a deconvolution (time
domain)and compare it to the result from the frequency domaindivision. MATLAB
conveniently provides scripts for this purpose (conv anddeconv). As withthe frequency
domaindivision, however, it willbeseen that the implementation of the deconvolutionis
not straightforward.
The same signals employed for the frequency domaindivision will beused. Both the
measured force signal, f ..(I), and the pulse response willbe selected from the original
decay test signal shown in Figure5.1. The pulseresponse is differentiated to obtainthe
impulse response, hl(l). shown in Figure5.5. Both signals have a lengthof 1024points.
The MATLABdeconvolution command(ckconv) is implementedas follows,
" [q, r/ =deconv(c,a); " , where vector "a" is deconvolved out of vector "C OO to obtain the
"
vector "q ". the quotient. and the vector "r ", the remainder. In this exampje, the I ..(I)
will be "cv. end hl (r) will be "a" .
Implementation of the deconvolution. with the signals unmodified. results in a "q" vector
that contains only one point. Smith (1999) describes how when two signals. of length M
and N respectively. are convolved. the resulting signal has a length(M+N - I). It would
be reasonable to assume that the signal "c" in the deconv command. he larger than the
signal "u", Since hl (t) hasa length of 1024 points. I ..(r) would need a length of 2047
point in order to deconvolve a signal "q" of length 1024points. The solution is to pad the
signal "c" (/.. (1) in this example) with zeros, to a length of 2047 points. The result of
doing this, and deconvolvtng. yields a "q" as shown in Figure 5.17. Clearly this does not
resemble the expected rectangular pulse signal. Some other modification must be
required.
One modification that facilitates the deconvolution process is the addition of an impulse
of magnitude 2.0 to the first point of the defined impulseresponse vector. This procedure
is discussed in Appendix H.
This procedure was applied to lbe measured 1..(1) and hl (l ) signals from above. The
hi (I) signal must first bescaled by the factor (-mean( hl(t) )"'1024). where 1024 is the
number of points in the hl (t ) signal. to yield hls (t ) , This is identical to the
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normalization done in the frequency domain to achieve a DC component of 1.0. The
scaled impulse response vector is then decon volved out of I ,.2 (r}, the version of
1 ,. (1) padded with zeros. Thi s yields the still unrealistic signal for "q", shown in Figure
5.17.
The value of the first point of his (t ) (a[ I ]) is then altered, iteratively, and the
deconvoluti on quotient, q[n], is recalculat ed until the its mean matches the mean of
1",(1) (note that this is the mean of the non-padded signal), For this example. the original
value of the initial point of the scaled impu lse response (hi s ( I», was ultimately changed,
xt o'" Decono.dlllionolfm(l)padded lo2Q47pointsandhl(t)
6r----~-~-------,- ---,
15 20 25 30
Tlme(s )
Fjg ure 5.17 Result of Deconvo lut ion
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from 0.1936 to 2.19331 before the mean of q[n] matched the mean of ! ",(t). q[n] then
resembles what could reasonably be considered the actual force signal. ! . (t ) • as shown
in Figure 5.18.
What has happened here? The vector element sum of the original unmodifed impulse
response (hl(t) ) had a value of -1 .0. The modified impulse response ( hls( l») had a sum
equal to 1.0. Essentially an impulse of magnitude 2.0 has been added to the time series.
The absolute value of the DC component in frequenc y domain remains unchanged at 1.0.
There is however. a shift in the frequenc y response vector. which is particularl y
noticea ble in the high frequency range. As an aside. lhe FFT of a single impulse of
amplitude 2.0 would bea flat line of magnitude 2.0.
Figure 5.19 compares the actual force determined using the inverse Fourier transform
method to that from the deconvolution. It is seen that the general shape and magnitude of
the signals are comparable. but that the decon volved signal is considerably less noisy.
The noise reduction is due to the signal shift in the high frequency range of the frequency
response. the result of the addition of the impulse . The appropriaten ess of this techniqu e
may be questionable. however. j[ could be argued that it is legitimate since it merely
filters OUt high frequency components thai are themselves not legitimate. the resu lt of the
numerical process. Otherwi se it could be viewed as a form of low-pass filter. The
deconvolved signal does show some oscillation or noise near the discontinui ty, see Figure
5.20. This may be caused by some peculiarity of the deconvolution process. or by Gibb 's
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Comparisonat MeasuredForce and Actual Force fromOecomolution
- measureddecay foo:e · rm
- actual lon::e irQrndacorl'lOlution
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Figure 5.18 Measured Decay and Actual Forc e from Deconvo tutton
Comparison of Actual Fon::e R86ults
I UsinglrM:lrseFourier Translorm






Figure 5.19 Actual Force s from 1FT and Deconvolution Methods
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Fi2ure S.20 Actual Forces from 1FT and Deconvolut ion ~tethods
Effect (see Appendix I). In either case this Illustrates the single biggest drawback of this
technique when applied to impact type processes; that it is likely impossible to separate
the actual impact force from the signal corruption at the disconti nuity.
Figures 5.2 1 to 5.24 compare the results of the inverse Fourier transform and
deconvolution methods applied to simulated data. Figure 5.21 compares the computed
actua l force time series. using the deconvolution techn ique (q). and the inverse Fourier
transform (fa). to the origi nal simulated "measu red" force signal. Figure 5.22 shows the
Fourier transform" for these signals. Th i.. examp le uses a low frequency sinusoida l input
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signa l. Note the output signals are rounded at the discontinuity. The question is whether
this rounding represents Gibbs Effect. since the anticipated oscillation is not evident.
Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show similar plots using a higher frequency simulated "measured"
force signa l. Note that in this case the rounding is no longer evident at the discontinuitie s,
instead. the expected oscillation typical of Gibbs Effect occur s.
5.2.3 MDOF - Frequency Domain Division
Up to this point the discussion has focussed to the application of these techniques to
single degree-of-freedom systems. In a realistic situation the force measurements would
likely be made (using a dynamomete r) in at least three degrees-of-freedom
simultaneo usly. So it is necessary [Q investigate the implementation of the inverse Fourier
transform method, and the deconvolution method in a MOOF situation.
The investigation will be limited to a three degree-or-freedomsystem. where onhogon al
force measurement s represent the X. Yand Z directions . As before. the force
measurements used here are taken from decay test resul ts from the jacket structure model
tests described in Section 3.0. Figure 3.5 defines the coordinate system.
Appendix K shows the MATLAB script for the implementatioo of the inverse Fourier
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ActuaJ:~fftes from Inwrse Fourier Transform and Docorr.olution using Simulated Data
Figure 5.21 Comparison of Methods - FITs of Simulated Time Series
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Figure 5.22 Compa rison of Methods - FFTs of Simul ated Time Serie s
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Figure 5.23 Compa rison of Methods Using Simulated Time Series
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Fjgure 5.24 Compa rison of Method s - FFTs of Simul at ed Time Series
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Nine time traces. from three separate decay tests, are loaded into the MATLAB
work.space. From these the so-called measured force signals are selected. The selections
have a length of 1024 points. though any other power of two coold have beenused. Also
from the original decay test signals. the step response signals are selected. As with the
single degree-of-freedom implementation . these are selected at the point where the
applied load is released . The step response signals are also 1024 points in length. The
files are saved to the computer hard drive in ASCII formal. This is required so that they
can be differ entiated using the script Fir scd eriv.m. (Appendix K) to obtain the impulse
response vectors.
A fast Fourier transform (FFI) is then applied to lhe measured force vectors and the
impulse response vectors using the MATLAB command fft .m. The frequenc y response
vectors (the ffts of the impulse response vectors) are then normalized in the following
manner. Each frequency response vector is.normalized by the initial point value of its
relevant diagooat term vector. For example . the vectors (three in tOlal) resulting from
load applied in the X direction are divided by the first point of the X direction
measurement. Likewise for the vector sets due to loads applied in the Y and Z directions.
This ensures that the matrix of initial points (from the nine frequenc y response vectors)
will have 1.0' s along the diagonal.
The division of the measured force FFrs by the frequency responses in matrix fonn is
done in the followin g manner. First . threeof thenine available measured force signals
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are chosen. and stored in a common matrix. size 3d 024. In lhe script shown in Appendix
K. the signals measured from lhe test where the load was applied in lhe X direction were
used. Next . in a "for loop". the frequency response vectors are stored in a 3x3 matrix, and
used 10divide the 3x l co lumn vector from lhe measured force matrix. That is. the first
points from each of Ihe nine frequency response vectors are used to develop a 3x3 matrix.
Similarly . the first points from each oflhe measur ed force signals are used to develop a
Jxl column vector. The matrix division of these yields a 3x1co lumn vector representing
the first points of three "actual force" vectors . This is repea ted 1024 times (in lhis case).
until the three complete "actual force" vectors are generated.
The inverse Fourier transfor m is then taken of each row vector in Ihe "actual force"
matrix. to obtain the "actual force" time series . Figures 5.25 to 5.26 compare the "actual
force" time series to the origina l"measured force" time series. The results appearto beas
good as those using the SDOF method. at least in the X direction. In Ihe Y and Z
direction s. there appears to be little or no signal suppression . The overa ll magnitude of
the Y and Z signals is. however. quite small compared to the X signal. as would be
expected in this loading condition . Perhaps it is optimistic (0 expect any signal removal in
these degrees -of-freedom?
Several othe r attempts were made to implement this procedure. using different
approaches to the development of the frequency response matrix and its application in the
,0>
Measured a-1dAc!\.llll FOlC8ampIemer1: ed in MOOF Form · XDrectio'l
- Me8$I.nd Fon::.
- AcIUll Fon::.
f'ig urt 5.25 Resu lt of Inverse fourier T ra nsfo nn in M IXlF form
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li me (s ) '" 35 ..
Fjgure 5.26 Result o( Inverse Fou rier Transform in MI)()F form
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Ffgure 5.27 Result of Inverse Fourier Transform in MDOI'" Form
generation of the "ac tual force" vectors. These provided no improvement over the
method outlined above, so they will not be presented here.
5.2.4 MD OF - Use of Deconvolution Techniques
The next implementat ion attempt is conducted using time domain signals, making use of
the MATLAB deconvolution command (deconv), as was done for the SOOF case. The
initial portion of the script is identical to the frequency domain artempt. to the point
where the impulse response vectors are normalized. The concept here is to deconvolve
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the impulse response signals out of the measured force signals to obtain nine vector
components of actual force.
The first problem with this approach becomesapparent when the deconvoluuons are
attempted. The quotient signals produced bear no resemblanceto measured forcesignals
from which they are deconvolved. As with the SDOF implementation. the impulse
response signals require that the first point be modified to facilitate the deconvolution.
For the so-called "diagonal term" vectors. where the OOF of the applied load and
measurement coincide. me addition of a 2.0 magnitudeimpulse works well.
When the value of the first point of me impulseresponse vector is modified. me
comparison between the "measured force" and me deconvolved quotient signal can be
Improved. To demonstrate this. the impulse response vectors representing collinear
applied and measured loads. have had their first points modified by the addition of an
impulse of magnitude 2.0. As with the SOOF example mis changes me sum of the vector
elements from - 1.0 to 1.0. The comparisonsare shown in Figures 5.28 to 5.30. The
vector "h_'Cfx" represents me impulse response vectorof a force measured in the X
direction. due to a load applied in the X direction.Similarly. "tLy_fy" and "h_c fz"
represent collinear applied and measured loads. Table 5.2 shows the modificationsto the
initial point values of the these impulse response signals.
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The comparison in Figure5.28 shows excellentsignal removal.This should be expected
since both the measured forceand the impulse responsevectororiginate from the same
signal. The comparisons in Figures 5.29 and 5.30 show only moderatesignal removal. In
these cases the measured forceand impulse response vectors were derived fromdifferent
decay tests. Note however that the force scale is considerably smaller than for that shown
in Figure 5.28.
Table 5.2 ImpulseResponse Vector Modifications



















h should be noted that the signals in Figure 5.28 are iden tical to those shown in Figure
5.18. The quotie nt signal shown in Figure 5.28 is one component of the total X direction
force. while the quotient signal shown in Figure 5.18 was deve loped as a single DOF.
For the cases where the impulse response vectors and the measured force vectors are not
co llinear. reasonable results are not obtained by the modification techn ique. Even using
an iterative approac h. changing h (l ) until the mean of the convolved signal matches the
original measured force signal does not work . Instead of iterating towards the "correct
actual force" . with only minor alteration of the impulse response signal. ridicu lously large
values need to be substinned to generate a signa l that is reasonab le. and then in shape
only. The magnitude (quantified by the mean) in these cases will differ from that of me
measured force signal by a scale factor which is equal to the value substituted for the first
point of the impulse response signal.
It is nOI clear what justification could be used to apply such a scale factor . In addition . the
sca led quotien t signal not only matches the mean of the "measured force" signal. the
shape is identical. When subtracted from "measured force" signa l (10obtain the inertial
force) . the signal would essentially be zero. This might not seem unreasonable. since with
this type of 3 OOF system. the amount of X direction measured force (for example) due





Ffgure S.28 Result or Deeenvo lutlen ~Ielhod in MI>OF Form











Ffgure 5.30 Result or Deconvolution Method in MDOt' Form
As an example. Figure 5.31 co mpares the measured force signal "f m_x" to a deconvolved
quotient "q", that has been developed using the impulse response signal" h-y jx"
(impulse response in the X direction to a load app lied in the Y direction), The first point
was iterated to a value of 22(XX) (from the original value of - 1.6(26). The quotient was
then scaled by 22(xx) so that its magnitude (mean) matches that of the "measured force",
Appendix:K contains the MATLAB script developed for this implementation.
FfT_rnatrU_deconv_o.m. The impu lse response vectors are normalized by the mean of













Figure 5,31 Result of Deconvoluti on-Impulse and Forc e not Collinea r
its firs t point value modified by adding (or subtracting) the abso lute value of two times
the vector element sum of the original unmodified vector. For the "diago nal term'
vectors, this means an addition (or subtract ion) of 2.0 . The "off-diagonal" terms would
see the add ition (or subtraction) of a lesser value. The concept here is to maintain the
signal ratio between the relevant "diago nal" and "off-diagonal" vectors. Unfortuna tely,
this procedure fails to produce reasonable resu lts for "off-d iagonal" term vectors.
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5.3 Application to Measured Wave Impacts
These procedures were applied10measuredwaveimpact signals. gatheredfromthe
model test experiments describedin Section3.0. This wasimplementedin SooF and
MooF form. The MATLABscripts for theseare ifc wave_sdo!m and
FIT_matrU_wQve.m. andare shown in AppendixK.
The results were less thansatisfactory. Figures 5.32 to 5.37 compare the measuredand
actual force timeseries. for Jackel B and Jacket A. fOf the SooF case. In neitherDOF
was there significant signal suppression. In fact, in many, the actual force signal was
amplified. There are two reasons for this. Figures5.38 105.43 comparethe FfTs of the
measuredandactual force signals.In each ooF it can beseen that the high frequency
region of the actual force signal is amplifiedin sections.This does not representreal
frequency components, but is the result ratherof thedivisionof the smallmeasuredforce
values by smaller values in the frequency response. Figures5.44to 5.46comparethe
measured force FfTs and the frequency response. forJacket A. in the X and Y degrees-
of-freedom. These showthe relative scalesof the forcesignaland the frequency response
in the higher frequency region.The measuredsignaldisplays considerable high frequency
noise, which is amplifiedin the divisionprocess.
Figure 5.46 comparesthe FfT of the force signaland the frequency responsefor Jacket A
in the Z ooF. This illustrates the other reasonfor the poorperformanceoflh is method.
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Ftgure 5.34 1FT Method - J acket H Wave Imp act -. SOOF - Z Dtr.
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Figure 5.40 UT Method- Jacket 8 FIT of Wave Impact - SDOF _ Z
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response. This is an effec t of the added mass caused by the impact ing wave . Since the
peaks no longer coinc ide. the proced ure cannot be properly imp lemented.




An interesting technique for removing unwantedconvolutions from signals is described
by Smidt (1999).This technique is known as Blind Deconvolution. The impulse response
of the system is unknown. and must beestimated. The appropriateness of themethod may
be dubious.but it does provide some interesting results. A discussion of this method.and
its application to measured wave impact signals is provided in AppendixG.
5.5 Summary
Based on the application of these techniques to measured decay data. it is clear that they
have some merit. In both the single OOF. and multiple DOF implementations the
technique did a reasonablejob of suppressing the inertialcomponent. when the impulse
response vector and the measured forcevector were collinear.Otherwise, the results were
not impressive.
The techniqueis best suited for single OOF measurement systems, where crosstalkand
comamination from multiple modes of vibration are less an issue. For MOOFsystems,
furtherwork needs to be done to develop methods to establish the matrix of cross
coupling terms. This needs to be tied into studiesof overall dynamometer design. There
has been little workdone to quantify the effects of system dynamics on these Important
measuring devices.
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Further work need s to bedone (0 escablish criteria for the selection of pulse (step )
responses from measured deca y tests. These are differentiated to generate the impul se
respo nses. The sens itivity of the results to the selection has been demonstrated here, but
the process is still based on trial and error at this point .
Additional study is required to under stand the differences observed between the result s
obtained using the frequenc y domain division and the deconvoluti on in time domain.
Why does the impulse respon se vec tor require the addi tion of an impulse to the first point
to facilitate the decon volution ? Is this modificati on even appropriate?
Gibbs effect seems to be an important and unavoidable feature of this techniqu e. Some
authors have described method s to mitigat e Gibb ' s effect. and these are discussed briefly
in Appendix I. Effon needs to be made to Investigate these mitigation techniques and to
establis h their effect and appropriateness applied to the inverse Fourier transform
methods.
The application of the techniqu es to measured wave impact signal s high lights the need
for further study in two areas. First, more work needs to bedone to under stand the effect s
of spatia lly and temporal ly varying added mass on the measured wave impac t signals.
Second. the appropriateness of filtering to remove the erroneou s high freque ncy
components from the actual force signals needs to beexami ned.
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The Blind Deconvolution technique . discussed in Appendix G requires further
experimentation with the selection of desired pulse shapes. the application of the Custom
Filter method. and consideration of Gibb s effect.
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6.0 Use of Digital Filters to Remove Inertial Force
6.1 Introduction
Murray and Kaplan (1995) described the use of digital filters in post-experiment
processtng to remove inertial loads frommeasuredforce signals. They demonstrated the
use of a low-pass Kaiserwindowto remove highfrequency components frommeasured
wave Impactloads 011 the instrumented deck of a jacket-typeoffshore structure. Their
justification for applying a low-pass filter was that the high frequency components
measured by the venical measuring load transducers (five in this case) were not phase
locked 10the low frequency components.That is. the low frequency component time
[faces for the indivi dual transducers that comprisethedynamometerwereout of phase
with eachother. The timetraces af the highfrequencycomponents were in phase.The
authors stated that this indicates that the high frequency components are completely
inertial in origin. and can be legitimately removed. In the conclusion section of their
paper they recommend further investigation using band reject type filters.
An attempt was made to apply this lowlhighpass separationtechnique to measured
vertical force signals from the experiments described in Section 3.0. The results were not
as conclusive as those presented by Murray and Kaplan (1995). The signals were low and
high pass filtered with appropriate frequency cutoffs. using a Kaiser window. The low
pass signals showed the expected phase relationships. with the forward load transducer
signals cut of phase with rear load eansducers. When high pass filtered though. the
12.
signals could not definitively be described as being in phase. Indeed, if regionsof the
high frequency range are bandpassed. there are sections that showthe samephase
relationships as seen in the low passcase. This is not to suggestthat the hypothesisput
forward by Murray and Kaplan(1995) is invalid. but it does emphasizethe need to
careful application of lowpass filters, and the need for further investigationof the use of
band reject filters.
6.2 FUter Types
Thereare. of course. manytypesof low pass and band reject filtersthat can beapplied to
a measured signal. The choice can be overwhelming 00someone not versedin the
mysteries of digital signal processing (DSP). The selectionof an inappropriate filter. or
its improper applicationcan lead to incorrect interpretation of results.
Smith(1999) providesan excellent discussionof filter types goinga longway to
demystify their use. He basically divides filters into twocategories. those optimized. for
use with time-domain encodedsignals, and those optimizedfor use withfrequency-
domainencoded signals. The fonner are best at removingnoise fromsignals. while the
latter are best at separatingbandsof frequencies. The timedomainfilters typical ly have
sharpstep response. while having poor frequency responsecharacteristics. The frequency
domain filters.on the otherhand.have excellent frequency responsecharacteristics, with
fast roil-off, and good stopband attenuation, but theycan haveslow step responses,with
significant overshoot.
Which type of filter best applies to the measured wave impact signals being examined
here? This question will be examined by implementing a number of the flners
recommended by Smith (1999). The algorithms and scripts for each filter will be
presented. and their characteristics and limitations when appliedto a typical wave impact
measurement will be discussed
Smith ( \9 99 ) also categorizes filters as to whether they are applied in convolution or in
recursion. These classifications essentia lly influence the speed of the applied filter. Since
the signals unde r examina tion here are post processed. speed is not an issue.
Figures 6. 1 and 6.2 show a typical wave impact time trace and irs FFT. These will be
used for this examination of filters. This signal represent s a wove impact on the deck
dynamometer measured in the horizonta l (X ) direction. This will be the commo n signal to
which the filters will beapplied. The filters that are to beexplored are the moving
average filter. the windowed sine filter. the single pole filter. the Che byche..· type I. and
the Kaiser window. These will all be implemented as low pass filters. and several will be
implemented in band reject form.
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6.3 Low Pass Flltees
6.3.1 Moving Average Filler
The moving average filler is the simplest of all filters. It is classified as finite impulse
response (FiR). It is implemented by averaging sections of lhc:time series using
successive windows of arbitrary length. The algorithms in non-recursive and recursive
fonn are given in Equations 6.1 and 6.2.
ylil=., li - l l + x~ + pl-li-q ]
6.1
6.2
Where, p = (M - 1>/2 and q =p + l . M is the filler length. or the length of the
averaging window. x(iJ and y(i) are the input andoutput signals respectively. The
Matlab scripts for these are given in Appendix K.
The moving average filter is the best for reducing random noise in a signal. It has a Sharp
step response. with littleor no overshoot. its frequency responsecharacteristics are very
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poor, with extremely slow rou-ott , and very poor stopband attenuation. Figures 6.3 and
6.4 show the frequency and step responses for a range of filter lengths.
Increasing the filter length has the effect of improving the roll-off and stopband
attenuation of the frequency response. while lengthening the rise-time of the step
response.
The frequencyresponses are sinc functions. This means that the impulse responsesare
rectangular pulses. where the widthof the pulse is the same as the filter length. The same
filteredoutput could be obtained by convolving the input signal with the rectangular
pulse.
Other than altering the filter length. the user of the moving average filter has no control
over location of the cutoff frequency. For the example input signal. a filter length or 9
points causes the first zero crossingof the frequency response to coincide with the
resonant peak . resulting in the best case for this filter type, see Figures 6.5 and 6.6. A
filter length of 19 potnts causes the second zerocrossing to coincide with the resonant
peak. resulting in the second best case.
The 9 point moving average filter. for this wave input example. does a goodjob of
removing the resonant peak.without corrupting the lower frequency (wave induced)
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to les s than 20percent of their original values . Co mmon wisdo m would suggest that this
type of filter is not appropriate for this type o f signal. However. basedon these
interesti ng obse rvations . and the ease of implementation. use of the moving average filter
sho uld 01 least beexplored .
Blackman and Gauss ian window s. app lied in convo lution. provide step responses that an:
almost as good as the moving averag e filter. ....hile produci ng better stopban d attenua tion
in the fn..-quency response .
6.3.2 Windowed Sine Filln
The windo wed sine filter is also classifi ed as FIR. since it is implemented in co nvoluti on.
It is known lo r its excel lent frequent)' response charac teristic s: fast roll-o ff. low passband
ripple andgood SIOpband euenua tion. The step response: shows soon rise- time. but an
overshoot in the range of9to 10 percent, Increas ing the filter length Improves the roll-o ff
in the frequen cy response. but has lin le effec t on the step respo nse rise-t ime or overshoot .
f igures 6.7 and 6.8 illustrate the effect o f filter length on frequency andstep respon ses.
The filter kernel or impulse response for the windowed sine filler Smith.(1999) is given
in Equation 6.3
"[il;Ksin (2~/, , (; -.;"1 2))[0..n _o.5co{ 2Jri )+o.08coJ ~Jrj )]
1-.\1 _ .\J \ .\1
' 34
6.3
Windowed Sine Filter - Ellect of Filter lenglh onF~y Response
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Figure 6.7 Effect of Filler Length on Freq. Response - Windowed Sine
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Fi~ure 6.8 Effect of Hiler Length on Step Response - Windowed Sine
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M .. 4/ BW where BW is the trans ition bandwidth betwee n the passband and stopband.
M is req uired to be even. [ c is the cutoff frequency , and K is a normali zation constanl to
set unity gain at DC. The cutoff frequency used for this and all exam ples was 0 .088
where the Nyquist frequency was 0.5. The filter kern el is convolved directly with the
input signal to produce the filtered output signal. Figu res 6.9 and6.10 sho w the effects of
filter length on the output signa l and FfTs. Beyond M equal to 50, there is linle visible
difference between the output signa ls and their FfTs. The Mat lab script implementing
this algorithm is shown in Appendix K
As a result of their exce llent frequency response. windowed sine fillers are best used 10
separate bands of frequencies.
The impulse response of an idea l filter is a sine function . An idea l filter cannot be
implemented on computer. The windowed sine filter is the result of uu ncating, shifting
and windowing (using a Blackman window) the idea l impulse respo nse. Thi s filter kernel
is shown in Figure 6.1 1.
Stopband atte nuation can be improved by using the filter in multiple stages. Either by
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6.3.3 Single Pole Filter
The single pole filter is classified as a recursive, time doma in filter. It has very good step
response characteristics. with quick rise-time, and no overshoot. However , it has terrible
frequency response characteristics, with extremely slow roll-off and poor stopband
attenuation. Figure 6.12 and 6.13 show the frequency and step responses for non-
cascaded and cascaded versions.
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Recursive filters are referred to as infin ite impulse response (IIR), since their impulse
responses are composed of decaying exponentials. They use previously calculated output
values. along with the present input value to determine subsequent output values.
The recursive algorithm given in Equation 6..& gives the output signal for the non-
cascaded single pole low pass.
y[i] :::Unx[i] ...bl )-1i - IJ 6••
where Un:::I - z , hi :::- s , =::: I! -! _'S, • J;- is the cutoff frequency (0.088 in this case I. In
four stage cascaded form, the recursion equation would be as shown in Equation 6.5.
yiil::: £/".1:[i ]+ b,y[i - IJ+ bl[ i - 2J+b,[i -31+b, [i - 41 6.5
signal. and y is the output signal. =is the amount of decay between adjacent samples.
Figures 6.14 shows the filtered output signal. Clear ly in this form. the algorithms have
J ane little 10 remove inertia l loads.
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6.3.4 Cbebychev Type 1
The Chebychev type I filter is a recursive. The type I designation indicates that ripple is
allowed only in the passband. This filter is optimized for use in the frequency domain. in
that it is designed to separate bands of frequencies. It is not considered to be as good as
the windowed sine filter. The purpose of the ripple in the passband is to improve the
speed of the roll-off. With zero percent ripple. it is known as a Butterworth filter.
'4'
The parameters used to des ign a Chebyc hev filter include cuto ff frequen cy. percent ripple
in the pas sband. and nu mber o f po les. Ge nerally, the mo re po les used. the better . Th e
recursi on coefficients can be selected from publishe d tables. based on the cutoff
frequenc y and numbe r of poles or effic iently using comp uter program s. Suc h a prog ram
is provided by Smith ( 1999 ) and is imp lemented in a Ma tlab script in Append ix K.
Othe rwise the z-rransforrn would be util ized to de termi ne the coefficie nts .
The large r the numbe r o f poles. the better the frequency respo nse. The ste p response is
quite sharp. but the overs hoot can repo rted ly be in the range o f 5 to 30 percent. Beyond 8
to 10 po les . there is little diffe rence in the shape of the frequenc y response. see Figure
6. [6 . Figure 6.16 shows the freq uen cy respo nse usi ng 10 po les and a varia tion from 0 to
5 in the percent ripp le. Figure 6.17 shows an overshoot of more than 20 perce nt. with
number ofp oles eq ua l to 10,and a percent ripple of 5.
The effect of the number of po les on the out put time series is show n in Figure 6.18.
6.3.5 Kaise r \\'ind ow
Murr ay and Kap lan (19 95) employed a non-rec ursive Kaiser window in the filtering of
their wave impact measu reme nts . Matlab con venientl y prov ides scri pts to des ign such
filter s. The Kaiser window is an FIR filter. which produ ces an imp ulse respons e that can
be applied in co nvolut ion.
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Ftgure 6.18 Effect or Nu mber or Poles on T ime Series - Chebyc hev
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The Matlab script "Katserord.m" requires as input lhe frequencyvector defining lhe
transition band (the section between the passbandand stopband).The amplitudeof this
frequency vector is required. Generally a value of 1is used for the passband,and 0 for
the stopband. The allowable amplitude deviation in lhe passbandand stopband is
required. This is lhe same as percent ripple in other filterdesigns. Finally, the sample rate
of the input signal is needed. This canbenormalizedso that the Nyquist frequency is 0.5.
The script produces the order and cutoff frequency requiredfor use in scripts "Kaiser.m"
or "fir l.m". The command procedure for this is given in AppendixK.
Figure 6.19shows the effect percent ripple has on the frequency response. The roll-off is
almost identical. The transition band has been set very narrow. This allows for a clean
separation of frequencies. as shown in Figure6.20. The step responses are also very
similar. each showing a reasonably sharp response withapproximately 10percent
overshoot. See Figure6.21.
Given the similarity of the frequencyandstep responses. one would expect the output
time series to be similar. This is demonstratedin Figure6.22.
6.3.6 Comparison orLow Pass rUlers
One of the goals of this exercise is to determine whichfilter or type of filter is the best to
apply to a measured wave impact, in order to removeinertial forces. Will a filter
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Figure 6.19 Effect of Perc en t Ripple on Freq . Respon se - Kaiser LP
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Figur e 6.20 Effect of Percent Ripple on Output FIT - Kaiser LP
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Ffgure 6.21 Effecl or Percent Ripple on Ste p Response - Kaiser LP
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Ffgure 6.22 Effect or Percent Ripple on TIme Series - Kaiser LP
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optimized for the time domain provide benet results than one optimized for the frequency
domain? Is there a certain filter from either category that stands out? The resu lts from the
filters just discussed will becompared to shed some light on these questions.
Table 6. 1 summarizes the input parameter s for each filter design. An attempt was made to
keep the cutoff frequencies the same.
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I Table 6.1- LowPass Filter Input Parameters
I Normalized Other lnpulFiller Name FilterType Frequency Notes
Cutoffs Parameters
Moving Time
Average Domain. NIA Filter Length=9 SymmelricalConvolution Averagin g
Windowed Frequency
Sine Domain. O.os8 Filter length=300Convolution




Chebychev Domain. 0.088 Type I





Kaiser Non- 0.088 Amphrudeel
Window recursive 000.095 PercentStopband ripple the




Figure 6.23 compares the frequency response. Figure6.24 compares the stepresponse.
Figures 6.25 and6.26 compare outputsignal timeseries and their FFTs. respectively.
A moving average filterof length9. basedon symmetrical averaging, resultedin a
frequency response witha zero crossing locatedat the resonantpeak of the inputsignal.
This focussedsignal removal resembles a bandreject filterin some aspects. Despite its
slow roll-off, and poorstopband attenuation, the signal removal is reasonable. From the
output signal FFf it is seen thai the low frequency wave components have not been
dramatically altered, and the energy in the stopband region is not significant. The step
response is verysharp, and has no overshoot.
The single pole filter was implemented as a single stage. The roll-off and stopband
attenuation are atrocious. The step responseis excellent, withextremely sharp rise time,
and no overshoot. The single pole filter, however, removes almost none of the inertial
component.
The frequency response for the other fillersis extremely good. with littleto choose
between them. The roll-offs arequick, and the attenuationin the stopband is good.The
Chebychevdisplays the worst passbandripple,
For clarity,Figure 6.21 to 6.30comparethe frequency response. step response. output
signalsand FfTs for the threefilters deemedto be the best.The windowed sine and
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Ftgure 6.30 Output FITs for Selected Low Pass Filters
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Kaiser window filters have comparable frequency and step responses and result in nearly
identical output signals.
If only frequency domain filters are considered. the choice of filters would likely be
based on ease of implementationor other personal preference. The choice between time
domain and frequency domain filters is not so straightforward. The moving average filter.
by most standards. would be labeledas having useless frequency responsecharacteristics.
It is really only luck lhat the input signal resonant peak is narrow enough to be eliminated
by the first zerocrossing region of the frequency response. However. a narrow resonant
peakis typical of wave impactsignals, so the moving average filter should alwaysbe
considered as a filtering tool for these types of signals. Due to the nearly ideal step
response the output signal is not corrupted by overshoot So what you see. is what you
get. The frequency domain filters, on the other hand. can separate closeprodmity
frequency bands. However. due to the overshoot in the step response the output signal
will be corrupted, particularly in the impact region.
So which type of filter should be used? There is no clear or easy answer. A reasonable
suggestion would be to implementbothtypes when examining wave impact signals.
Application of moving average and windowedsine filters would produce output signals
that help define a range of peak load.From Figure6.29, lhe moving average and
windowed sine filters would estbalish a peak loadrange from 19 to 22 (MN). For
'"
engineering purposes this would bequit e reasonab le. It would be foolish to expect better
results given the inherent uncertainties of al l filters .
6.4 Band Reject Filters
If one is uncomfortablewilh the assertion by Murray and Kaplan ( 1995) that the high
frequency components in a wave impact signal are entirely inertial. lhen the use of band
rejec t filters should beconsidered.
A band reject filter acts like a combination low pass and high pass filter. maintaining low
and high frequency rangeswhile eliminati ng the transition lone that separates them. As
with the low pass filters. care must be taken in their design. Three types will beexamined
and compared.
6.4.1 Recursive Algori tbm
Smith ( 1999) provides algorithms for the recursion coefficients of a band reject filter.
These are shown in Equations 6.6 and 6.7.
iss
Go= K
G1=-2 Kcos (2 Jrf)
Gl =K
bl =2 Rcos(2Jrf)
bl = - R1
s,,
where
K 1-2 Rcos(2Jrj)+ R1
2 -2cos(2 Jr j)
R=I-3B W
BWan d j are the bandwidth and centre frequency of the transition region. respectively.
The recurs ion equation is as follows.
y( i)=aox(i)+a1 x( i ·I) +3 2 x(i · 2)+ bl y(i - I)+ b2 y(i · 2) ' .7
The centre frequency is selected to be0.1113. This is the location of the resonant peakof
the input signal under examination. Recall that the frequency scale has beennormali zed
so that the Nyquist frequency is 0.5. A range of transition bandwidths. from 0.01 10 0.1
was examined . Figure 6.31 compares the frequency responses. This filter produces a V-
shaped frequency response. Thi s allows for a very focussed rejection band selection. The
1S7
speed of the roll-off increases with decreasin g transition band width . The level of
corruption of the high frequ ency band increase s with increasing bandwidth . For example .
with a bandwidth of 0 .1. the amplifi cation of the high frequen cy components is almost 20
perce nt. The effect of this on the output signal and its FfT is negligible . as shown in
Figures 6.32 and 6 .33. The transition band width of OJ)467 ~stab li shes the lower limit of
the transition zone at 0.08 8. which is comparable with the cutoff values of the low pass
fillers shown previously.
Figure 6.34 shows that the level of step response o vershoot is in the range of 10 to IS
percent.
6.4.2 Windowed Sine Band Rejed.
Applying a spec tral invers ion technique to a low pass window ed sine filter generates the
windowed sine band reject filter. Spectral inversion involves modifying the filter kernel
by changing the sign of all sample s. and then adding 1.010 the point of symmetry. Thi s
essentially flip s the frequenc y response of the low pass filter vertically. making it a high
pass filter. The procedure is to establi sh the low pass filler . with a frequency cutoff at the
lower limit of the desired uan sition zone. Similarl y. develop a low pass filler with a
frequency cutoff at the upper limit of the desired transition zone. The second low pass
filter is then spec trally inverted to obtain a high pass filter. with its cutoff at the upper
limit of the desired transition zone. The two filter kerne ls are then added . The frequenc y
IS'
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Figure 6.31 Effect of Bandwidth on Freq . Response - Recursive DR
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Figure 6.32 Eff«t of Bandwi dth on Time Serie s - Recursiv e BR
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Figure 6.33 Effect of Bandwidth on Output I'TT· Recursiv e BR
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Figure 6.34 Effect of Bandwidth on Step Respon se- Recur sive DR
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response for the new filter kernelwill be a band reject. If one wishedto obtaina band
pass filter. the two filterkernelswould have to be convolved.
There are two limitations to the spectral inversion method. Firstthe filterkernels must
have left -right symmetry. Second. the unit impulse mustbe addedat me cenc e of
symmetry.
Filters developed using this technique were applied to the sampleinput signal. The low
and high frequency cutoffs were 0.088 and0.1346. respectively. The filter lengthwas
varied from 100to 500. The effectof this variationof frequency responseis shown in
Figure 6.35.The ron-errs are quite sharp. increasing with filter length. and there is no
amplification in either the lowor high frequency passbands. As seen in Figure 6.36. the
frequency content in the rejectzone is essentiallyreduced to zero. This could be
considered a problem since. in theory. there couldbe somewave induced (non-inertial)
energy in that region.
The step responses show similar levels of overshoot,approximately 10percent. see
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Figure 6.35 Effect of Filter Length on Freq, Response - Win. Sine DR
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Ftgure 6.36 Effect of Filte r Length on Output FFT - Win. Sine nR
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Windowed Sine Band RejllCt Filter - Effect 01Filter Length on Step Response
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Figure 6,38 Effect of Filt er Length on Time Serie s - Win . Sine DR
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6.4.3 Kaiser Band Reject
The scripts described in Section 6.3.5 to develop Kaiser low pass filters can used to
genera te bandreject filters . Instead of a two point vector defining the transition between
the low freque ncy passband and stopband. a four point vector defining the transitions
between the the reject region and the low and high passband s is used. For this example.
this vector of normalized frequencies would be [0.088 0.104 0. 1186 0.1346] . Thi s vector
defines a rejection zone that centres on the resonant peak of the input signal. The
corresponding amplitude vector would be (I 0 11.and a similar threepoint vector would
define the allowable devia tion in each lo ne. For this demon stration . the a llowable percent
ripple is varied from 1 to 6 percent. Figure 6.39 illustrates the effect of percent ripple on
the frequency response. The roll-off for each is quite fast. and seemingly unaffected by
the percent ripple. The frequency respon se using 6 percent ripple shows the largest
deviatio n in the low and high passbands. as expected . But it also shows an amplification
in the stopband. which is unexpected and unwanted. The effect of this is evident in the
output signa l FFr shown in Figure 6.40. The output time-series. however . are essentially
identical. as seen in Figure 6.41 . The step response are also identical. each showing an
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Figure 6.39 Effect of Percent Ripple on Freq. Response - Kaiser DR
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Figure 6,40 Effect of Percent Ripp le on Ou tput FIT - Kaiser DR
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t-i~ure 6.42 Effect of Percent Ripple on Step Respon se - Kaiser DR
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6.4.4 Comparison of Band Reject FUters
From the filters discussed above. one of each type was designated to be the best . These
were the recursive with a bandwidth of 0.0467. the windowed sine with a filter length of
100. and the Kaiser window with a percent ripple of I. The frequency response of each is
compared in Figure 6.43. The Kaiser window displays the fastest roll-off. but shows the
greates t deviation in the passbands. The windowed sine shows no passband ripple. but
has a slightly slower roll-off. The recursi ve filter has the slowest roll-off. but the reject
zone is very focussed. a feature that is advantageous when dealing with a narrow banded
resonant peak . The recursive filter does show an amplification in the order of 0.5 perce nt
in the high frequency passband .
The step responses are quite similar. each showing sharp rise lime. with overshoot in the
10 to 15 percem range. as seen in Figure 6.44. The output lime series are very similar. as
seen in Figure 6.45. The peak values range from approximate ly 22.5 to 24. with the
recurs!ve filter producing lhe highest. and the windowed sine the lowest. The output
signal FFrs are shown in Figure 6.46. An interesting result from the recursive filter is
that the energy is never reduced to zero in the stopband region (well perhaps at one









Figure 6.43 Comparison of Freq. Respon se - Band Rej ect Filters
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t-Igure 6.44 Comp ari son or Step Response - Band Reject Futers
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Ftgure 6.45 Comparison of Time Serie s - Hand Reject Filters








Figure 6.46 Comparison of Out put FFT - Hand Reject Filters
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As with the low pass filters. the selection of filter from this group will dependon ease of
tmptememanon and unique features of the input signal. such as width of the resonant
peak .
6.5 Comparison of Low Pass and Band Reject FUters
Figure 6.47 to 6.50 compare the frequency response. step response. output time series and
output FFf s for the low pass and band reject filters discussed above. Further work.needs
to be done to test the hypothesis put forward by Murray and Kaplan (1995)regarding the
phase relationships of low and high passed signals measured from dynamometers. The
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Figure 6.48 Comparison of Step Response - Low Pass & Hand Reject
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Figure 6.50 Comparison of TIme Series - Low PIIS.'i & Hand Reject
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7.0 Comparison of Methods
For completeness. this sectioncomparesresults obtainedusingthe methodsdiscussed
above. This includesthe normalmodeapproach. the inverseFouriertransform
implemented in SooF format. and selected filters.The methodswere applied to three
wave impact events, fromJacket B experiments in the X and Z directions. and Jackel A
experiments in theZ direction.
The normalmodeapproachwasappliedusingscript
NonnaL mQdcv3_3dQI_nodamping.m. The inverseFourieruanstormmethodwas
implemented using script ttcwavcsdofm.The selected filters were the low pass Moving
Average. the low pass Windowed Sine. the band reject using the recursive algorithm. and
the band reject WindowedSine. These are implementedin scripts Mov_avg_v2.m.
Win_sinc v2.m. BandJejeccrecur_v2.m. and Band_rejeccwin_sincy2.m. respectively.
Tables 7.1 to 7.4 outlinethe input parameters usedin the programimplementation.
Figures 7.1 to 7.21 comparethe results.Theseillustrate.once again. thedeficienciesor
the normalmodeand inverse Fouriertransfonnmethods.The output signals from these
methods display considerable high frequency contamination and linle reductionor
inertialcomponent. These problemsarc relatedto added mass estimationand the inherent
shift or structural naturalfrequencyin water.
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Table 7.2 - Matrix of Measured DecayForce Vectors
Jacket A
i Measurement Excitation I Excitation ExcitationDOF Mode1po Mode2 lYl Mode3 (Z)
I
II X 9.020 0.275 -0.180I
i
i y 0.443 3.803 -0.298
I Z -0.036 -o.os9 0.940





Table 7.4 - Filter Input Parameters
Input Parameters
Filter Type Jacket B - X Direction
Low Pass Movin;-Avera.;e Filter Len 9
Low Pass Windowed Sine Filter Length: 300
CurotfFrecuencv: 0.088 (N"i1uist =O.S
. Band Reject Recursive Centre Frequency: 0.111 (Nyquist =0.5)
Transition Bandwidth: 0.047
Band Reject - Windowed Filter Length: 100
Sine Low Freq. Cutoff: 0.088 (Nyquist =0.5)
Hi h Fr~. Cutoff: 0.135
I FilterType Jacket B - Z Direction
Low Pass Movin Avera e FllrerLenec : 9
Low Pass WindowedSine Filter l...ength: 300
CUlOffF"":;"uene": 0.331 (Nvcutst - 0.5)
Band Reject- Recursive Centre Frequency: 0.357 (Nyquist =0.5)
Transition Bandwidth: 0.056
Band Reject - Windowed Filter Length: 100
Sine Low Freq. Cutoff: 0.331 (Nyquist =0 ..5)
Hi h Fr~. Cutoff: 0,3858
Filter Type Jacket A - Z Direction
Low Pass Movin Average Filter Leneta : 27
Low Pass WindowedSine Filter Length: ~4 (Nvquist e 0.5)Cutoff F~uenev :
Band Reject - Recursive Centre Frequency: 0.360 (Nyquist _ 0.5)
Transition Bandwidth: 0.058
Band Reject - Windowed Filter Length: 100
Sine Low Freq. Cutoff: 0.007 (Nyquist =0 .5)
Hizh Prec. Cutoff: 0.048
I"
The results obtained from the fillers are muchcleaner. The Windowed Sincfilters cause a
shifl in the location of the peak.This is a result of the convolutionprocessutilizedin that
filter. The choiceof filler would likely be basedon personalpreference. and ease of
implementation. The mainproblemwith the use of filters is the uncertainly regardingthe
legitimacy of the frequency components being removed. There is always the fear that100
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Figure 7.8 Resul ts - All Meth ods - J ackel H _ Z Dir .
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Figure 7.12 Results - Low Pass wmdowed Sine- Jacket H- Z I>ir.
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Jo'igure 7.20 Results - Hand Reject Recu rs ive _ Jackel A - Z Dir.
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8.0 Conclusions
The subject of wave impact on offshore structures and their components is Important to
vessel designers and operators for many reasons. They are often required to quantify
these impact loads. Standard methods for wave load prediction will underestimate the
forces on these structures due to intermittent loading. This necessitates the use of physical
modeltests to establish wave impactloads. The model measurementsystems are
designed to have high stiffness. This ensures that the natural frequency of the structure is
above the wave frequency. However. it is widely believed that impacting waves (where
the contact is well above the meanwater line) containhighfrequencyenergy components
that cause the structure to vibrate at its modal frequencies. This impact-induced vibration
is recorded by the measuringsystem as a force (inertial force).and corruptsthe actual
applied force measurement. Beforescalingcan occur, the inertialforcemust be removed
from the measuredsignal.
A numberof techniques for removinginertialforce from measuredsignals have been
describedin published literature. Three of the major methodshavebeendiscussed.
lmptemenred. and compared in this report. Their algoridlms have beenpresented, and the
steps required to producefunctioningcode (using MATLAB), havebeengiven.Eachof
die techniques containedinherentand uniqueproblemsdlat madetheir implementation
challenging. Some of the problems werecommonto all the methods.
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Noneof the techniques implemented produced results thai werecoosidered satisfactory.
The main problem was the presenceof unwanted high frequency content afler the:
applicationof the:meIhod~ Another problem that plagues the comparisonof the:
techniques is the lack:of a memodto quantify the performance. How can the successof a
technique to remove inertia! joed bejudged when il is IlOI known bow much inertial load
there is to remove in the ftest place? These problems. andothers.have ledto the
compilation of a list of topics thai require furtherexamination (Section 9.0).
While neitherof the implemented methods wereseen as completely satisfactory. the use
of digital filtering techniques are recommended based on their relative performance. and
the ease of implementation.
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9.0 Summary of Topics That Require Further Work
Throu ghout this report. to pics conside red worthy o f further investigation have been
mentioned . These will besummarized here. in no parti cular order of importanc e.
~Iany factors (such as air entrainment. model surface roughness. etc.] were cited as
having an effec t on the dynam ic response of a model and its measuring sys tem. The
type and shape o f the particular mood will. in tum. affect many of these facto rs. This
means thai for each new model tes t. some inves tigation o f the influence of these
factors needs to be done.
,\ 0 app ropriate data samp ling rate lo r W3\'Cimpact studies needs to be es tablished .
Early experimenters likely used analog techni ques 10 reco rd fest data. and later
d igitized for computer 3rt:llysis. The ir sam pl ing rates. "hen repon ed . seem quite low
compared to recent experi ments. ....-hich ...ver e often in the: kilohertz rang e. Adequate
values are likely somewhere in between . Furthereffort is neededto identify
appropriate data acq uisition sampling rates . and hardware filter values.
The main problem assoc iated with both the inverse Fourie r transform method and the
normal mode method is thl:!effect o f added mass. As the wave impacts a structure. the
level of added mas s varies both spa tially and temporally. Without an accurate
accou nting of this parame ter. both method s fai l to produce satis factory results.
Techn iques need to bedev eloped 10 prov ide bet ter estimates of the added mass durin g
wave impact events.
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The normal mode techni que makes the simplifyi ng assumptioo that there is no
damping. Th is is reflected in the defi ned equation of motion . Clear ly damping is
present in structura l form . as well as damping rela ted to fluid-structu re interaction.
This is another topic recom mended for further investigation.
The de veloper s of the inverse Fourier uansfonn method claimed that a matrix of
cross-coupling terms wou ld be req uired in order to properly implement the method .
They clai m that this wo uld bediffic ult. if nor impossible to achieve. Still it is a topic
that warrant s further inquiry .
A stud y of cross-coup ling term s cou ld be linked to a study of overall dynamo meter
design. There has been little work done to quantify the effects of syste m dynamics on
these Important meas uring devices.
For the inverse Fourier transform method . it was demonstra ted that the se lection of
the step response (which was differentiated to obtai n the impulse response) had a
major influence on the result. A systematic procedure needs to beestablished for this
important pan of the techn ique. In addition. a method to directly and accurately
measure the stiffness matrix of a system needs to bedeve loped.
The inverse Fourier uans form meth od was impleme nted using a time domain based
deconvolution . The resul t was shown to bedifferent from that obtained using
frequency domain divi sion. This was attrib uted to the impulse added to the impulse
response to faci litate the decon volu tion. Th e appropriateness of this additio n needs to
be investigated .
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Gibbs effectseems to bean unavoidable feature of many DSPtechniques. A number
of authors have proposedmethods to mitigate this phenomenon. typically using
windowing techniques. Further study needs to be done to evaluate the effectiveness of
these techniques. This could be linkedto a study of the use of filters to remove the
erroneous high frequency content introduced whenusingthe inverse Fourier
transform method. or the normalmode method.
The BlindDeconvolution technique. discussed.in Appendix G requires funher
experimentation with the selection of desired pulse shapes. the application of the
Custom Filter method. and consideration of Gibbs effect.
Further work needs to be done to test the hypothesis put forward by Murrayand
Kaplan (1995) regarding the phase relationships of low and high passed signals
measured from dynamometers. They stated that the high frequency components from
the separate vertical dynamometerloadcells were not phase locked to the low
frequency components. This meant. they claimed. that the high frequency
components were inertial in origin and couldberemoved using a lowpass filter.
The value of using a bandreject filter versusa lowpass filterto remove inertial force
from measured signals needs to be established. In addition. a bandreject filter that
does not removewave-induced energy from the rejection zone wouldbe ideal.
These are a few of the topics thatcame to light duringthe preparation of this report.
Someof these wouldberelatively simple to investigate. while others would requiresome
complex model testing.
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The subject of wave impact on offslxwe structures and their components will contin ue to
be importan t to designer s andopera tors. The de vdop melll of numeri cal methodswill
depend on [he availa bility of reliab le model resr method s, and the techniques to ens ure
cred ible results . As each of lhe topic s abo ve is investig ated. the level of co mron with
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Appendix A
Use of Adjoint Matrix
to Determine Eigenvectors
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A.I.a Method to Establish Eigenvectors
The eigenvectors discussed in Secucn 4.2.3 may also bedetermined using the adjoi nt
matri x of the system as follows.
[A-'-I J=18J




The adjo int of a square matrix is the transpose of its cofac tor matrix . Multiplying both
sides of Equation A.l by lB\ [B] lends to
A.J
By substituting.Equation A.I into Equation A.3. Equation AA is obtained.
IA- J. /![Jj=[A- J. I)aJj [A- .l/J
'99
AA
Substitution of a root or eigen value (..1, ) into Equation A.4 results in Equation A.5.
[O]'[A- J.,IJadJ!.<-J.,IJ
When compared to Equation 4.12 it is seen thai for each eige nvalue. the eigenvector can
bedetermine..d as follows.
~i' , : = "<ij [.H. /J A.6
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B.I.O Use of Accelerometer Measurements to Determine
Inertial Force
Severa l authors have discussed the use of accelerometer measureme nts 10 dete rmine and
remove inertial force components from measured forc e data.
Mogridge and Cornett ( 1989) applied the inertial force correction outlined in Equation
8.1 to the total force measured by a jeckcr structure deck dynamometer subjected to wave
loading .
when:
F,,,, ex ternal fo rce
deck mass Iincl uding added mass )
dynamometer stillness
...., deck disp lacement
.'i, deck acceleratio n.
8. 1
The dec k dy namometer for their expe riment consisted o f four verticalload transd ucer s.
and three horizon tal load transducers (one in the X direc tion. two in the Y di rection) .
Four accelerom eters were mount ed on the deck . three measu ring translational modes. and
one to estimate torsional moments.
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The sample rate was 500 Hz model scale. with a hardware fiher of 100 Hz to prevent
aliasing. The force measurements were further filtered in post-processing. applying a
Kaiser filter with a cutoff of9 Hz full scale (47.6 Hz model sca le). The signals were
decima ted at a rate of2 :3. The authors reported that the advantage of post-experiment
filtering was that it allowed the objecti ves of the filtering 10 beeasily identified. and the
appropriate filter chosen.
The correction s were applied only to the horizontal force measurements because the
accelerations were not measu red in six DOFs. The authors quanti fy the signal reduction
merely by noting the percentage reduction in the peak. and making some general
observations regarding the reduction of osci llations after the impact peak has passed.
Murray and Kaplan (1995) discuss the limitations of this method . First. the equation of
motion assumes no damping. This ignores the effects of both structural and fluid
damping . The deck structure is assumed to behave as a rigid plate . Th is is likely not the
cascoIt can becan finned by comparing the phase differences between accele rometers.
Fhe main problem with this method is in the estimation of added mass and added
moment of inertia . As the wave crest passes the underside of the deck. the amount of
added mass varies spatially and temporally. The water contact area continually changes.
making an added mass estimate difficult. As a result the corrected force signal will
contain unwanted oscillations related to the poor added mass est imate. Mogridge and
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Cornett (1989) apparentl y make no allowance for Ibis. which undoubtedl y led 10
erro neous results .
Apoendix C
Use of Fast Fourier Transfonn to
Develop Matrix of Decay Force Vectors
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C.I.D Use of Fast FourierTransformto DevelopMatrixof
Decay ForceVectors
This section will discuss the methodology used to develop the decay force vector used in
Equation 4.19, of Section 4.2.3. This square matrix represents the amplitude of force
response in all degrees-ot-rreedom(DOF), due to excitation in each DOF. Ideally, the off
diagonal matrix terms would bezero, indicatingthat lhe structure responded only in lhe
direction of applied excitation.
Free-vibration decay tests wereconducted on the modeldescribedin Section 3.0. in each
degree-of-freedommeasured by the dynamometer. Forexample. in the X direction. the
decay lest was conducted by applyinga static loadto the model, colinear with the model
coordinate system.The loadwasreleasedinstantaneously, and forcemeasurements wen:
made in six degrees-of-freedom. The loadmeasurements wereusedto developa force
amplitude vector for the X DOF. This procedurewas repeated for each degree-of-
freedom.
Development of the matrixof decay force vectors involved the use of thefast Fourier
transform (FfT). For each force vector. or excitation OOF. the measuredresponse signals
for each degree-of-freedom were subjected to a FFT. Care needs to be taken in the
application of the FFf. The signal time step should be selected such that aliasing is
avoided. When dealing with model test data. this is typically considered in the data
'00
acqui sition setup. The length or size of the FFT should match the number of data point s
in the time series . For the most efficient FFf processing, its length should bea power of
two. When the time series length is shorter than the FFT length. it is recommended that
the time series bepadded with zeros, to the length of the FfT. It is importan t that the time
series not be truncated by using a FFf length shorter than the number of time series data
points. An effort should also be made to ensure that the product of the FFI' length and the
signal time step bean integer multiple of the time series natural period. Thi s ensures that
periodici ty is maintained.
The magnitude of the FFT'is sca led using a procedure described the Matlab Signal
Processing Toolbox.User ' s Guide. As per the Matlab script in Equation C. I. the sca led
magnitude is obtained by dividing the absolute value of the FFr by the number of data
points in the time series, all multiplied by a factor of two.
Pn = abs (FFT( x»x 2 / lt!ngrh(x)
where.
Pn= scaled magniude
x = input time series
c.i
The sign of the phase is used to determine the sign of the magnitud e. Matlab command
angle.m is used to determine the phase of the input signal.
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C.2.0 Implementation
The procedure used here is summarized in Table C.I . The procedure is implemented in
!he Marlab script:FFT_modulusJ~~ro.l.m. which is shown in Appendix K
When applying this method to a set of decay signals. the question arises as to what die
appropriate signal length is. Is it sufficient to use 128 points. or are 512 or 1024 points
preferable? This was explored by examining three decay force vectors (from the model
tests described in Section 3.0), using three sample lengths. 128. 256. and 512 points.
Samples of the selected signals arc shown in Figures C.I to C.6. These represent the
measurements in six degrees-or-treeocm. to an excitauoe loadappliedin theX direction.
Similar plots could be generated for excitation in the other degrees-or-freedom.
Table C.2 shows the scaled magnitudes and phase signs obWna;! for each signal length.
obtained using the appropriate identical FFT length. These represent results for three
decay force vectors CQlTcsponding 00initial excitation in lhe three translational degrees-
of-freedom. Figure C.7 shows a sample magnitude (modulus) and phase pial. The
magnitudes for each vector were normalized relative to their respective largest value. The
largest term was then represented by unity. The normalized vectors obtained for each
FFT length (or signal length) were compared. as shown in Figures C.S to C.IO. and Table
C.3. These plots indicate that the selected signal length (and therefore FFI' length )
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arguably has little influence on the shape of the vector, and therefore either FFT length
value may be used.
This method is best suited for determinin g the magnitude of sinusoidal signa ls. It is a
simplifying assumption to app ly it to a decaying signal.
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Figure C.4 Input Signal s of Various Power Length -l\loment ab out X
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Figure C.? Normalized Force Magnitude vs. DOF - X Exdtation
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Table c.t • Procedurefor Developing the Decay Force Vectors I
s, Procedare on
I E5labIish the input signal time step. h is importanl to ensure thai
aliasing does not occur. For mooetresr data.the time step wouldbe
eslablisbed during the dataacquisition configuntion . For simulated
data, lhe time step can be set experimentally by kerarively adjusting
the step increment and calculating the FFT unlit the magnitudeno
longer changes.
, Establish the natural period for each degree of freedom by
performing decay or a spectral analysis.
J Examine the measured signal thai is in-line with the direction of
applied load. From this select a f'epresenlalive segment, ensuring
thai the number of daIa poinlSin the selection is a power of two
u.e.64. 128.256. ere.). lf il is not possible to marcbone of these
values. use a smaller value. The sipal can men be padded withIzeros to attainthe powerof IWO. The MatJabcommand rrt» wiU
aueomaticallypada signal with zeros10 a power of two.
• Check the periodicilyofthe selectedsignal$.The signal time stepm muJtiplied by the number of data pc:>inlSin the signal (N) shook!
be an integer multiple of the individuai siitW periods .
, Performthe FIT. Scale the rna&J1itude using the using the technique
defined in Equationc. l.
6 Examinethe FFT of the measured signal that is in-line with the
direction of applied load. Record the magnitude. phase (sign only).
and frequencyof the resonant peak. At the same frequency, record
the magnitude, and phase(sign only) of the ener responses. The
sign of the phase determinesthe sign of the magnitude. The phase
can becan be determined using the Matlab commandUIIg1ufI .
I These magnitudes represent the decay force amplitude 'lectors .
lIS
TableC.2- ScaledMagnitude andPhaseforThree Vectors
VectorFI-X VectorFl- Y VectorF3-Z
Direction Direction Direction
DOF Scaled Phase Scaled Phase ScaledJ Phase
M~~~de Sign Magnitude Sign MagnilUdel Sign(MM (MN)
FFr Length 128
FX 22.303 ne adve 1.325 ne ative 0.525 smve
FY 1.021 ne auve 26.235 ne ative 0.870 I ne alive
FZ 0.069 positiv e 0.085 ne: ative: 5.838 sitive:
MX 0.870 ne artve 19.150 ne anve 21.500 I ne ative
MY 17.400 positiv e 2.775 strive 37.100 sinve
MZ 237.750 ne ative 64.750 ne anve 9.600 ne ative
FFr Length 256
FX 16.190 neaenve 0.872 neeauve 0.274 oositive
FY 0.832 neeanve 17.584 neearive 0.570 oositive
FZ 0.038 oositive 0.040 neeauve 3.200 oositive
MX 0.720 negative 12.850 negative 11.075 negative:
MY 12.370 luve 1.356 siuve 20.300 sinve
MZ 172.500 ne alive 39.450 ne ative 5.395 ne alive
FFr Length512
FX 10.002 ne ative 0.370 ne euve 0.141 strive
FY 0.530 ne ative 9.493 ne auve 0.275 strive
FZ 0.027 itive 0.021 ne adve 1.602 positive
MX 0.500 ne alive 7.035 ne auve 5.720 ne alive
MY 7.600 hive 0.685 positive 10.150 eostuve
MZ 105.800 ne artve 20.280 ne auve 2.670 ne alive
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TableC.3 - Normalized DecayForce Vectors
Vector Fl - X Direction
FfT Length 128 256 512
FX 0.093808 0.093855 0.094532
FY 0.004294 0.004823 0.005009
FZ 0.000288 0.000219 0.000255
MJ( 0.003659 0.004174 0.004726
MY 0.073186 0.07171 0.071834
MZ I I I
Vector F2- Y Direction
FFf Length 128 256 512
FX 0.020463 0.022104 0.018245
FY 0.405174 0.445729 0.468102
FZ 0.001313 0.001019 0.001036
MJ( 0.295753 0.325729 0.346893
MY 0.042857 0.034373 0.033777
MZ I I I
VectorFJ- Z Direction
FFf Length 128 256 512
FX 0.014151 0.013478 0.013911
FY 0.02345 0.028079 0.027074
FZ 0.157345 0.157635 0.157833
MJ( 0.579515 0.545567 0.563547
MY I I I
MZ 0.25876 0.265764 0.263054
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Appendix 0
Discussion of Ort hogona lity Condition
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0 .1.0 Discussion of Orthogonality Condition
Orthogonali ty relations hips are special propert ies of free-vibration mode shapes . The
concept o f orthogo nality is based on Bett i' s law . Betti ' s taw implies that thewe rk done
by one set of loads on the deflections due to a second set of loads is equal to the work of
the second set o f loads acting on the deflections due to the first. Equation D. I illustrates
this conce pt.
[~. J' {x.I. =[p. I' k l 0 .1
Where p.. and p~ are separa te sets ofa pplied loads. and .t .. and .t. are the respective
deflect ions. or dis place ments.
\\ 'hen considering free vibration. Berti' 5 law can be re-wrinen to represent the
relationship bet....een deflections and inertial forces.
-L l' {x.}=-[f .1' {x. } 0 .1
where f, .. and f ... represent inertial forces for separate mode shapes m and n. while
x~ and .r.. arc the respective deflections. or displacements.
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The inertial force can be represented by til; [,\l Hx~ } . When substituted into Equation OJ
this leads to
0 .3
This can be re-arranged 10 give
D.'
since the product of the matrices is a sca lar.
When It)~ ~ to .. we see that
kl' [J/ llx. l=o D.S
A similar relationship can bedeveloped for the stiffness matrix.
D.'
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These are known as the orthogonality conditions with respect to mass and stiffness. These
can be expresse d in terms of normalized eigenvectors as follows.
[x.l' [.\f][X.I=O when
[x.l' [K][x. l=o when
D.7
D."
In a practical sense. when these conditions are satisfied. it means that the eigenvecto rs are
independen t of each other.
11 1
Appendix E
Discussion of Numerical Differentiation Techniques
E.I.O Numerical Differentiation Techniques
The normal mode approach to removing inertial forces from measured signals requires a
numerical differentiation to obtain acceleration signals from displacements. The
numerical differentiation ofan experimentally acquired signal. or other noisy signal. can
bea dubious operation. Rapid changes in signal value from point to point are amplified in
the differentiation process. resulting in serious problems ....-ith accuracy. The
differentiation algorithms used here are described in James (1977).
The definitionof lhl: first derivative. SOO\\TIin Equation E.L illustrates the inherent
problem with numerical differentiation.
~ "'d/:. O fI X + 6:c ) - I(X )
elf ax
[.1
The denominator at is required to beas smaIl as possible. This means that the difference
between the numerator parameters " ill besmaller. Taken to extremes. the: operation will
ultimately be limited by the precision of the computer. In other words. the subtraction of
two small (and similar) numbers. and subsequent division by another small number may
result in a derivative with large error.
To mitigate this it is sometimes recomm ended that an ana lytica l expression be fit throug h
expe rimen tally obtai ned data . The express ion could then be differentiated analytically.
Alternately. points generated from the analytically defined curve can be differentiated
numerically. Otherv...ise, the experi ment al data must bediffere ntiated point by point.
The data obtained from the experime nts discussed in Section 3.0 A were not amenable to
curve fitting techniques. therefo re analytical differe ntiation was not an option. Instead a
numerical techn ique based on Taylor-series expansions was used . These techniques are
commo nly kno wn as Centra l-Diffe rence expressio ns.
The Matlab scripts that implement the normal mode method utilize the Central-
Difference expression. with erro r of order h4 • The algorithm shown in Equatio n E.:!
produces the second derivative.
where.
ord inate of the input signa l
ord inate index




This expression requ ires knowl edge o f the va lues previous and subsequent to the point
indicated by the ordinate index. Thi s is dealt with by using the Forward-Differenc e. and
Back ward -Di fference express ions as sho....n in Equa tions E.3 and EA. respec tively.
y: = - -,.,_ \ +4 y, .~; S )" .1+2 Y,
y: = 2 r .-5 Y,.I:~4 r ,., - y,_!
E.J
[ .4
These express ions have been used in norma l mode method scripts ( i.e.
'kJrttwl _mode _d _jduf m ) to different iate the normal coo rdinate displacem ent vectors .
ScriptJir.tl_deri\·.m is a stand -alone differentiati on program that also utilizes these
algorithms.AlI scri pts are located in Append ix K.
An alternate procedure for di fferenti ation involves the multiplication of a signal ' s Fourier
transfo rm by an imaginary ramp func tion . This can besimulated by su bjec ting the lime-
series signal to a filter that has a response H(fU)= j fU . The Matlab sc riplr~mcm
can be used to generate such a filter. A typical implementation of the rem~=.m comm and
is shown in Equation E.5 .
h =Tl!nle: (n. j a. f type }
where
o rder o f filter
freq uency range vector
amplitudevector
output !ilter coefficien ts
Example :
h "",,,(2L [OIJ [Opi·F,J '.r )
[.5
The orde r o f the filter n . determines the tit to the imag inary ramp function . The
frequency range veelor must beexpressed in values from 0 to 1. where 1 represents the
Nyquist frequency tt.e. half the samp ling frequenc y Fs ). The amplitud e vector de fines
the amp litude for the freque ncy pairs defined in the frequency range vector. The ft).'pe
o ption defines the filter type. in this C35e ' J' signifies differentiation.
This different iation method was applied in the normal mode method in script
normu!_mu,le-,eme:.m (51:1:: Appendix K ). The results displayed transients at the
beginning o f the signal. the length o f which were related 10 the order of the filter" . The
first n + I data points were truncated from each TemC .m out put signal. in order 10
maintain alignment with the other signals utilized in the program.
zze
A compariso n of results using reme:.m and the centra l-difference technique: showed
negligi ble differences .
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Use or Rayleigh Damping Method to
Estimate a Damping Force Component
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F. l .O Use of Rayleigh Damping Method to Estimate a
Damping Force Component
The normal mode approach as described in Section4.0 assumes that damping is
negligible. This assumption ignores the inherent structural damping present in the model
measuring system.This section will discuss the use of the Rayleigh damping method to
provide an estimation for the damping term in the system equation of motion. The
method will be applied (0 simulated and measured force signals. and the effect of the
damping term will beassess ed.
F.2.0 Description of Rayleigh Damping
The Manab script NonnaC Mode_V3_Jdofm. shown Appendix K. includes an estimate
(or the damping term in the equation of motion. The damping coefficient is determined
f .t
based on the Rayleigh Damping method. as described by Clough and Penzten (1975).
The Rayleigh damping method assumes that the damping ratio is proportional to mass
and stiffness. The damping ratio is expressed as shown in Equation F.l.
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The first term on the right hand side defines the mass proportionalit y. while the second
term defines the stiffness proportionality. The parameters ao and a l are known as
proportiona lity constants. The damping matrix is then determined using the Equation F.2.
C =aOm+ a l k
where.




Equation F.! can be expressed in matrix form for muln-degree-or-treedom systems. and
rearranged to allow determination of the proportionality constants. as shown in Equation
F.3. This requires some knowledge of the damping ratio for each degree of freedom.
Generally. this information is not available. so it is assumed that the damping ratio is
constant for each frequency or degree-of-freedom. and Equation F.3 can be simplified as




The parameter ; is [he assumed damping ratio. The frequencies (I) . and OJ. are the
fundamental frequency and[he highest relevant frequency respectively. in radians per
second. The modes between [he fundamentaland highest frequencies will have damping
ratios slightly lower [han [he estimated value. The frequencies above and below [he
fundamental and highest values will have increasingly higher values for the damping
ratio.
E.3.0 Implementation of Rayleigh Damping Method
A set of simula ted deca y test force signals hasbeen generated using Ihe method described
in Appen dix J. The:normal mode appr oach with and withou l damping was applied to
thesesignals using scripts normal_motU_II3_3dofm and
normaC modf!_Y3_3dof _nodamping.m (Appendi x KJ. respectively. Without inclusion ol a
damping term the resulting aclUaiforce signal contains evidenceof a damping force.
When the Rayleigh estimate is included. the normal modeapproach successfully removes
both the inertial and damping force components from the simulaled actual force signals.
Figures F.I 10 F.3 compare the simulated measured and actual forces and show the effect
of the Rayleigh damping estimate. The measuredforce signals were generated using a
damping ratio of 0.05, and the samevalue was used in the Rayleigh estimate. Clearly.
inclusion of the damping term results in a betterrepresentationof theexpectedactual
force.
Figure FA illustrates the effectof changing the damping ratio when generatingthe
Rayleighdampingestimate. The ability to remove the dampingforce is significantly
impaired. Recall that the simulatedsignalsweregeneratedusing a damping ratio of 0.05.
Use of other values in the Rayleigh damping estimate causes the normal mode script10
produceactual force signals thai containa damping component. Note that when a
dampingratio of 0.05 is used. the resulting actual force is 90 degreesout of phase with
the signal generated withoutconsideration of damping. This makes sense since under the
assumption of harmonic morton, accelerationand displacement are ISOdegreesout of
phase witheach other, while velocity is 90 degrees out of phase.
The oscillation remaining in thecould be the result of the numerical differentiation
process used in the normal modeapproach.
FiguresF.5 to F.1Ocompare measuredand actual forcesignals, fromthe experiments
described in Section3.0. The actual force signalswere generatedusing
normaCmode _v3_3dofm. with a damping ratio of 0.05 assumed.Clearly, the signal
reduction has nor been improvedin this case. Figures F.I I to F.16show very Unle
difference between the damped and non-dampedcases. This could bedue to the
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assumption of a damping ratio of O.OS.The examples using simulated signals
demonstrated thc sensitivity of the result to correct damping ratio. However. Figures F.17
to E.19 show little improvement in the actual force result when a more realistic damping
ratio of 0.001 was used.
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Figu re F.l Simu lated Measured and Actua l Force - X Dir ection
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Fl2ure F.3 Simulated xteasured and Actual Force - Z Dtrecucn
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."i2ure FA Effect or Damping Ratio on Aclual Forc e
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Comparison of Measured and Actual Force - X Direction - USingRayleigh Damplng
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Figure F.5 Measured and Actual Force - Rayleigh Damping - X Dir.
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Figure Ee Meesured and Actual Force - Rayleigh Damping - Y Bir.
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Figure F.7 Measured and Actua l Force - Ra) 'leigh Damping - Z Dir .











Comparison 01Measured and Actual Force - X Direction -USing Rayleigh Damping
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Figure F.8 Measured and Actual Imp act - Rayleigh Damping - X Dir.
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Figure F.9 Measured and Actual Impact - Rayleigh Damping - Y Dir.
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Figure F.IO Measured and Actua l Impact - Rayleigh Damping - Y Die.
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Effect 01Rayleigh Damping on Actual FOI{:e . Decay Test - X Direction
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Fjgure F.II Effect of Raylei~h Damping on Actual Force - X Dtr.






Ftgure F.12 Effect of Rayleigh J>amping on Actual Forc e - Y Dir .
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Ftgure 1<'.16 Effect of Rayleigh Damping on Actual Force - Z Dir.
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Figure F.17 Effect of Damping Ratio on Actual Force - X Dtr.
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Figure F.18 Effect of Damping Ratio on Actua l Force - Y Dtr.
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Elt9ct 01Rayleigh Damping on Actual Fon:e - Decay Test - Z Direction
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Figure F.19 Effec t or Damping Ratio on Actua l Force - Z Dtr.
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Appendix G
Discussion of Blind Deconvolution Applied
to Measured Wave Impacts
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G.l.O Blind Deconvolution Applied 10 Measured Wave
Impacts
G.l.t Introduction
An interesting procedure to remove unwantedconvolutions from measured signals.
known as Blind Deconvolution. is presented in Smith (1m). The author describes the
case of a gamma-ray detector. whichrecords pulsesdue to the impact of gamma rays.
The pulsesare however convolved with the unknownimpulseresponse of die system.
The Blind Deconvolution involves the estimation of the system impulse responsethat is
then deconv olv ed from the detected pulses. resultin g in a filler kernel that can then be
used to reveal the true nature of other detected pulses .
G.2.0 Implementation of Method
In this section the implementation of this procedure using wave induced impactdata. as
well as other types of signals, will bepresented.
As with the methods previously discussed. the procedure is really quite simple. However.
questions can be raised about the implementation. The first step is 10identify the so-
called detected pulse. For the exampledescribed in Smith (1999). the detected pulse was
the response [0 an impulse, measuredby the fight detector. For the present case the
detectedpulse will be represented by the total vertical force measurement fromthe deck
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dynamo meter of a jacket sttueture model (descri bed in Secti oo 3.0) wbjected 10 wave
loadi ng. see Figure G. I. From this. a representative selection v.iU be madeand used as
the detected pulse (deC pu l). see Figure G.2.
The remainin g steps seem simple 00 paper. Genera te a signa l lllat represent s the desired
pulse (des-pul). a pulse thai has noc been corrupted by unwan ted con volution . Take lIle
FFT of these signa ls. and divide the des ired (D ES_ PUL) by the detected (DELPUL) to
obtain the requi red frequenc y respon se (RFR) . Take the invers e Fourier tran sform of this
to obtain the requ ired filler kernel (rik). Therfk is equivalen t to an impulse respon se. and
will be used in con volution with other detected pu lses ( 0 ob tain the non-corru pted
measurement.
Before the rfk can beused in a convol utioo it must becond ition ed using the so-called
Custo m Filter T echn ique, which involves shif ting, truncati ng. and windo wing lIle signal
The requirement for trunca tion of the rfk is related to the fact that a compu ter cannot
represent a conti nuous signal. By necess ity it requ ires a sam pled filter kernel. The filler
kernel is. ther efore. inheren tly truncat ed, no matt er whal its length. As a result it wi ll be
subject to the proble ms associated with the di scontin uity , namely overshoot. ringing, and
aliasing. Thi s is unavoidab le. The question then is how much shou ld betruncated?
Despite lIle fact that a longer filter kerne l wi ll produce a benet represen tation of [he
frequenc y respon se. it wi ll increase co mputation time. Also. the practical filter kern el
2..
length is limited by the length of theinput signal (the signa l it will be convolved with)
and the problems related to end effects (to be discussed later).
The application of a window (t.e. Blackman or Hamming) will relieve the effects caused
by the truncation discontinuit y.
The shift al lows for the easy inde xing of vectors by the co mputer programs perfonn ing
the (ask. This allows for simpler application of the window. The only effect of the shift is
to produce a similar shift in the output signal. which can becompensated later if required.
A number of questions are immediately raised regarding the proper implementation of the
Blind Deconvolution method . These are summarized below.
I. What shape should be used for the desired pulse? What should its length be. and does
it need to be aligned with the detected pulse? Doesits peak need to be scaled to
match the peak of the detected pulse?
2. Do the frequency spectra of the desired pulses need to be normali zed in order to
maintain the DC component?
3. How do you decide where to truncate the required filter kernel when appl ying the
custom filter method?
4. How much does the required filter kernel need to beshifted when applying the
custom filter method ?
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5. Are there restrictions regardingthe type. size. and locationof the window used when
applying the custom filter method'?
Some of these issues will be addressed in the following paragraphs.
In his gamma-ray detector example,Smith(1999) used a Blackmanwindowas his
desired pulse. This seems a reasonablestarting point for the present example. He
recommends that the width of the window beapproximately 113 the lengthof the impulse
event. For the present example the windowwidthwill be approximately Y2 the length of
the waveimpact event. The effects of Othershapesand window lengths will be examined
later.
Figure OJ shows the selected wave impact event(the detected pulse) plottedagainst two
versions of the desired pulse. one shifted to matchthe detected pulse location and the
other not shifted.The desiredpulses have been paddedwith zeros to 2500 points to match
the length of the detectedpulse. This is required to facilitate the subsequentfrequency
domain division. Note that eachdesired pulse has been scaled to match the height of the
wave impact. An anempcwill be made withoutthis scaling later.
The FFf s of the desired pulse signals are dividedby the FFf of tbe detected pulse. This
produces the requiredfilter responses (RFR). The inverse FFr of each RFR produces the
required filter kernels (rfk) . Theseare shown in Figure G.4. Close examinationreveals
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that the two signals are identical. but shifted relative to each other by the amount applied
to the desired pulses. The Fourier transform process considers the signals to beperiodic.
allowing them wrap around. The shift in the desired pulse causes only a shift in phase,
while not affecting the magnitude of the FFT.
The next step is to apply the so-called Custom Filter method. where the rtk is shifted.
truncated. and windowed. Since the signals are identical, either can be selected for further
processing. In this case it is recommended that the signal Irkfl ] developed from the non-
shifted desired pulse be used. The reason for this is that two steps are eliminated from the
process - the initial shift to align the desired pulse with the detected pulse. and the shift
required to facilitate windowing in the Custom Filter method.
The truncation of the required filter kernel is an arbitrary process. dependant on the
nature of the filter kernel signal, and the length of the detected pulse signal. In this case
the region from 15.180 to 23.364 seconds will be kept. and the remainder of the signal
will be set to zero. Figure G.,Sshows the truncated (and inherently shifted) rfk.
A Blackman window is than applied to the truncated rfk. It is centred on the peakof the
filter kernel and has a length rwtce that of the non-zero portion of the truncated rtk , as
shown in Figure G.6. It is the signal shifting that allows the windowing to beapplied
easily. The purpose of the windowing is to smooth the signal in regions of discontinuity.
thereby reducing aliasing. The windowed rtk is shown in Figure G.7.
'4'
If the windowed rfk is then convolved with lhe original wave impact event vector
(dec pul) the "actual force" vector is produced. This is shown in Figure G.8. Note that the
convolved signal appears 10 be reasonable. but its main peak is shifted from that of the
detected signal. This shift is comparable to that inherent in the rfk, Figure G.7. If lhe shift
is removed from the rfk (Figure G.9) and the convolution reapplied. the peakof
convolved signal now aligns with that of the detected pulse. see Figure G.IO. The
corrupted sections indicated are known as end effects and are a natural result of the
convolution process. This will be discussed later.
So it has been shown that the Blind Deconvolution technique can produce results that
appear reasonable. in thai they remove high frequency inertial component from the
measured signal. It has also beendemonstrated that in its application. it is not necessary
to align the peakof the desired pulse with the peak of the detected pulse. in fact there are
advantages to not doing so.
If the peak desired pulse is not scaled to match that of detected pulse. the resulting
convolved signal is reduced by that very amount. as shown in Figure G.11. Similarly. if
the FFT of the desired pulse is normalized by its own initial value. prior to division with
the detected pulse spectrum. it results in a convolved signal that is reduced by the same
scale factor. The reason for suggesting this is that in the Inverse Fourier Transform
method, it is necessary to normalize the frequency response in order to maintain the mean
""
values betweenmeasured and actual forces. In summary.it can be said that as a rule it is
best to scale the desired pulse peak to match the peak of the detected pulse. bUI it is not
necessary to normalize the desired pulse spectrum by its own initial value.
As mentioned above. the truncation of the rfk can be somewhat arbitrary. The dilemma is
this. A longer filter kernel will allow better reproductionof the frequency response. while
increasing the length of the corruption due 10 end effects.The simple solutioo is 10
increase the length of the detected pulse so that the region of Interest (the wave impact) is
not affected by the corruption.
0 .3.0 End Effects
Endeffects are the corrupted sections thai occur at the beginningand end of all
convolved signals. When two signals of length M and N are convolved. the resulting
signal has a length of M+N- I. The first and last M-I points of the convolved signal
(where M is the length of the impulse response) are considered 10 be corrupted.
According 10Smith (1999) this is due 10 the fact that the M length impulse response is
not "fully immersed" in the signalbeingconvolved. He describes the convolution process
this way. Each point in the output signal is the summation of the products of the M
impulse response points, and N relevant input signal points. Whencalculating points at
the beginning and end of the output signal. the impulse response signal tries to use (input
signal) points that are outside the range of the input signal. Since this is impossible. the
M·I points at the beginning and end of the output signal are developed using incomplete
infonnati on .
Jackson ( 1989) suggests two techniques to deal with end effects in a convolution. These
are known as the over lap-add and overlap-save techniqu es. In each. the input signal being
convolved is divided into segments (either over lapping or non-overlappin g depending on
the method) which are then convolved with the impulse respon se. The resulting
convolved segmen ts are then overlapped or concatenated (as the case may be).
These methods were applied to some simple sinusoida l signals and co mpared 10the
results obtained using the Matlab convolution command (conv) and frequency domain
multiplication. The results were identical. as shown in Figure G.12. This implies either
thai the over lap-add and overlap-save methods are not effective in this application. or that
the MATLAB command already utilizes these or similar techniques. In either case, the
beginning and end sections of a convol ved signal should be disregarded .
G.4.0 Effect of DesiredPulse Shape
Next the effect of desired pulse shape and length on the final convolved result will be
exam ined. Figure G.t3 shows desired pulse signals created using Blackman windows of
different lengths. With the remainder of the procedu re unchanged . the resulting
convolved signals are presented in Figure G.14. The windows with lengths of 159 and
m
tOOpoints result in similar signa ls. The result using the 50 point window is significantl y
different. Smith ( 1999) warned of this saying that if the desired pulse is made too narrow .
the final result will not be satisfactory. Experimentati on with window length is
recommended .
Examination of the wave impact event (detected pulse in Figure 0.2) shows that il
consists of a region of positive force. followed immediately by a region of negati ve force.
It would be of some interest to investigate the effect of using a desired pulse with similar
characteris tics. Figure a.lS shows such a signal. When applied to the detected pulse. the
resulting convolved signal again appears reasonable. see Figure 0 .16. The Blind
Deconvo lution technique seems to be quite flexible , as long as the desired pulse vectors
are not forced to extremes (t.e.made too narrow).
0. 5.0 Application of Blind Deconvolutionto Decay Test
Results
While investigating the previous methods (inverse Fourier transform and normal mode
method), attempts have been made to retrieve the pulse signal (actua l applied force )
responsible for the measured signal from a decay test. It wouki beof some interest to
apply the Blind Deconvo lution to nustype of signal.
Figure G.17 shows the measured decay test signal. which represents the detected pulse.
and a rectangular pulse, which represents the des ired pulse. The FFfs of thesesignals are
obtained (Figure G.18), and divided to obtain the required frequenc y response (Figure
G. 19). The inverse FFT is perfonned to obtain lhe rfk (Figure G.20), which is then
shifted. truncated , and windowed (Figures G.21 to G.23). The modified filter kernel is the
anshifted (Figure G.24), and convolved with detected pulse:to obtain the signal shown in
Figure G.25. The convolved signal is subjec t to end effects, as shown in Figure G.26 . In
Figure G.27 the convolved and detected signals have been arbitrarily aligned by matching
the location of the discontinuity.
The convolved result is comparable to that obtained using the inverse Fourier transform
method. The transients observed at the discontinuities are caused by the truncation of the
filter kernel (or impulse response) and are commonl y referred to as Gibbs Effect. see
Appendix I. These are unavoidable . Figure G.28 compare s convolution results using
three different filter kernel truncation lengths . Although the signals display differ ent
means in the offset region, the shape and magnitude of the transients are almost identical.
Thi s is a characteris tic of Gibbs Effect. The amplitud e of the transient will remain
essentially unchanged for all levels of truncation .
Gibbs Effect was also observed in the inverse Fourier transform method, and is a
significant hindrance to lhe usefulness of these methods to remove inertial loads. since it
is frequently the discontinuity region that is of most interest to investigators.
''''
As an aside. the similarities betweenthe inverse Fouriertransformmethod. and the Blind
Deconvolution method show bepointed out. In the inverse Fourier transform methodthe
system frequency response can be obtainedby dividingthe FFf of the measuredforce by
the FFr of the actual force. The Blind Deconvolutionmethodis the reciprocalof this,
with the desired pulse FfT being divided by the detectedpulse FFr to obtain the required
filter response. These responsesare then used in a deconvolutionand a convolution
process. respectively.
G.6.0 Summary
In summary it can be said !hat the Blind Deconvolutiontechnique can beconsidered
another useful tool in the determination of actual forcesignals. from measuredsignals
corrupted by measurementsystem dynamics. The methoddoes. however, require
experimentation with the selectionof desired pulse shapes, the application of the Custom
Filter method. and considerationof Gibbs effect.
Table G.l summarizes the basic steps requiredin the application of the Blind
Deconvolution technique.
Table G.I - Procedureto Apply the Blind DeconvolutionMethod
Step Description
I Determinethedetectedpulse.For thecase of waveimpact thiswill
be the measuredforce.
2 Generatethedesired pulse. This represents a pulse thathas not been
corrupted by unwantedconvolution. The exact shape is a matterof
U'ialanderror.
3 Take the FfT of both these signals.
4 Divide the FfT of the desired pulse by the FfT of thedetectedpulse
to obtain the required filterresponse.
5 Take the inverse FfT of the requiredfilterresponse to obtain the
requiredfilter kernel.
6 Modify the required filterkernel (i.e. shift. truncate, and window).
7 Applythe modified filter kernel in convolutionwithother detected
pulsesto obtainthe actual forcesignals.
,,.
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Fi~ure G.J Comparison or Detected and Desired Pulses
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t-iRure G.4 Comparison or Required Filter Kernels
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Ftgure G.6 Blackman Wind ow Used for Smoothing
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Figure G.7 Smoothing Effect of 81ackman Window









Figure G.8 Comparison of Detected Pulse and Convolved Result
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Figure G.9 Comparison of Shifted and Unshifted Filter Kernel s


























Figur e G.! ) Convolved Signa l- Using Non-scaled Desired Pulse
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Figur e G.14 Effect of Blackma n Window Length
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Figure G.15 Desired Pul se with Posit ive and Negative Regions
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Figure G. t8 FFT of Desired Pulse for Measu red Decay Force
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Ffgurc (;.19 Required niter Resp. for Desired Pulse for Decay Force





Ftgure G.20 Required filler Kernel from Desired Pulse for Decay Force
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Ftgure G.24 Required Filt er Kernel- Unshifted
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Figure G.25 Resulted of Convolution with Unshifted Filter Kernel
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Figure G.26 Convolved Signal With End Effect s Shown
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Figure G.28 Effect of Truncation Length on Blind Deconvolution Result
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ApoendixH
Discussion of Modifications Required
to Facilitate Deconvolution
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H.t. O Modifications to Facilitate Deconvolution
To illustrate the limitations of the convolve and deconvolve commands. they will be
applied (0 some arbitrary simulated signals. Figure H. l shows an 81 point sine wave.
b(n]. which will serve as the signal to beconvolved. Figure H.2 shows an arbitrary 17
point signal. a[n]. which will serve as the impulse response. Using the MATlAB
command "ceco nvia.b]", the convolved signal c(oJ is produced. see Figure H.3. Note
that this signal shows some resemblance to the original signal b[n). in that the
characteristics of a sine wave are evident. but the first and last 17 points of the signal are
corrupted. This is an expected result of the convolution process. known as end effects
(see Appendix G). The first and last N points (where N is the length of the "impulse
response") of the convolved signal are unusable. The signal a[n] is deemed to be not fully
immersed in the signal b(n}in those regions. If signal c[n) is now deconvolved with
signal a[n}. il should produce a signal that is identical to b[n). Figure HA shows a
comparison of q[n] and b[n) for this case. The (WOsignals are identical, indicating that
the convolution and deconvolution process was successful.
The entire process. though, is sensitive to the element values in the impulse response
vector. If value of the first point of vector a[o) is changed to 0.0. the deconvolution
procedure will not work, The error message produced indicates that the first coefficient of
a[n}must be non-zero. If the value of the first point is iterated from 0.0, back towards the
original value of 0.2. it is discovered that the convolution/deconvolution process is not
correct until a value of at least 0.16 is reached. Forexample. using a value of a(I)=O.14.
results in a q(n) signa l that differs slightly from b[n] as shown in Figure H.5. Using a
value of a[I]=O.IO results in the signal shown in Figure H.6.
The value of the firsl point of any vector a(n] can bealtered to some threshold value
where the decon volve command (deconv) no longer works. In fact. this applie s to all the
points in the a(nl signal. To demonstrate this. an arbitrary a[n) 17 element signal
composed entirely of points with value 0.1. was convolved and deconvol ved with the
81point sine wave. shown in Figure H.I . Then the value of each point in a(n] was altered.
iteratively. until the deconvol ved signal no longer matched the original sine wave. This
experiment indicates a trend towards larger magnitude changes (in the point value). for
increasing vector element number. Figure H.7 illustrates this. The same trend can be
generated for any arbitrary a[n) signal.
The only practical use for this knowledge is in a situation as described above . where the
decon volution of two measured signals produces a result that does not resemble that
expected. as per Figure 5.17. A single point in the measured a[n] signal can bealtered.
until the deconvolution process works. The best point to select for alteration is the first
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Fi2ure H.7 Effect or Vector EI~menl Choice on Si2nal Modifkation
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Appendix I
Discussion of the Mitigation of Gihhs Effect
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I. I.O Mitigation of Gibbs Effect
Gibbs effect is manifested as an overshoot or decayi ng osci llation observed at the
discon tinuity of a time series. It is ca used by the truncation or removal of freq uencies
from a discrete signa l in the frequency do main . Increasing the amo unt of tru ncation (i.e.
removing more frequencies) causes the width of the oscillation 10 increase. The
amplitude of the osci llation stays ro ughly the same . at approxima tely 9 perce nt.
Figur es 1.1 to 1.5illustrat e the effect of this truncation . A time domain signa l of a
rectangular pulse is shown. In the frequency domain. lhis will berepresented by a sine
function. Atter removing a range of frequencies. the time domain signaldisplays the
overshoot and osci llation characteristic of Gib bs effect. Th is phenomenon occurs in low
pass filtering, where a range high frequency components is eliminated. Similarly. in me
inverse Fourier transform method. a bandof frequencies in the resonance range is
suppressed. leading to ringingat the dtsconunuiues.
This phenomenon causes considerable confusion when examining wave impact signals
that have been processed lOremove inertial load either through filtering or use of the
inverse Fourier transformmethod. It is extremely difficult. if not impossible. lOsay with
certainty whether. or to what extent. the resulting signal has beencorrupted by Gibbs
effect
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The phenomenon is unavoidable. It is a fact orlife when dealin, withdiscrete signals .
Several aulhors have discussed the use orwindows and filters to suppress Gibbs erfect
commonly seen in trUncated Fourier series. Thesewill be mentionedhere. tNt they will
no!. be implemented orevaluated. This is a topic thatcoukl certainly use further
examination.
Walker ( 1991) discusses the use of Cesaro andde la Vallee Poussin filters in the
suppression of Gibbs phenomenon. Hamming (1983) recommends the use of the Lanczos
window over the Cesaro. claiming it has a lesser effect on the rise time of the signal.
Terrel ( 1980) andSmith (1999) recommend the usc:of windows such asHamming.
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Frequency(H.l )
Fjgure 1.2 FIT of Rectangular Pulse
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Figure U Truncated llul ws in Frequency Domain
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Figure 1.5 Truncated Pulses in Frequenc y Domain - Selected
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ApoendixJ
Generation of Simulated DecaySignals
284
J.1.0 Generation of Simulated Decay Signals
To aid the evaluation of lIlenormal mode approach in its ability to remove inertial forces
from measured signals. a set of simulateddecay rime traces was generated. These signals
were designed to represent measured decay test forces for ajack et structure model. such
as that described in Section 3.0. II was assumed that input forces were applied one
degree-of-freedom at a time. and thai crosstalk did not occur. This is. if a force was
applied in the X direction. then the resultant force wouldbemeasured only in the X
directio n.
The development af the simulated signals was based on the second-order differential






[K! sti ffnessmatr ix.




This can berearrangedto the following form.
J.2
This differential equationcan be solved using the Matlabsolver ODE45.m.
Implementation requiresthat Equation1.2 be expressedas a set of first order differential





u 1(t) =-fU1(t)-ftU I(t)+-},F(t)
J.3
The output from ODE45for this simplified case:wouldbe vectors for velocity,
displacement, and time. For uemorecomplicated six degree-of-freedomsystem, six
velocity vectors, and silt displacementvectors, wouldbeproducedalong witJI the time
vector, This has been implemented in Mallabscripts rwc dof6_simJ.m and dof6_simJ.m.
shown in Appendix K.
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The inputs for this programinclude the mass. stiffness.and damping matrices. The
stiffnessmatrix is a by-product of the normal mode method. implemented in script
nonnaLmodcv3.m (which is a six degree-of-freedom version of








force amplitudes from measureddecay tests
non - normalized eigenvectors
The damping matrixis determined using the RayleighDamping method (see Appendix
Fl. using the stiffness matrixas generated above.
J.2.0 Sample Implementation
Scriptnm _dof6_sim3.m requires the input of mass.stiffness.anddamping matrices.
Examples of theseare shown in Table J.I. The value of the appliedpulse force amplitude.
its location andduration in the time series are input interactively. The system initial
conditions are hard-coded in the script.and can bealteredas appropriate. Figun.sJ.I to
J.6show sample output signals. These signals have beencurve-fit using a cubic spline in
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order to obtain uniformtime spacing. ODE45produces signals with non-uniformtime














Ftgure .l.I Simulated Decay Force Time Series - X Direction












Figure J .2 Simulated Decay Force Time Series - Y Direction
28.
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Figure J.3 Simulated Decay Forc e Time Series - Z Dtrecnon
SimulatedMx




Figur e J .4 Simulated Decay l\lomenl Time Series - About X
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Figure J .5 Simulated Decay Moment Time Series - About Y
x 10' Simulated Decay Test · Moment Time Series - MzlO F-"'~-_-----'----r=';E=~'1l
ac 50 60
Time(s)
Figure J .6 Simul ated Decay Moment Time Series - About Z
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TableJ.I - Mass, Damping, Stiffness Mauices Usedto
GenerateSimulat:ed DecayTimeSeries
Mass Matrix
ModeI Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 ModeS Mode6
..- S.5JE+06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• 0.00 S.53E+06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
..- 0.00 0.00 S.SJE+06 0.00 0.00 0.00
k -m- 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.4SE+08 0.00 0.00
• -m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.34E-+09 0.00k -m 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.18E-+09
DampingMatrix
I ModeI Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode4 ModeS Mode 6
• s I 1.19E+07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
.," 0.00 1.2SE+07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
• s 0.00 0.00 J.64E+07 0.00 0.00 I 0.00
""j(;-m/s 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.26E-+09 0.00 0.00
k -mls I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.02E+09 0.00
I(";:m/s 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 4..53E-+09
StiffnessMatrix
Mode1 Mode2 Mode J Mode 4 Mode S Mode6
Nlm 2.S8E-+09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Nlm 0.00 3.l4E+09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Nlm 0.00 0.00 2.42E+l0 0.00 0.00 I 0.00
N-mlm 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.SSE+12 0.00 0.00
N·mlm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.27E+12 0.00




Normal mode v3 3dof.m
Normaemode=v3) doCnodamping.m
Normal mode v2 remez.m
FFT_m~t rix_aucm-pt l b .m
FFT matrix deconv a.m
Iii \~ave sd~f.m -
nT matrix wave.m








Kai s~r Ip- vd.m
Cheb ~3.~
























Removes inertial force from the measured input signals. Damp ing



















% Input mass mat rix. meas ured decay force vecrors. and
% the vector o f natu ral freq uencies.
%
mass matrix
force vector from the measu red decay rests
natural frequency vector va lue for the DOF of intere st










[fllenarne .pathnarn e ] '= uigetli le('· .dat'.'lnpul Mass Malrix'.50.50 );
filena rne-towert f llename):
cvaltj'locd '. [pathname.filename).':'])
f=flndstn fi lename, '.') ;
rn-e valtfilenamet I:f(1)·1»:
%
[fllename.pathnarne] = uigetlil e('· .dut'.'lnput Measu red Deca y Force Vecto r'.50.50l:
tilename= lower(filename):
evclt j'load '{ pathname.tl lename j.t'[ )
f==tindstr(filename.'.'):
fmd-evahfltenarnet 1:f( t )- 1»):
%




\\=c va l(filenam e( l:ff l) · I»:
%
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~/" Produce the coeffici ents that normalize the
"ii, eigenvectors. (non_norm_vector = c * norm_ vector)
%
% et i) scalar ncrmalizi ng coe tflcie nt


















% Input the measured force vectors.
%




Evaluate the size of the input measured FX vector
and preallocate space for the entire vector - then
recalculat e the first row values.













tmezerosrj .tm c size):
fm( 1.:J=cva l ( tilc~ame( 1:f(1)-\»)';
%
%
[file namc.pathneme] '" uigctfileC· .dut'.' lnput Measured FY'.50.50) :
fltencme- towert filer crne j:
cvahl'load '.[pathname.lilenamej .':'])
fefi ndstnfilename.'.'):
fm(2 . :) ==eval( fil~name( 1:t( I )-1»)';
%
[ti lename.pathnamc] == uigetlileC· .dat'.' lnput Measured Fl'.50.50):
tllcnamc- lowertfilename) :
cvahj'load "[puthname. fllenamej.c'[}
f-f i ndstrt filename .'.'):
fm(3.:)=~va l (ti l ename( 1:f( 1)-1»)':
%
% Generales the displacements in the normalized coodinare system.
%
% displacements in normalized coordivate system.
%
%
z=zeros(3. fm c size):
for telfm c size
lor i=I:3 --





% Diffe rentiates the diplacements in the normalized coordinate
% system. producing accelerations in the normalize d coordinate system.
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This sect ion used to gel veloc ity vectors needed lor ca lcu lation o f damping force.
The first and last points arc calculated us ing the Forward-Dif erence.
and Backward Difference expressions. respecuvely, Therema inder are
calc ulated using the Cen tral-Difference expression. [App lied Numerical







'I. zdd second derivative c f tbedi sptecemeru in the normalized








zd"'z~ros(3. fm c size):
luri:! :) - -
zd(L I)=(·z(iJ)+'; *z(i.2 )·J *z(i. 1))/(2*1l):
zdt i.2 l=t-z( iA )+'; 'z(i.3)-3 · z{i.2) )/(2'h ):
%
zd(i.fm_c_sizc ):(3 · Z( i. fm_c_size~· z( i. fm_c_s ize- I )+ zC i. fm_c_s izc<! »)/( 2' h l:
zdu.frn C sizc- I)= O ·z<i.fm C size-IH'z( i. fm c sizc ·:n~zti.fm c size-
3))1(2' h): -- - - - - - -
end
",
for t=3:lfm c size-1)
fori== L3 - -





',I. This sect ion to get acce lerat ion needed for inertial force ca lculation.
~/.
0;,
zddezcrosfLf m c size):
for i=l :3 - -
zddtL\ )=( ·z(iA)+4'z(LJ)-S· z(i.2}+2I z(i. l »)/{h"2):
zdd(i.1)=( ' 1~ i.5)+4' z(iA)-5' z( i.3)+2' z(L2)}/(h"2):
zddli.fm c size-I)=(21 z(i.Iin c size- I}-S'z( Lfm c sizc-2)+4·z( i.fm c size-J j-
zu.fm c siz;-'I )/(h"2): - - - - --
zddii.l~ c size}=(2'z(Um c size)-S 'z(Lfm c sizc- I)+4 ' zt Lfm c size-2}-




for i=I :3- -






% Converts the accelerations from the normalized coordinate
% system to the physical coordinate system.
%




xdvzerost Lf rn c size);
xdep his zd : --
%





% Determines the inertial force using the acceleration
% in the physical coordinate system.
%




ti=-I " m" xdd:- -
%
%






% Generate damping matrix using Rayleigh Method
%
%
darnpj ratioein putl' Enter damping ratio (i.e . 0.05): '):
29&
%
w %tl pe up frequenci es for reference
%
omega_m=inputC Ente r fundemental frequency t radls): 'I;
omega_n=input(' Enter high frequency (radl s): ' );
~/.
rre<Lvee '" [Comega_m'o mega_o): I ): % vector containing frequencies
",
a = (f2'dampJ 3tio )l(omc.:ga _rn + omega_0»'~vee: 'I, proportionality constants
".C = a( I I'm + a(2)'k:
'I.
%
% Determines the dam ping force using the velocity
% in the physica l coo rdinate sys tem.
%
% I'd damping force vector
%
%
fd- zcrcst.Lfm c size):
1'il=· l'C·xd: - -
<I.;'
%, Determine real force vectors
".
real force vector . (ft = fm - Ii-fdj
~/.
'I.
li = zeros(J.fm c size):
It '" fm-fi-fd: - -
%
".
'/, Ca lculate time vecto r (be to used for plotting]
%
~.
I It e zerostlJm c size]:






Removes inert ial force from the measured input signals. Damping
is ass umed to benegligible. This vers ion considers only three
degrees-of. freedom .
time step (full scale)
mass matrix
force vector from the meas ured decay tests
















% Input mass matrix. measured decay force vectors. and













m"'eval(ti lename{l :f{l)- I)) :
%
[Ji lename.pathname j '" uigetfile('· .dal':lnput Measured Decay Force Veclo r'.SO.SO):
filcnamc elowett fllename);
cvuttl'locd '.[pathnam e.fiIenameJ.':'})
f- fl ndstn fllcname,'.'):
fmd"'eval(li lename(I:f{ I)· I ));
%
[ lilcname.pathnameJ '" uigetfile('· .dal' : lnput Natural Frequency Vecto r'.sO.50):
filenamc= lower( tilename):
cvatq'locd '.[pathname.lilenameJ.':'J)
Ie fl ndstn filename,',');
w=eval(filename( l:ttl)- I)):
%








% Determine the non-normalized eigenvectors
%









% Produce the coefficients that normalize the
% eigenvectors. (non_norm_vector = c • i1orm_vector)
%
"I" c(il scalar normalizing coefficient




























fm( I.:)::eval(filename( I :f(I)·l»';
%
%
% Evaluate the size of the input measured FX vector
% and preallocate space for the entire vecto r , then




fm-ze rosrLfm c size );
fmll . : I::eval( lilen~e( l: f( I ). l ) ':
%
%
[fl lenamc.pathnamc] « uigetfile("".dat '.'lnput Measured FY'.50.50) :
filcnamcvlo wert fllename ];
evalrj'load '.[pathname.filename j::' J)
f- flndsmfile name.'.'):
tinl2. :)::e\·a l(liIename( l: fl l )- I)' :
%
[fllcnarnc.p athname ] e uigetli le('· .dat' .'lnput Measured FZ'.50.50):
filc nnmcelo wert fllcname] :
cvatr l'Ioad "[pathnarne.fllename],';']]
Ivflndstrtfilen ame,'.'];
fml3.: I=eval(filename( I :f( I~ ll ),:
%
% Generate s the disp lacements in the normalized coodinat e system.
%










% Differentiat es the diplacerne nts in the normalized coordina te
% system. producing accelerations in the normalized coo rdinate system.
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%
% The first and las t points are calculated using the Forward-Difference,
% and Backward Difference expre ssions. respecti ve ly. The remainder ar e
% calc ulated using the Central-Difference expression . [Appl ied Numerica l
% Methods for Digital Computation James. Smith. Wolford pp 343-348].
%
% zdd seco nd derivati ve of the disp lacem ent in the normalized




% This sect ion to get acce leration needed for inertia l force ca lculatio n.
%
%
zddezc rostLfm c size) ;
fori=I:3 - -
%
zdd(l. t l={-z(iA1- 4" z(i.3I-S· zl1.2)+2· z(i. I))/{h"2):
zdd(i.2 )"'(-z( 1.5)"'4"z(i.4)-5" 7.( i.3)+2· z(i.2))/(h"2):
'%
zddri.fm c size. ll= (2· z(i.fm c size·\}-S· z(i.fm c size-2)+4· zl j,fm c size-j )-
zti .fm c sTzc:-4))/( h" 2) ; - - - - - -
zdd(i.f~ c size ): (2·z{i.fm c size )-S' z(Lfm c size-t)-..."zti.fm c stzc-Jj-
~~idrm_c_sTzc:. 3))!{ h ....2): - - - - - -
for t"'J :(fm c size-f)
foriel .J - -





% Converts the accele rations from the normalized coo rd inate
% sys tem to the physical coordi nate sys tem.
%
% xdd acce leratio n in the physical coo rdinate system.
%
%
xdd-z erosfLfm c size);
xdde phis add: - -
%
%
% Determines the inerti al force using the acce leration
% in the physical coordi nate system.
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%
% inerti al force vector
%
%









real force vector. (ft "" fm • Ii-fd )
It e zerost Lfm c size);
ft = fm-fi: - -
%
%
% Calc ulate lime vec tor (be 10 used for plaiting)
%
%
t ft e zcrostl.fm c size);




Input mass matrix . measured decay force vec tors. and
the vector o f natural frequencie s.




Removes inertial forc e from the measured input sig nals. Dam ping
is assu med to benegligible . Th is version cons iders only three
degrees-of-freedom. The numerical differentiation is done using the



















lime step (f ull scale )
mass matrix
force vecto r from the mea sured decay rests





[Iilcname.pathname] .. uigettil e('- .da l·: lnput Mass Matri x'.50.50 );
filercrneelcwen filenarre j.
evall j'load ·.[path name .filename] .':'])
fefindstrtfilename.'.'):




[filename.pa thname ] « uigetfile(·-. dal'.'lnpul Meas ured Deca y Force Vec tor'.50.50);
Iilename- tc wert f llenamej;
evalt j'load ·.[pathname.fiIename ): ;' ])
fe findstn filename,','):
fmd-evalt filenamet t :ll l )- 1»;
%
[ filename.pa thnamc] '" uigetfile('- .dat·.'lnput Natural f requency Vecto r'..50.50) ;
Iilcnameelowen fllename) :
c\alt['l oad ·.[pathname.l il ename ].':'J)
fe flndstrt filename.'.'] :
wv evalt fllenamet lf] I}- l ));
%







% Determine the non-normalized eigenvectors
%
% phi_nn non-normalized eigenvector
%
%
lor j ==I :6





% Produce the coefficients that normalize the
% eigenvectors. (noo_nonn_vector == c • normvecton
%
% cti} scalar normalizing coefficient























[fllename.pathname] ""uigetfilet'" .dar.Tnput Measured FX'.50.50):
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fllenarne-Iowenfilename):
evatt j'load '.[pathname. tilename ):;'])
f- findstn f llename,'.') :
fm( I.:)=eval(ti lename(l :f(1)-1»';
%
%
% Evaluate the size of the input measured FX vector
% and prealloca te space for the entire vector - then




Ime zerosgi.fm c size):
fm( I .: )""eva l( fik~me( I:f(l )-1»' :
%
%
[filc narne.puthname] = uigetfile('· .da t'.' lnput Measured FY'.50 .50):
fl lcnamee lowen filename ]:
cvch l'load '.[ pathname.li lename ).':'])
fe fi ndstrt filename,'.');
fm(:!.:)=eva l(tilena me( I ;f(I )-1»';
%
[filcnamc.pathname] ""uigetfllef'" .dat'.Tnput Measured FZ'.50.50):
tllc neme-Iowen f llenamej:
evahj'focd '.(pathna me.tiIename ).':'J)
f=lindst r( filename,'.'];
fm(3.:)=eva l(filename{1:f(I)- 1»' ;
%
[filename.pathname] = uigelfile(' f .dar.'lnput Meas ured MX'.50.50);
fllenemc-towenfllenamej:
cvaf ['load '.[pathname.filename ).':'J)
feflndstnfllename,'.'):
fm(4.:)=eval( tilename( I:f( I )-I »';
%
[flle name.pathnarne ] = uigetfllet'v .dat'jlnput Measured MY'.50.50);
fllermmeelowertfilename] :
evef ['load '.[pathname.filename ).':'J)
feflndstrt filename.' .');
fmtS.: )=eval( filenarnet I:f(I )- I»':
%








% Genera tes the displacements in the normali zed coodin ate system.
%
% displacements in normali zed coo rdinate system.
%
%
z=ze ros(6.fm c size ):
fo rt= l :fm c ~ize
fori= 1:6 - -





% zdd second derivati....e of the displacement in the normalized
% coord inate system (i.e. acceleration).
%
'%
zd-z croste.frn c size):
zdd2=zcros(6.[m- c size ):
rwinputt'Input ti ller-ord er : '):
samfvinpuu'I nput sam ple frequency : 'l:
bl =remez(n.(O 11.[0 pi*samf] .'d')
for i= I:6
zdti.: )"'lilter(b l. l .z( i.:):
end
lo r i= I :6
zdd 2( i.:)=filtert b1.I .zd(i. :»):
end
to r i= I:6




fin2(i.:)"'fml i. l:z dd c): % truncat e fm size
end -
%
% Converts the accelerations from the norma lized coo rdinate
% system to the physical coord inate system.
%








% Determines the inertial forceusing the acceleration





fl- zeroste.frn c sizeI:
fl e - ! *mtxdd :- -
%
%
% Determ ine real force vectors
%
% real force vector. ( ft = fm - ti l
%
%
ft e zcros to. frn c size);
It e tmf-fi: --
%
%
% Calculate time vector (be to used for plotti ng)
%
%
t It = zerosrl.z dd c);
t- fr ::O:h:(ht( zdd c.I ) :% -
%
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Version Dale: Sept. 13. 1999
Inverse Fourier Transform Method. Matrix Implementation One
Load in original force data files. Three files for each
applied load direction. These an: decay lest results.
F. Winsor
Program:













Load applied in Z direction.
load 1,!lobaIJ 't.dat %
load globalJy.d31% Load applied in X direction.
load global_tz.dat %
%
load globaU jx.d3t %








0/. Select "measured forte - signal from theori.:inal files.
%
fm_xJx:g lobal_fxl900l :l0024); %
fm_xJ}' =globaIJy(900 I: l00 24): % X direction.
fm_xJz:globaIJz(900 I : lOO2.$1: 0/.
".fm"')'Jx=globalJ'_['«2 50 1:352-4): %
fm...)"_fy=global-y J y(2S01:3S24): %




ImJ Jz=global_z_fzl 1501:2524): %
%
% Save these files in ascii format.
san! lin x fx.dat fm x Ix -ascii
savetin=x=fy.dat fm=x)y -ascii
SU\ 'C tm_xJz.dat fm_xJ z -ascii
3 10
save frnJ _lX.dat frnJJx -ascii
save fm~vJy.dat frn_Lfy -ascii
save frnJJz.dat fmJJz -ascii
save Im z fx.dat fm z fx -ascii
save frn=z=fy.dat fm=z=fy -ascii
save I'm z Iz.dat I'm z fz -ascii
0/0 - - - -
% Select step response from original signal.
0'0
Call script First_deriy.m to differentiate
each step response to obtain the impulse











step_zJ x=globaIJ _fx(1902:2( 25):
stepJ _'Y=global_z_ly( 1902:2( 25):
step_zJz=global_zJ z(1902:2(2 5);
%
% Save these tiles in ascii format.
%
save step_x_[...dar stc:p_xJx -ascf
save step_xJy.dat step_xJ y -ascii
save step_xJz.dat step_xJz -ascii
save step~·J''(.dat step-y Jx -ascii
save sh:p_v _fy.dat step-YJy -ascii
saw stepJ Jz.dat step~v_fz -ascii
save step_zJx.dat step_z_lx -ascii
save stepJJy.dat step_zJ y -ascii





% For this program the step responses must be
% different iated in a certain order; step_xJx.
% step_xJy. step_x_fz. etc....
%











elseif diff index= 5
im p~'Jy=zd~












% Take the fast Fou rier transform (ffi) o r
% the so-called meas ured force signals. Note
% that a 1014 length fft is specified.
%
%
FM_xJx:IftOin _xJ x.1024 );
FM_xJ y=lft (frn_xJy.1024);
Fl\l x fz=lft(lm x fz.102 4);





FM z fzeffu fm z fz.1024);
~o - - - -
% Take the fast Four ier transform(fft) of the




H_x_fr= fft(irnp_xJ z. I024):
H_L fx=fft(imp...YJx. I024) ;
3 12
Norma lize the ffts of the impul se respo nse
functio ns (freq uency respon se funct ions. This ensures


















Hs v t\ =H v fv/H v fv( I) ;
Hs:;·=I~"'H':y);;H3)Y( I) :




% Copy one of the sets o f measured force signals
% into a commo n matrix(size 3x I024).ln this case.
'% the meas ured force from a test where the load
% was applied in the X direction was se lec ted.
%
for i= I :1024
FM_all( 1.i )=FM_xJ x<i.I);
FM_all(2.i)=FM_xJ y( i.I );
FM all(3.i)=FM x fz(i.I );
end - - -
%
% Copy rhe normaliz ed frequenc y response function
% vecto rs into a common matrix . Then divide each
% col umn vectonjxt jln the measured force matri x.
% by the rele vant frequenc y response matrix (3x3)
% to obta in an actual force column vector which is
% stored in an ac tual force matrix <3xI024).
%
% Note that two comm ands are available 10 do the
'%) division. One uses the Matlab operator known as
°/11 "backslas h or le ft matrix divide". The othe r
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% inverts the frequenc y response matrix (3x3 ) then
% multip lies it by the measured force column vector.
%
for i= I : I024
Hs_all( 1.1)=Hs_x_ fx(LI ):
Hs_all( 1.2)"'Hs....Y_fx(i. I):




Hs allO .l ): Hs x fz(i.I ):
Hs=all(3.2)=Hs3=fz(i. I):
Hs aIl0.3 ): Hs z fz(i.I):
% - --
%FA_all(; j }=Hs_all\FM_all(;.i):
FA allc .i ):inv(Hs all)tFM all( :.i);
end - - -
%
% Set the fi rst co lumn vector in the actual
% fo rce matri x equa l to the first co lumn vector
% of the measured force matrix . Th is is to
% avoid a divide by zero problem when computin g
% the inverse Fourier transform s.
%
FA_all(:. l l: FM_all(;. I );
%
% Generate a vector of frequenci es to be used




% Get the inverse Fourier transformof eac h
% row vector. to obtain the lime
% series of the actua l forces.
%
faJx:ifftIFA_all( 1.:). 1024):
10._fy: iffll FA_all(2.:). 1024 );
fu fz:ifftlFA aIl0 .:).1024 ):0/0- -







legendt'fm x ('(':fa fx')
title('impulsc ffts nonn alized by initial value of diagonal tenns')
pall'<
hold olT
pial (fm_x J y)
hold on
plot(rea\(faJ y ).'r' )
lcgcndt'f m x fx'.'fa fx')
legendt'Im x fy'.'fa fy')
titlct'impulse lTtsnormalized by initia l value o f diagonal terms')
pause
hold err
plot I fm_xJ zI
hold on
ptourealttaJz ).'r')
legendr'Im x fz'.'fa fz' )




0/0 --. - • • •••••••••••• _ •••• _ . _••• _ • • _ • ••• ••• • _ • • _._-_.
% Program: FFT_malrix_dttonv_l .m
0/0 ••••_ ._._ ••• _ • ••• • _ • • •••••• _ •••_ ._• • _._ • • _--
% Inverse Fourier Transform Method . Matrix Implementation
%
% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Version Date : Jan 18. 2000
%
'Yo --. -••••- •••••••••-•••• • •__ •••__
% Load in orig inal force data files. Three files for each
% applied load direction. These are decay test results.
%
load globalfx.dat %




load global~'jy.dal% Load app lied in Y di rection .
load g lobal~·jz.dat %
%
load global....zjx.dat %
load global....zJy.dat % Load app lied in Z direction.
load g lobal....zJz.dat %
%
% Sd« 1"measured force" signal from the original files.
%
fm_xj x=globaIJ x(900 1:10024 J: %
fm_x_I~'=g loba IJy(900 1 : 1 OO24) : % X direction.
fm_x....li =globaljz(900 1:1002'4 ): %
%
fm~-J'{=g l oba lyJx(2.s0 1 :3524): %
fm_y_IY=g lobaly.... fy(2501 :3524 ): % Y direction.
frn~'jz=g lobalyj z(2501:3524 ); %
%
fm....zJx=globaIJ....f.'{( 1501:2524): %
fm_l ....Iye global....zJ y(l 501:2524 ): % Z direction.
fm_l_li =global_zj z( 150 1:2524 ): %
%
% Save these files in asci i format.
%
save fm x fx.dar fm x fx -ascii
san: fm=x=ty .dat fm=x=fy -asc ii
save fm_ x_ti.dul frn....xJz -asc ii
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save fm""yJ 'X.dat fm""yJx -ascil
save fm....YJy.dat fm....YJy-ascii
save fm....YJz.dat fm....YJ:z-ascii
save lin z fx.dat fm z f.'( -ascii
save fm=z=fy.dat fm=z)y -ascii
save lin z fz.dat fm z fz -ascii
"/0 -- --
% Select step response from original signal.
%












% S;I\"I:these files in ascii format.
%
save step_xJ x.da! sll::p_x_fx -ascii
save step_x_ly .da! step_x_fy -ascii
save step_xj.z.dat step_xj z -ascii
save step~·Jx.dat step""yJx -ascii
save step~·_l~·.dat step_v_fy -ascii
san : step_vJ z.dat step....YJz-ascii
save step_zJx.dat step_z_fx -ascii
save step_zjy.dal step_zJy -ascii
save stepJJ:z. dat step_z_fz -ascii
%
% Call script Firsrderiv.m 10 differentiate
% each step response to obtain the impulse
% response. This must bedone for the nine step
% response tiles. separately.
%
% For this program the step responses must be
% differentiated in a certain order: step_x_fx.
% stcp_xJy. step_x_fz. etc...
%
fordiff index=I :I :9
lirsl)eriv
JI7
ifd ifT indexee l
imp=x_fx=zd':
elseif diff index= 2
imp_x] y=zd':
elseif diff index= )
imp_x] z=zd':
else if di tT index=4
impJ_fx~d';













% Create normalized impulse response
% functio n vectors. They are norma lized
% by their own mean values times the
% number ofpoints in the vector .
%
%
h_xJ x: imp_x_ fxl(-mcan(imp_xJx )' \ 024 ):
h_·'U y=imp_xJy/(-meamim p_x_ f.x)·\ 024 );
h_xJ z==imp_xJ zI(· mean(imp_xJ X)" 024);
h_L fx: imp_v_fxl(-meentim py J y)' \ 024 );
h--:-'_fy=imp->.Jy/(-meant impy J y)'\024) ;
h_y_fz= imp....YJzI(· mean(imp->·Jy )· 1024);
h_zJx=impJ JxI(-mean(imp_zJz)' J024):
h_zJy=imp_zJ y/(-mean(impJ J z )'J 024);

























h x fZ( I I=h x fz( I)+abs(sum(h x fz)+sum( h x fz »;
d~- - - -- --
h x Iz(1 )=h x fz( t j- abstsurmh x Iz)+s um(h x fz» ;




ifi surnfh v fx)<=O.O)
h~'jx(i l=h_vj x( I)+abs(sum(h-y jx)+sum(h_yjx));
else











ifi surruh v fz)<=O.O)
h~·_tz(i ;;h~YJZ( 1)+abs(surn(h-y _fz )+sum(h-YJ z » ;
else







h z (x( I)-h z fx(l )+abs(sum(h z fx)+sum(h z fx» ;
elsc- - - - -- - -
h z fx(l)"'h z fx(l }-abs( sum(h z fx}+sum(h z bo»;




hJJy( 1).shJ J y( I )+abs(sum(h_zJy)+sum(h_zJ y)):
else




if(sumlh z 1'z )<=O.O)
h z fil}=h z fZ(l)+ abs(sum(h z fz)+sum(h z fz» ;d; - - - -- --
h z fz(1)=h z (Z(I )-abs(sum( h z (z)+sum(h z (z )):








I'm xefm x fx:
fm=.v=tm: x)y;
fm z- Im x fz:%- --
%
%








fm~ ""padl l : I02.J)=fm3:









[~x I.r_x I Jedecon,,·(frn_x.J)3d.h_xJx);
[~x2.r_x:!l=deconv(fm_x...,Pad.hJJx);
I'LX3.T_:(3)=decoo\"(fm_x...,Pad.h_z_fx]:
[~_y l .r~· I I a.deconv( fmJ...,Pad.h_x_fy);
(u-:~ .r~·2 1~econ,,( fm.J·...,Pad.hj·JY ):
(U·3.TJ 3)"'dcconv(fmj-yad.h_z_fy):













title t' fm-x vs q-xl from h-x-fs')
legendt'measured'.'actual')
xtabel t'vector Element Number )





plot (lLx 2: r')
title I'Im-x \IS q-x2 from h-y-fx')
legendt 'meusured'Ja ctual']
xtcbc l t'vecror Element Number)







title (fm -x vs qo x3 from h-z-fx')
legendt'measured'i'actual')






pl ot (~y l .' r' )
title {'fm-y vs q-yt from h-x-fy'}
legendr'mcasured'i'cctual')







title (Tm-y \S q-y:! from b-y-fy')
lcgendt'mcasured'i'actual'}







title t'nn-y vs q-yI from h-z-Iy')
legend('measured','actual')
xlabcl t'vcctcr Element Number')






title r'fm-zvs q-z l from h-x-fz')
lcgendt'measured'"actual']







title I'frn-z vs q.z2 from h-y-fa - modification h-z- fzt l )s 1.133')
legendt'measured'i'a ctua l']
" label t'vecrc r Element Number')






tit le:t'Fm-z vs q. z3 from h-z- tz')
lc:gc:nd( 'measured'.'ac tual']
xlabc l t'vector Element Number )
ylabel t' Forcc ( ~fN)')
pause
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0/0 - - - - _ • • _ • • _ . __. _._- - -------- ------ _._------
% Program: ifl_wave _sdof.m
~/o ---- - •• - • • •• • •--- - - • •• • _
% Single degree of freedom implementation of inverse Fourier
% transform method applied to measured wave impact signals
%
% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Version Date: Jan 18. 2000
%
0/0 •••• _•• _- - - - - •••••••• • • • • _• • • • • __••__• • _ - _ ._. __• • _._. _-
%




[filename.pmhname] = uigellileC · .dat'.'Wave Impact Signal - X Direction: '.50.50 l:
fllenamewlowcrt file uame);
cvatrj'load "[pathname.filename ],';']]
tv fi ndstrt filename.'.']:
1m_x! I.:)=eval(filcname( I :f( I )-I ))':
".
%
[filcnamc.parhname] = uigelti k ('·.dat'.'Wave Impact Signal- Y Direction : '.50.50):
filename- lcwenfilename ).
eveh j'load "[pat hname.filename j.ti'[]
f-finds tnfilen ame.'.'):
lin~-{ 1.:)=cval(l1lename( I :f( I ). 1I)':
%
%
[file name.pathname] = uigelti le('*.dar.wave Impact Signal . Z Direction: '.50.50):
fllc nameelowe rt file name);
cvetq'lccd '.[pathname.filename].':'])
feflndstn filename.'.') :
lin_z( I.: )=eval( tilename( I :f( 1)-1»':
%
%
% Input signal sample rate. Use to determine plottin g
% vectors for time and freque ncy scales.
%
%
fs=input('lnput Sample rate (de fault = 27.2 168)'):

























titltcr'wave Impact Signa l - Y direct ion ')
legendr'fm- y'j
xtabclt'T lme ts)')












% Determine the FFTs of meas ured signals. impulse response
% signals and normalized frequency responses .
'H,
%
















li rst_deriv % input stepJjz.dat
%
hz- zd;
FM ze ffu fm z.1024):
Hz=t liChz.10141:




% Plot FFTs of measured signals and



























plol(frcq.abs( FMJ( I :512)))









ploufrcq.abst f-lxI( I :512)))
title t'No rmcllzed Frequency Response - X Direction')
lcucndt'Hx t')
xl; bcl('Frcquency (Hz)'}




plou treq.abstHy I(1:512) )
title t'Normattzed Frequency Response - Y Direction')
lcgcndt'Hv·I')
xlabelt'Frequcncy(Hz)')




















FA~·=FMj' .JHy l ;
FA z=FM z.lHz l:
% - -
%






ptoufreq.cbsj- M x(I :512»)
hold on -
plotO'req.abs(FA.« I:512» .'1" )
[ilk CFFTs of measured and actual force signals - X Directio n')
k gend('FM-x':FA-x')
x tabclt'F rcqucncy (Hz)')






plottfreq.abst f A~v( I:S12)).'r')
title ('F FTs of meas ured and ac tual force signals - Y Direction')
J,:gend('FM·y '.'FA-y ')







pton freq.abs(FA_z{1:512) : 1" )





























tirlct'measured and actual force signals')









titler'mcasured and actual force signals')










Plot compa riso ns of the measured force FFT and
the frequency response. Th is can illustr ate the
shift in the resonant peak caused by added mass.
title(' measu red and actual force signals'}












% Note scale fac tor app lied 10 (some of the) norma lized




plot( frcq.abst FM_x( 1:51 2)))
ho ld on
plottfrcq.abstHx ft l :5 12)· 1).'1")
title (' FFTs o f MeasuredSigna l and Norm alized Frequ ency Response ~ X Direc tion')
leg.:nd('FM~x': Hxl ')






plot( freq.a bst FM5( 1:512» )
hold on
plot(freq.abstHy I(1;5 12)· 1): r')
title (' FFTs o f Measured Signal and Normalized Frequency Response- Y Direc tion')
kg.end('F M-y': Hyl ')
xlabelt'Frequency (Hz)')







ploufrcq.a bstj-lz l( I ;5 12 )· 44.7),'r')
title I'FFTs of Measured Signal and Normalized Frequen cy Response> Z Direction ')
JJO







% _.•_-_••_--- _._._._.__••_.__._-_._- _.__•••••••-
% Inverse Fourier Transform Method. Matrix Implementatio n One
%
% Coded by: F, Winsor
%
% Version Date : Sept. 13. 1999
%
"/0 .-------. --- -----.-••-- •••••--•••---.---••-•••--••-••
%
%
% Input wave input signals
%
%
[fllename.pa rhnarne ] =uigeltil e('· .dat': Wave Impact Sig nal- X Direction: .505 0 ):
filename -lowen filenamej:
cva l(['load '{ pathname.fllencme j.t'[ )
Ie fl ndstrt filc name.'.']:
fm_xI l .i j-e vahfilencme t I :Il l )- 1I)';
'%
%
[fllenamc.parhname ] '" uigetfijet 'e.dat'i'Wcvc Impact Signa l- Y Direct ion: '.50.50 ):
filcnamce lcwen filenamej :
cvalt [' load '{pc thname.Illena me ).':'J)
f- findsm filename .'.');
fmJ'( l .:)=cval(li lename( I :f( I ).1 »)':
%
%
[filcname.pathname ] = u i ge{fiI~'· .dat':Wave Impact Sig nal - Z Direction: '.50.50):
filena me=lowcr( fiIename):
cveh l'loed '.[pathname.filename ).';'J)
Ieflnds trtfile name,'.'] ;




% Input signal sam ple rate, Use to determine plotting
% vecto rs for time and frequency scales .
%
~/"




Take the fast Fourier transform (fft) of
the so-called measured force signals. Note








% Call script First_deriv.m to differentiate
% each step response to obtain the impulse
% response. This must bedone for the nine step
~/;, response files. separately.
%
% For this program the step responses must be
% differentiated in a certa in orde r: step_xJx.
% stcp_x_IY.SICP_XJZ. etc...
%





























Normalize the fft s of the impulse response
functions (frequency response functions with
the first point in each signal. This ensures
that the first po int in the "Hs" signal has




FM....Y: fft(fm~v.l 024) ;
FM z::fft (fm z.1024):% - ....
% Take the fast Fourier transform (fft) of the
% impulse response functions.
%
II _xJ x=tli (imp....xJx.1024):
H_xJ y== tTt{imp_xJ y.1024);
H..xJc=n't(irnp_xJz. I024);
1-1..,)'....fx=tli( imp"y....Lx.1024):
H_y J y= fft ( imp""y-,"y. 1024):
H...J·J z= tTtlimpy J z.l 024);
~1_zJx=m{imp_zJx.l 024) :
HJ J y=ti t(imp....zJy. l 024):






Copy one of the sets of measured force signals
into a commo n matrix(size 3xI024). ln this case.
the measured force from a test where the load
was applied in the X direction was selected.
I Is_xJ x=H_xJ xlH_xJ x(1l:
l Is....xJy"'H_xJy/H....x....,x( 1):
Hs_xJ z=H_xJ zlH_xJ x(I );
H s~vJx=H_yJ</H~'Jy( I ) :
Hs..yJy=l-I..yJylHy-"y(I ):
Hs~\'_ IZ=H_v_fz/H ....YJy(I) :
Hs z fx=H z fxlH z (z( I ):












fo r i"=L! 024
'"
FM_all(1.i)=FM_x( I.i);




Note that two com mands are ava ilable to do the
division. One uses the Matlab operator known as
"backslash or left matri x divide". The other
inverts the frequency response matri x (3x3) then
multipl ies it by the measu red force column vector.
Copy the normalized frequency response funct ion
vectors into a comm on matrix. Then divide each
column vector(3x l )in the measured force matri x.
by the relevant frequency response matrix (3x3)
to obtain an actua l force column vector which is














for i = [ : [O:::! ~
li s_ail( 1.1)=Hs_xJ x(i.I ):
Hs_alll 1.:::!)=Hs_vJx( i.I) :
Hs aIlIU):Hs z fxri.l ):
Hs=allf:::! .l ):Hs=x) y(i. I );
I-Is_allf:::! .2)=Hs....Y_ fy(i. l ):
Hs_aIl12.3)=Hs_zJy(i. 1);
lis alll3.I)=Hs x fz(L1);
Hs=al1{3.2)02Hsj)z(LI );
Hs allt 3.3):Hs z fz(i. I);
% - - -
%FA_a llt:.i)= Hs_all\FM_all(:.i );
FA all( :.iFinv(Hs all)*FM all(;.i):
end - - -
%
% Set the first column vector in the actua l
% force matrix equal to the first co lumn vector
% of the meas ured force matrix. This is to
% avoid a div ide by zero problem when computing




% Gene rate a vector of frequencies to be used




% Get the inverse Fouriertransformof each
% row vector . to obtain the time




fa fz= ilTt(FA all(3. :).1024);0/0- -






legendt'measured X force'i'actual x force')
tit Jc('MDOF • measured and actual force signals')
xlabeh'T lme ts)')




plot ( t i mdm~')
hold on
ploutime.rcalt faJ y) .'r')
lcgendt'mecsure d Y force'i'ac rual Y force')
title(' MDOf • measu red and actual force signals')








lcgendt'me asured Z force '.'actua l Z force')
tit let 'MDOF • meas ured and actual force signals'}






Information on the scaling method can be found on page 6-117 of the "Marlab
Signal Processing Toolbox. User's Guide. verslon -r'
This script calculates the fft modulus and phase. The modulus or magnitude
is scaled. that is. a sinusoidal signal of arbitrary arnplitUlk will produce
:I. ITt magnitude peak at the same value.
%..
%
% Program; m _modulu lJ cncra Lm
%












./. Input time series
./.
%




fx~val{liknam('( I :ll l)- I)) :
'/,
[filename.pathnarne] ,..uilletfile('· .clil.l'.'FY Time ~ries'.50.50) :
f I('name" lower(filename);
evaf ('load '.lpalhname.fiIename).';'))
f- Iindstrtf ilename,'.') :
fy=~val (filename( 1:f(1)- 1»):
%
%
[filename.pathname)- uigetfile(·· .dat'.'FZ Time smcs'.50.501:
filenameelowertfilename];
e\"all('load '.[pathnamd ilename l.':'))
f- findstnfile name,','):
fr -eva\(lilename( I:n I)-I»;
%







[filen arne.pathname] = uigetfil ef·.dat':MY Time Series' .50.50);
filename=lower(fiIenam e );





[Iilename.path name ] = uigetfile C'·.dat' :M Z Tim e Series'.50 .50) :
fllcname-lo wen fllename):
cvalq'lcad '.[pathnarne.filename ).';' ])
f-fi ndsutfile narne.'.'):
mzvevahfilcnamet I:It l )-1»;
%
%
% Choos e the degree-of..freedom being ana lyzed. The time ser ieswill beplotted up
% and the start ing point can be selected graph icall y.
%1
%
prln do f=inputCDOF of lntere st (I =FX.l=FY. etc ) ' ):
% -




[xxx.yyy ] = ginput( l )
tleroundtxxx)
zoom






















[xxx.yyy] = ginput( l)
t l=round(xxx)
zoom



















% Input the length of the ITt. and the time spacing
%
%
U Tt=input(' lnpul FFT Leng th: 'I;
t:!=II +1 ITt:
time_st~p= i nput(' Input time step DT: '):
%
%




x=fx_lli =ITI(x_ fx.J_ftt );
pn_x_fx =abs (x_fx_fft) ·2 /length(x_fx);
frq-t IItimc_s tep)- (O:« U ftl 2)- \ ))/I_fft:
phase_fx=angle{x_fx_fft ):
phase_fx_deg-p hasefx.- ISO/p i:
339
subplot (2.1.1 j.plor (frq.pn_x_fx( I:U RI2))
tirlc j ' ff t fx mod ulus')
subplot (2. 1.2).plol (frq. phaseJx_deg( 1:(U ftl2)))





;·Uy= t~·t t l : t2 );
x_fy_fIi=ftitx _fy.l J ft);
pn_x_fy=abs( x_fy_ lTtl'21 length(xJy);
phase_t~'=angle(x_fLITt);
phase_IL deg=phase_Iy.'ISO/pi ;
subplo t (2.1.1 j.plo t (frq.pn_xJy( 1:IJ ftl2»
tit le I'm fv modu lus')
sub plot (i. I.2 l.plot (frq.phase _tY_deg(1:(U TtI2» )





x fz=fz(tl :t1l ;
x- tz fft=ITI(x fL I ftl) :
p~_x.,fz=abs(~_fz~tTI ) ' 21lenglh(x_fz};
phase_fz==anglc(x _lz_ tR):
phaseJz_deg-phasejz. ' ISO/pi:
subplot (2. 1.1).plot (frq.pn_xjz( I:U Ttl2»
title emfz modu lus')
subplot (2. I.2 l.plot (frq. phase_fz _deg(1:(ljftl2)))










subplot (2.1. 1).plot (frq.pn_x_mx(1:1_fftl2))
title emmx modu lus')
subplot (2.1 .2).plot (frq.phase_rnx_deg( I :(U Ttl2j))










subplot (1.1.1).plot (fTq.pn_lt_my(1:U lil 2»
title em my modulus')
subplot t2.1.::!:).plot (frq.phase_rny_deg(1:<UTtl2»)









subplot (2.1.\ ).pIOI (frq.pn_x_mz(I:1_tTtI2»
title em.mz modu lus')
subplot 1:l:.I.1I.p lot (frq.phasc_rnz_deg(1:(I_ITtI2)))









% Coded by: Fraser Winsor
%
%
% Script 10 generate displacement and velocity vectors in 6 degree-of-freedom
% based on the equation of motion.
%
% Inputs: Mass matri x (6x6)
% Stiffness matrix 16x6). see normal mode method
% Damping matrix (6:,<6), see Rayleigh damping
% Initial conditions (displacement and velocity)
% Initial force value
% Pulse start time and duration












6 force and mome nt vectors. plus a time vector as ascii tiles
( I) Calls script dof6_sim3.m
(2 ) Check initial conditions
(3) Check applied force in script dOlo_sim3.m
%
% Define global variables
%
%
global M K C X Y Z tOlf per_crt _sun I_duration Cioi t
%
%
% Input mass. stiffness. and damping coefficient matrices
%
%




' 'I~\"a [{li lename{ l :n l )- I »:
%




Keevah filenamet I:f( I). I));
%
[fllename.pathname] = uigetfile{'·.dat' : lnput Damping Matrix'.50.50):
filename=lower(tiIename);
evahj'loc d '.(pathname.filename].':'])
fe fin dstnfile namc.'.');
C=cval(filename( l :f( I). I» :
%
%
% Input initial force value. pulse start time. pulse duration
'% (specific to the pulse type force used ind oto_sim3.rn)
%
%
t inil=inputC Enter initial force value: '};
t_sl<lrt=input(' Enter step start lime: '):
t_duration:oinpul{' Enter step duration time: '};
%
%








% Deline initial condit ions
%
%
to=inpuI(' Enter to: ');
tf=inpul(' Erner tf 'I;
uO= [0: 0: 0: 0: 0: 0; 0: 0; 0: 0: 0: OJ:
%
%
% Usc ODE45 10 solve differential equations
'%
%
options: odesct('MaxStep'.O.05); %This command sets the maximum step size




';' Generate force signals by IK1' {d}, where [d ] represents displacement vector.
~/o Output signa ls to asc ii files .
%
%
d(I .:)"'u(:. I )';
d(:2.:I=u(:.3)';
d(3 .: I'"'u(:.5)' :
d(·k )""u( :.7)';
J(5.:)=u( :.q)':







FX = F_ OUI( 1.:)':
FY = F oUI(2.:)':
FZ = F-o ut(3. :)':
~I X = F_oUI(4.:I':
~lY = F_ouIl5. :)':
MZ = F_ou[(6.:)':
[filename.pathname ] « uipudil e(" ,<hr : Output Force File - FX'.50.501:
filename-lowert file nam e):
c\"a[<['savc'{ pathname.filename],' FX'.' -asc ii'[)
%
[fllename.pathnarne] « uiputtik C' .dat': Output Force File - FY' ,50.50) :
filt: name=lowcr{fiIename):
('\"alt('san: '. (pathnamc.fiIcnam cI: FY': -ascii'»
1',
(liIename.pathnamcJ • uiputfilef' .da r.Outpur Force File - FZ',50.501:
f llcname-l owert fllename);
1.':\'31«('5<1\'c '.[pathnamd i lcname).' FZ': -ascii'[)
%
[tilcname.pathnameJ - uipu lfile(",da t'.'Ou tput Force File - M"'.50.50) ;
fl lcname- lc wen fllename);
cvaltj'suve 'Jperhname.fllename].' MX' .' -asc ii'[]
%
[filename.pathname ] : uiputfllet' .dat'.'Output Force File - MY'50.50) ;
Iilenarnee tc wen fllename j:
c\ all('sa\' e '.(paltmame.ti lenamc ].' MY'; -ascii'[ )
%
[lilename .pathname) == uiputfile(" .dat'i'Gutput Force File - MZ'.50.50);
filenamee lowenfilename);
evaltj's ave '{pathname.fllenarne],' MZ'.' -ascii'[)
%
%
[filename.paihnarne] '" uiputfilef" .dat': Output time vector File . ('.50.50):
tilename=lower( tilename);

















Script called by Run_dof6_si m3.rn to generate displace ment
and veloc ity vectors in 6 degree-of-freed om based on the equa tion of motio n.
Define applied force . In this case a ste p is app lied. Remember to adjust
the location of t inil for each degree-of-freedom. F( I ) '" Fx. F(2}=Fy. F13p Fz.
F(4)= \ 1;(. F(SpMy. F(6)zMz.
% Define function name
%
%
function udot- dofe sim3(I.u)
% -
%
% [kline global variables






if t <= I start
FII) =-0:





clse if t <'" (I stan + t duration)
















% Secup 2nd order differential equations as a set of first order
% diffe rentia l equations . Here the odd udot c lements (i.e. udott I.:).
% udot(3.:). etc.) represent the displacement vectors. while the even








udcu I l .:I=u( 12):
%
udot(2. :)=::-
(Xl 1.1)"u (2)+X(1.2)· u(4)+X( 1.3)· u(6)+X(I.·n · u(8)+X(I.5)*u(IO)+X ( 1.6)·u (12))•...
I Y ( 1.1)·ul I )+ Y{ 1.2)* u(3)+ Y( 1.3)* u(S)+ Y( 1.4)*u(7)+Y( 1.5)· u(9) +Y(1 .6)* u( 11))+ ...
rz:1.1 )*F(1 )+Z( 1.2) *F(2 )+Z( I.J )*f( 3 )+Z( 1.4)*F(4 )+Z( 1.5 )*F(S )+Z( 1.6 )*F(6 )):
%
udot(..L)=-
( XC!. ! )·u(2) +X(1 .1)·u(4) +X(2 .3)· u(6 )+X(2.4 )· u(8)+X( 2.5)-u ( 10)+X(2.6)-u( 12))- .
(Y(l .1)- u( 1)+ Y(2.2)· u(3)+Y(2.3)- u(S)+Y(2.'Wu(7)+Y(2.5 )- u(9)+Y(2 .6)-u ( I I )+ .
Il( 2.1)-F( I )+Z( 2.2)-F (2 }+Z(2.3)- F(3)+Z(2,4)-F (4 )+Z(2.S)-F( S)+Z(2.6)- F(6j) :
%
udot(6. :)=·
(X (3.1j -u(2)+X(3.2)- u(4)+X(3.3)- u(6)+X(3.4)-u {8)+X(3.5) - u( 10)+X(3.6)- u(12})- .
(Y(3. 1)- u( I )+Y(3.2)- u(3)+Y(3.3)- u(S)+Y(3,4)- u(7)+Y(3.5) - u(9)+Y(3.6)- u( 11»+ ..
(l(3.1)- F(1)+Z(3.2)- F(l }+Z(3.J)- F(3)+Z(3.·W F(4)+Z(3.5)- F(5)+Z(J.6)- F(6)):
%
udOI(8.:)"'.
(X(4.1 )-u (2) +X(4.2)- u(~) ..X( 4.J)- u(6)+X(4.4)-u{ 8)+X(·tj)-u ( 10)+X(4.6)-u( 121h ..
(n·1.1)-u ( 1)+Y(4.2)- u(3)+ Y(4.J)- u{5)+Y(4,4)- u(7)+Y(4.5,· u(9)+Y(4.6) -u( 11))+...




(X(S.I )- ut2}+X{S.2)· u(4)+X{S.3)-u(6)+X{S.4)· u(B)+X{5.5)-u( IO)+X(5.6)· u(12))--•••
(Y(5.1)' u(1)+Y(5.2)' u(3)+Y(5.3)'u(5)+Y(5.4) 'u(7)+Y(5.5)'u(9)+Y(5.6)' u( II »)+...
(Z(S.!)· F( I )+Z(S.2)· F(2)+Z{S.3)· F{3)+Z(5.4)· F{4)+Z{5.5)·F (S)+Z(5.6)-F{6)):
%
udot(12.:)=-
IXt6. 1)· u(2)+X(6.2)·u (4)+X(6 .3)· u(6)+X(6A )·u(B )+X(6.5)·u ( I0)+X(6.6)-u( 12»- .
(Y(6.1)- u(1)+Y(6.2)· u(J)+Y{6.J)·u( 5)+Y(6.4)- u(7)+Y(6•.5)·u(9)+ Y(6.6)· u(l I ))+ .










Script to ca lculate the first derivative ofa signal (fx}
using the centra l-difference expression with erro r of o rder h/'.,1. The first
two and last two point are calcu lated using forward-difference andbackward
d iffemce express ions with error of orde r hill . These expression can be found





















[filename.pathname] :::uiget file(" ,dat':lnput signal to be differentiated : '.50.50 ):
Illename- lowen filename ):
e\ ·a\(['load '.[pathname, fiIename ).':' ))
f:::lindslr(fiIename.'.' ):
Ix{I.:l"'t:\·al{li lename( I :f(1)-.1I)';
%







zd( 1)=(·z( J)+4 ' z( 2)43'z( 1)¥(2' h):
zd( 2)=(-z( .I }+.I' z( 3}-3'z( 2)Y(2'h):
%
zd( fm r size)=(3 'z( fm r sizeH 'z( fm r size· I)+ z( fm r size. l )Y(2' h):
zd( fm: r:size-I )=(3 'z( f~:r_s ize- l }-4'if~J_size-l)+z(-f~_r_sizc-3W(2' h ):
,..,
%
for t=3:(fm r size-2)






% Program : Spline_fit .m
%




% Script to fit a cubic spline (with uniform point spacing) through
% time series with unequal point spaci ng. This was written to spline fit the





% Load time series vectors
%
'%
[filc narne.pa tbname] = uigctfllet'v.dat'.Signul Vector FX'.50 .501:
filcnumee lowcnfi lcname]:
evaIIj'foad '.[pathname.Jilenamc ].':'])
t- finds trt filenarne,'.'):
FX=cval(tltcnamct I :tl l )-1I);
%
%
[filename.pathnamc ] = uigctfileCt .dat'.'Signal Vector FY'.50.50) :
filename- towert fltename):
evaltj'lo ad '{parhname.filenarne j.'j'[)
f-fi ndstnfilename,'.'):
FY=cval(tilenamc( l ;fll )-1»;
%
%
[filencmc.pathnamc] = uigetfilet 'v.dar.'Signal Vector FZ'.50 .50);
fllcnamcetowenfllenamej ;
cvattl'load '.[pathname.filename].':' j)
fe findsm filc name,','):
FZ~val(mename( l :f( l)-1)) ;
%
%
[fllename.pathname] = uigetfilet'e .dat'i'Signal Vector MX'.50.50 );
fltename - towenfitename);
evalt f'load '{ patbnarne.fllename j.c'[)
fe fi ndstn filename.'.'):
35 1
MX=eval(fiIename( I:f(I )· 1»);
%
.,.
[tikname.pathname) ~ uigetfile('· .dat'.'Signai Vector MY'.50.50);






[filename.pathnamej = uigedil e('· .dat': Signal Vector MZ'.50.50):
I llenamc -t owen filenamej :
eval(['load '.[pathname.fiIename).':'\)
fv findstrt fllename,','] :
MZ=cval(lile name( I :f{I). I»;
%
%
[fllename.pathname] • uigetfllet'v.dat'i'Time Vector '.50.50);
Iilenameelcwertfllename]:
cvall[,load '.[pathname.li tename j.':')l
r"'lindstr<filename,'.'):
Tv -evah fllcnamei I:f(I )-I» :













~lZi"'sp l i ne{ TV.MZ.TVi ) :
%
%













% Output spline fit signals as asci i files
%
%
[filcname.pathname] == uipuullet'v.dar.Output Interpolated fo rce File - FX',50.50 ):
filcnamc- Iowenfile name j:
c\'al(l'sa ve 'Jpathname.fltename ],' FX2',' -esctl'[)
%
%
[filcnamc.pathname] =< uiputfilet'" .dat'.O utput Interpo lated Force File - FY'.50.50 1:
fllc ncmce lowcn fitcname j:
evalt l'save '{ pathname.Illename ],' FY2',' -asei i'[}
%
%
[filcname.pathname] =< uiputfilet'v.d at'i'Outpu t Interpolated Force File - FZ'.50 .50 ):
fl lcnameelowcr tfile name] :
cvelq'save "[pathname.fllename],' FZ2',' -ascii'[)
%
%
[filenamc.pathname] e uiputtil e('* ,dal ','Output Interpolated Force File - MX'.50.50) :
fllcnameelow enfilename j:
evch j'save "[pa thname.fllename],' MX2',' -ascii'»
%
%
[filenamc.pathnamc ] ""uipulfile('*,dal','Output Interpo lated Force File - MY'50,50 ):
Iilc name-lowen file namej:
evch j'save "[pat hname. fllename],' MY2',' -ascii'[ )
%
%
[filenar ue.pathname] :; uipultile('*.dat'.Output Interpolated Force File - MZ'.50.50 1:
fllenarneelcwert filename]:
cvah j'save "[pathname.fllename],' MZ2',' -ascii'lj
%
%
[filenam e.pathnam e] e uiputfile ('*,dal','Output Time Series'.50 .50):
Iilename-lowen filename):
353
evahj'save "[pathname.filename],' TV2',' -ascii'[)
%
35"
Several versions of the movin g avera ge filter are
imp leme nted. and compa red to results obta ined
by conv ohnion with va rious windows .
%....
%
0/0 Program : mov_avlLv2. m
%
% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Based on Algo rithms pro vided in:
%
% "The Scientist and Engineer's Guide to
% Digi tal Signal Precessing - Sec ond Editi on" .










% Input signal to be filtered
%
[filenarne.p arhnerne ] ""uigetfile C".dat ':l nput Signal'.50.50):
filename -lowenfllenarne).
cvall ['loa d ',[pathnamc .fiIename ].':'J)
Iefindstrtfllename.'.']:
xvevcltfilencrnct l .f I )· 1)):
%
% Input filter lengt h
%






% Input samp le rate to ca lcu late freq uency










f_ax i s~fs*(0 :511 )/1024;
t _a" i s~(O: ( I/fs):(1023*( IIfs») :
%
%




fcriel nlen x-(M- I ))






% Movi ng Average Filter- Symmetrical
%
len _x=!ength(x ):
for i=( M-I )12)+1:(len_x-(M- I)/2)










y3( M-l )f2)=(surn(x( I:M)})I1\1 ;
y3C«M-I)I2)+ I)=(sum(x(2:(M+ I))))IM ;
for i"'(((M- ll/2 )+2):len x-{« M-I)/2)+I)
y3(i)=( M*y3(i-1))+x( i+« M-1)/2» -x(i-{« M-1)/2)+I)))IM;
end
%

































legendr'i npur.tc utput - one sided'i'outpur - symmetrical'.'output - recursive'i'o utpur - con \'






s_h"'cumtrapz(h): % step response of rectangular pulse
s_bk2:cumlrapz(bk2j: %step response Blackman window











h I02·l:zcros( 1024. 1):
h-I024(1:M)=h:
IC I0 24=tTt(h_ I024 ):
bk2 \024:zeros( 1024. 1):
bk2- \ 024( I :M I=bk2 :
BK2_1024:fft(bk2_ \ 024):
gauss3 _ )024=zeros( \ 024. ( );
gauss3_ 1024( I:MF gauss] :
Gaus s] _ I024=fft(gauss3_ 1024);
ploHC axis.abs( H_ 1024(1:len_xI2» : m' )
hold on
ploHCax is.abs( BK2_ I024{I :Ien_xl2» : k')
plot( f_axis.abstGauss3_I 024(1:len_xI2».' y')
legend t'freq response - rec pulse'.'freq response - Blackmam'freq response - Gauss ian')
%
% Moving Average Filter - Symme trica l
% Applied to della function to obtain the




for i={tM- I )/2 1+1:<len delta2-{M- I)/:!)
for j={-IM- lj/:! I:((M=-I)/:!)












legendt'x • input':y • output')
ritlet'Mo ving Average Pilter , Symm etrical ')
pause
hold o ff
ploUf_axis.abs(X( (:(1en_xl2»)/(X( 1m .'b')
hold on
plol(ta"is. abs(Y2( I :(lcn_xI2»)f(Y2( I» ).'r')
plol(taxis.abs(freq( I :(len_xI2))).'m')
legendt'X >fft o f input'.'Y - fft ofoutput'.'frequency response')
titlet'Moving Average Filter- Symmetri ca l')









lcgcndt'st cp respo nse')
titlet'Moving Average Filter - Symmetr ical')
pause
holdolT
plott f..axis.abst frcq(1:(Ien_xf~ J ) ) )
tcgcndt'trcquency response')







% Save tiles in ascii format.
%
cvalrj'save ' strcau'mov_avg_h_'.num2str(M).'.dat') ' imp -ascii"]]
cva tq'save ' strcat{'mov_avg_s tep_'.num2slr(M).'.dat') ' step -ascii'[)
evalq'seve ' sucan'mov_avgJre~'.num2str(M ).'.dat') ' absfreq -ascii'[j
evatrj'save ' strcat{'mO':_avgJnpul_'.num2slr(M).'.dat') ' x -ascii'[]
evaltj's cve ' strcan'mov_avL output_'.num2slr(M).'.dal') ' y2 -ascii'[
cvaltj'save ' strccn'rnov _avgJnpul_fft_'.num1s tr(M>.'.dat') ' absX -asci i'[]






% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Based on Algorithm s provided in:
%
% "The Scientist and Engineer's Guide to
% Digital Signal Processing - Second Edition".




% Implement single pole low pass filter in




% Input signal to be filtered
%
%
[filc name.pathname] = uigetfllet'v.dat'i'Input Signal·.50.50 ):
tltcnamc- lowertfllenamej :
evaltj'lo ad '{ pathneme.fllenamel.t'[)
fefinds trtfi lename.'.'):
x=eval(tilename( I:f( I). I»:
%
%






% Input sample rate 10 calculate frequency
% and time scales for plotting .
%



















fo r i'=2:(len x)

























y2(2)=aO·x( 2)+b. ·y 2(1);
y'2(3 )=aO·xI3 )+b. · y2(2)+b2· y2(1);
lor i=4:(len x)


























% Repeat procedures from above using a delta function















h l( Il =aO*dd ta1( 1):
lor i=:2:(len delta2)




% Four stage low pass (for impulse response).
%
".








h2=zerosflen_deltaz . t j:
h2( 1\=aO*delta.1(1):
h2(1 )=aO*d el ta2(2) +b ' *h1( I ):
h2(3):aO"'dclta2(3)+bl "'h2(1)+b2*h2(1):
tor i=-1:(len delta2)

















san: sin.JXI 1~_h l,dat hi -ascii
san : sinyo1c_stepLdai step I -ascii
san: sin_poleJ rcq l .dat abs_H1 -a.scii
san: sin.JlOlc_h2.dat h1·ascii
san: sin.JlOle_step2.dal stcp2 -ascii
save sinJlO lcJ rcq2.dat abs_H2 -ascii
save siny o lcj nput.dat x -asci i
save stnpoleoutput t .dar y -ascii
san: sin.JlOlc_output1,dat y2 -ascii
save sin.JlOlcjnpulJ ft.dat abs_X -ascii
save sinpole_output1J ft.dat abs_Y -ascii






% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Based on Algorithms provided in:
%
% "The Scienti st and Engineer's Guide to
% Digital Signa l Process ing - Second Edition".




% Windowed sine filter is implemented. Filter kernel is generated
% in two halves. abo ut the point of symmetry. and then norma lized.
%
%...
% Input signal 10 be filtered
%
0"0
[filenamc.parhnamc ] = uiget tileC-.dal ':rnput Signa l'.50.50 );
Illcnarne- Iowertfilen ame );
evall{'load "[pathnarne.filename ],';']]
Iefind stn file nume,'.'):
x=cva l(lilename(I :f( I )- I )):
%






% Input sample rate to calculate frequency











r a.'lis=fs ·(O:51I YI02 4;
















% Calcu late filler kernel
fori-= I: (( ~lr- ))
hl i):(lsin{::!· pi- FC- (i-«(MI2)+ 1))) Y(i-«M!1}+ 1In-(OA::!: - O.S·cos( 2· pi- i1(M+ I)) +
O,OS· cos(4· pi-il (M+ l »):
end
for i=UM!1 )+2):M+1
h(iF« sin(2· pi- FP (i-« M!2l+IHl)fl j..( M!2)+1>W(OA2 - 0.5· cos(2·pi - il(M+l)) +
O.OS·COSf4· pi· i1(M+! ))):
end
%
% Normalize tiller kernel
%
h n-zcros tt .len xl:
h- n( l :M+1 )=Ws~m( h):
o/~




























ptotrCaxis.abs( H_n( I :(\ength(x)f2))j.'r')
plottf_axis.absrYf1;(en_x12VY(1».' m')
legendf'in put fft'.fr equency response'i'o urput m'l
pause
hold off




evahj'save vsrrcau'win sine h '.num2str(M).'.dat') ' h. n -ascii'[]
cvaltj'save ' strcat('win:sinc=sie p_'.num2strtM).'.dat') t s_h._n -ascii'[j
evalq'save ' strcatC'w i n_sinc_!re~'.nwn2str{M).'. dat') ' abs_H_n -asc ii'[)
evahj'save ' strcalC'win_sinc_ input_'.num2str{M).'.dal'l ' x -asci i'[)
evnh Fsave ' strca tC'win_sinc_output_'.num2str(M ).'.dat')' y -ascii'[)
cvalq'save ' strcatC'win_sinc_in put_fft_' ,num2str{M).'.dat') ' abs_X -ascii'[}










% Use MATLAB commands kaiserord. fir l. and filter






% Input signal to be filtered
%
%
[file name.pathnarne] '" uigetfile(" .dat': lnput Sig.nal'.50.50 1:
fl lencmeel owertfile name):
~ \"a l{[' load '.[pathname.li lename]: :')l
Ie fin dstn f'ilename,'.'):





% Input sample rate to calculate frequency




























% Defines start and sto p of trans ition band
%
%
Ic ms_ l =inputCPassband Edge :'): fcuts_2=input('Stopband Edge :'):
Ic uts=[fcut s_ 1 fcuts_:n
%




% Set desi red amplitude o f pass and stop band s
%
%












% Deviati on allowed in pass and stop band
% two values are required but onl y the
% lowes t is used.
%
%
dcvspr-inpun'P ercent Band Ripple (de fault= l) :'):
370
n = filter order
Wn"" normalized freq band edges
bela = Kaiser window parame ter
ifiscmpty(devs-p r)









% Use MATLAB command fir I.m to determine
% the impulse response.
%
hh=lirl( n.Wn.Itype.kaise n n- l .beta j):
%
%













titlet'low pass filter - kaiser window')
pause




plot(C a.xis.abs<X( I:length(x)l2 VX( I)))
hold on
J7I
plot(Cax is.abs(Y2( I:lcngth(:( II2 )VY2( I ).'r')
plol (Ca.xis..3bs(HH( I :lcngth(xy:2n .'g')
I ~g~nd('inpul fft '.' OUIPUI m', 'Ireq resp)









lcgcndt 'Hl! • freq response')
pause
ho ld of f
ptonste pi






c\"a l(['save ' strcan'ksr_h.,p'.num1 sut fc Ii).'j .num1 slr( fc1il.'.,pr' .num1slr1dev s..JX).'.dat')
, bh -ascii']]
cvahj'save '
strcau'k sr_sl~p.JJ '.num2S1r1fc IO.'_s'.num1s1r(fc1 i).'y.num1 slr(dc vs...,Pr).'.dat') ' step -
ascii' ll
evall['save'
strcaU'ksr_ fre'LP'.num1slr{fc l i).'_s'. num1str1fc1 i).'.JJ r',num1str(devs..p r).'.dat') ' abs_HH
-asc ii'[)
evalq'save '
strcat t'k sr_input.JJ' .num2slr( fcI i).'_s' . num2s lr( fc2 i ).'yr'.num2s1r(d~ \'s.JJr ).'.dat' )' x -
ascii'] !
evalt j'save '
srrcau'ksr_oUlputy'.num 2str{fc Ii).'_s '.nwnlstr( fc2i).'..pr' .numlstr(dcvsy r).'.da l' ) ' y2 -
asci i'II
evalq'sa ve '








% Program : th eb_v3.m
%
% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Based on Algori thms provided in:
%
% "The Scienti st and Engineer's Guide 10
% Digital Signal Processing - Second Edition".




% Generates a Chebychev type 1 filler. Calls script






















% Input samp le rate to calculate frequency










f axis- (s+(05 1IYI024;




glo bal Fe LH PR NP k

















FC=input('Culoll"Freq(0 to 0.5) ;'):
U I=inputl'Enler 0 for LP. I for HP :'):
PR=inputl'Percent ripple (0 to 29) ;'):
:-.l' P=inpuICNumber of poles (2.4....20) :'):
%
%

















AO)=AO· TA(j)+A.-TA(j- I )+A2· TA(j-2) ;






















































~~~=~:~~ ~ : ~
A3 -F =A{ .J):






A II -F=A(1 2):
A12-F =AtJ3l:
A I3- F=A 0 -4):
A I -I-F =A(15):
A IS-F =A(16):
A I6 - F=A (\7 ):
A I7-F =A(l S):
AIS- F=A(191:























B17- F=BI I S):
BIS-F =B(19):
BI9- F:B(20):




% Apply the recurs ion coeffi cients dependi ng on the





y( I )=AO_P x(1):
y(2): AOJ ' x(2)+A IJ ' x(1)+BIJ 'Y( I ):
for i=3;(1en x]







\"(1 F AO Px( I ):
y(2):AOJ'x(2)+A 1J 'x( 1)+8 I_Py( I ):
y(3)=AOJ 'x(3)+A 1J ' x(2)+A2_F' x( I )+B IJ ' y(2)+B2J ' y( I ):
J78
y(4)=AOJ 'x(4)+A IJ ' x(3)+A2J' x(2)+A3J ' x( I)+BIJ 'y(3)+B2_F' y(2)+B3J 'y(
I) ,
for i=5:(1en x)
y(i)=AOj'*x(i)+A I_ P x(i -I)+ A2J ' x(i-2)+A3J ' x{i-3)+A4J ' x(i-










v{I )=AO F'x( I) :
YI2j;AOJ ' Xa )+A IJ ' x( I )+B1_F' y( I):
y{3 j=AOJ 'x(3)+A IJ ' x(2)+A2_F'x{ I )+BIJ'y(2)+8 2_F' y(1):
y(..)=AOJ 'xH )+A1J'x(3)+A2J'x(2)+A3J'X{I )+B I _F' y(3)+82]'y(21+B3_F' y(
I ):
y(5): 1\0J'x{5)+A 1_F'x (oI)+A2J 'x(3)+A3J'x(2)+A4_F' x( I )+B1_F' y(oI)+82J' YI
3)+83 _F' y(2)+B4J'y( I ):
~'(6 1=AOJ'x(6)+A 1J' x( 5)+A2J' x(4 )~A3J'x(3 )+A4J'x(2 )+A5J' x( I )+B
IJ ' YI5)+B2J' y(4)+B3J' y(3)+84J'y(2)+B5_F' y'( I ):
lor i=7:(len x)
y(i)=AO F*x(i)+AI F'x(i-1)+A2 F'x(i-2)+A3 F'x(i-3)+A4 F'x(i-









~'( l l=AOJ'x(1) :
\ (2 l=AO F'x(2)+AI f'.'«(I)+Bl F' v(\ ):
;'(3l=AO)' X(3)+AI=F' x ( 2 )+A2=F'~( I )+BIJ'y(2)+B2J'y( I ) :
J79
y(-I)=AOJ'x(4)+AI_Px(3)+A2J'x(2)+A3J'x( \)+B I_Py(3)+B2J' y(2I+B3_Py{
II :
y{5)=AO_F'x{51+AIJ'x(4)+A2J 'x(3)+A3J'x(2)+A4J'x( I)+ B I_Py(4)+B1_Py(
31+B3_P y(2)+B4J ' y(1);
y(6)=AO Px(6)+A I Px(5)+A2 P x(4)+A3 F'x(3)+A4 F'x(2)+A5 P x(1)+B
\J'y(5)+B2j·y(4)+B3_F·y(3 )+B4_F·y(2)+B5J*y( I); - -
y(7)=AO_P x(7)+A I_P x(6)+A2_F' x{5)+AJJ ' x(-I)+A4J ' x(3I+A5_P x(2)+
A6_F' x{ \)+ B IJ ' y(6)+B2J ' y(S)+B3J 'y(4)+B4J ' y(3)+B5J ' >'(2)+B6J ' y{I ):
y(8)=AO Px(8)+A I P x(7)+A2 F'x(6)+AJ F'x(5)+A 4 F'x(4)+A5 Px(3)+
A6J ' x(2)+A7~F'x( I )+BI }'y(7)+B2j"y(6)+B3}" y(5)+B4J'y(4)+8 5j :'y(3)+86
J 'y(2)+B7_F'y( I );
ror Iec.t len x]
y(i)=AOJ 'x(j)+A 1_F' x(i- 1)+A2J'x(j·2)+A3 _F' x(i -3)+A4J ' x(i-
41+AS_F' x(i -5)+A6_F' x(i.f>)+A7J'x(i·7)+A8J'x(i.8)+B I_P y(i-1 )+B2_F'y{j·





\'(I )=AO F'x( I ):
y(1)=AOJ'x(2)+A 1_F' x(l )+B1_F'y( I) :
y(3)=AOJ'x(3)+A IJ'x(2)+A2J'x(I )+B l_ P y(2)+B2J'y( I) :
Y(4)=AO_F' x(4)+A 1J ' x(3)+A2J ' x(2)+A3J ' x( I )+B I_F' y(3)+8:lJ ' y(2)+B3J ' y{
I);
y(5)=AOJ ' x(5)+AI J ' x(4)+A2J ' x(3)+A3J ' x(2)+A-IJ ' x( I )+BI J 'y(4)+B2J ' y(
3)+B3_f'y(1)+B4J'y( I) ;
y{6)=AOJ 'x(6)+A IJ 'x(S)+A2J'x(4)+A3_F' x(3)+A4J 'x(l )+ASJ'X( I }+B
IJ ' y(5)+82J'y(4)+83J'y(3)+84J'y(2)+B5J')'(I):
y(7}=AOJ'x(7)+A I_F'x(6)+A2J'x{5)+AJ _F'x(4)+A4J'x(J)+ASJ'x(2)+
1\6J'Xl1)+B \J 'y(6)+B2J ' y{5)+B3J 'y(4)+B4J 'y(3)+B5J 'y(2)+86_F' y( I) :
y(8}=AOJ'x(8)+A I_F'x(7)+A2J'x{6)+AJ_F'x(5)+A4]'x(-I)+A5J'x(3)+
1\6J'X(1)+A7_F"x( I )+B IJ ' y(7)+B2_F' y(6)+B3_F'y(5)+B4J 'y(4)+85_P y(3)+86
_F' Y(2)+B7J 'y( I );
y(9)=AO_F'x(9)+A\ J ' x(8)+A2J ' x(7)+A3J ' x(6)+A-IJ ' x(S)+A5J ' x(-l)+A6J ' x(
31+A7_F'x(2)+A8J 'x( I)+ BIJ'}"(8)+82J'y(7)+8 3J 'y(6)+B4_f'y(5)+B5J 'y(4)
+86_F' y(3)+87J'y(])+B8J'y( I ):
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y(10):AO F·x(10 )+A I F·x(9)+A2 Px(8)+A 3 F·x(7)+A4 P x(6)+A5 F·x(5)+A6 F
"' X{~)+A7=F"'x(3)+A8J·x(2)+A9J·x(l)+B IJ·y(9)+B2J·Y(8)+B3J· >·(7)+B4_F·y
(6)+85 _F· y(5)+B6J "'y(4)+B7J"'y(3)+88J"' y(2)+89J"' y( I );
forielln len x)
y(i ):..\OJ ·x (i)+A I _Px(i -1)+A2J "'x(i.2)+A3J · x(i-3)+A4_F·x(i-
4)+.-\5 P x(i·5)+A6 P x(i·6)+A7 P x(i- 7)+A8 F"'x(i ·8)+A9 F· x(i.9)+A IO F· x(i·
10)+8IJ · y(i- I) +8ij · y(i-2) +83) "'y(i- 3)+B4j ·y(i-4)+8{F"'y{i-5)+86}-·yO-






'...( I )=AO F·x( I);
y(2):~\0J ·x(2)+A I_Px{1)+8 IJ . y( I );
y(3): AO_F"'x(3)+A 1_F"'x(2)+A2J·x( I )+B I J "'y(2)+B2_Py< I );
y(4):AO_F"'x(4)+A l J"'x{3)+A2J · x(2)+A3_P x{ I )+BI_P y(3)+B2J · y{2)+B3_P y(
I I;
y(5):AO_F"'x(5)+1\ I J"'x(4)+A2J·x(3 )+A3_Px(2)+A4J "'x( J)+8 I_P y(4)+82J .y(
3)+133 P\'(2)+8 4 P v(I);
- y(6)"'1\0J .x(6)+A I J ·x (5)+1\2J "'x(4)+A3_Px(J)+A4J "'x(2)+A5J · X{ I )+B
IJ"'y(5)+B2J "'y(4)+B3J "'y(3)+B4_Py(2)+8 5_F·y ( I) ;
y(7)""AO_F""'x(7)+AIJ·x (6)+1\2J · x{5)+A3J· x(4)+A4_Px(3)+A 5_P x{2)+
A6J"'xtJ)+8 IJ"'y(6)+B2J ·y (5)+83J"'y(4)+B4J ·y<3)+B5J·y(2)+86J"'y( I);
y(8}=AOJ · x{8)+A I J · x(7)+A2J · x(6)+A3_P x(5)+A4J · x(4)+A5J · x(3)+
A6J "'x(2)+A 7J "'x{ I )+B IJ"'y(1)+82 _F· y(6)+83J "'y(5)...B4_F· y(4)+8 5J ·y{3)+86
J ·y (2)+B7J .y( I );
y(9)=A O_Px(91+A I_ P x(8)+A2J ·x (7)+A 3J · x(6)+A4J "'x(5)+A5J ·x (-I)+A6J · x(
3)+A 7J "'x(2)+A8_F"'x(1)+8 1J ·y(8)+B2J .y (7)+83J · y(6)+84J ·y (5)+8 5J "'y(-l1
+86J ·)' (3)+87J · y(2)+8 8J "'y{I ):
yCI 0): 1\0J "'x(JO)+A IJ · x(9)+A2J"'x(8)+A3_F· x(7)+A4_Px(6)+A5J ·x(5)+A6_F
•xt4)+A 7J 'x(3)+A8J·x (2)+A9J ·x( I )+8 IJ' y(9)+82J' y(8)+83_F"'y{7)+84 _F'y
(61+85J 'YI 5)+86J'y(4)+B7J ·y(3 )+B8_F· y(2)+89 _F"'y( I ):
y( II )=AOJ'x(1 ( )+A IJ ·x { 1O)+A2_F' x(9)+A3J· x(8)+A4J'x(7)+A5J· x(61+A6_
Px(5)+A7J· x(4)+A8J ·x{3)+A9J'x(2)+A IOJ ·x (I)+8 IJ ·y ( IO)+B2J·y(9)+B3_
P y(8)+84J"'y(7)+85 J 'y(6)+86J ' y(5)+87 _Py(4)+B8_F·yO)+89_F"'y(2)+B10J
' y(\ ):
J Sl
y(12)=AO_F' x(12)+AI_F*x( I I)+A2_F' x(10)+A3_F*x(9)+A4J *x(8)+AS_P x(
7}+A6J*x(6)+A7J *x(S)+A8J*x(4)+A9_F*x(3)+A10_F*x(2)+AII J *x( I )+BI_F*y
(II )+B2_F'y (10}+B3_P y(9)+8-I_F*y(8)+B5J ey(1)+B6_Fey(6)+B7J ey(5)+B8_Fey
(-I)+B9] ey(3)+BIO_F'y(2)+BI IJ ey(l ):
fori =13:(len x)
y(i)=AO_F*x(i)+AI_F' x(i- I)+A2J ex(i-2}+A3_F' x(i-3)+A4_Fex(i•
..J)+A5 Fex(i-5)+A6 F*x(i-6)+A7 P x(i· n+A8 Fex(i·8)+A9 Fex(i.9)+AI0 F*x(i·
IO)+AIIJex(i. 11>+A12J*x(i-12}+B1Je)·(i- Il+B2Jey(j.i) +B3J ey(i-3}+B-I_F' yCi·
-Il+B5_F*y(i-5)+B6_Fey(i-6)+B7_F' y(i-7)+B8Jey(i-8)+B9_F' y(j.9 }+BIOJeyt i.





\'( I )=AO P x(I):
y(1 )=AO] exa )+.<\ I_F*x( I )+BIJ *y( I):
yl3)=AOJ ex(3}+AI_Fex(2)+A2_F' x( I )+8 I_P y(2)+82J *)'( I ):
H-I)"AO_F'XI-l}+A1_F'xI 3)+A2_PxI2)+A3_F'XII)+BI_P YI3)+82_P yI2....B3_Fe)'l
I I:
)15)=AOJ ex(5)+A1J eX{-l )+A2J ex(3)+A3_Fex(2)+A-I_P X{1)+8 1_F' yl-JI+B2Jey{
31+83_ P y(2)+B-I_Fey(I ):
y(6)=AO_Fex(6}+AIJ ex(S)+A2J ex(4)+A3Jex(3)+A-IJ ex(2)+A5_P XII1+B
IJ ey(5)+B2_F' y(4)+B3_Py(3)+84 _Fey(2)+B5_P y(I ):
v(7)=AO F' x(7)+AI F'x(6)+ A1 Px(S)+A3 Px(4)+A4 F'x( J)+A5 F'x(2 )+
A6J e~( 1 )+8 Ij:ey(6)+B2j:"*y(S)+B3}"* y(4)+8 -1J ey(J )+85J *y(2)+B6J *y{I):
y(8)=AO_F' x(8)+AIJ ex{7)+A1_F' x(6)+AJ_F' x(5)+A4_F' x(-Il+A5J exl))+
A6Jex{2P"A7_F' X(I)+BIJ ey(7)+B2J ey(6)+83_F*y(5)+B-IJ eYHl+ BSJ ey"(3)+B6
J ey(2)+B7_Fey( I):
\ (9)- AO F' x(9)+AI Fex(8)+A2 Fex(1}+AJ P x(6l+A4 F'x (5)+A5 F':«4)+A6 r-«
j I"'A7J .x(2)+A8_F" x(1)+8 IJ"y(8)+B2J·y(7)+BJ_F·y(6 t"'" B4J ;y'(5)+BS_F·Yl ·.)
· 86 _F' y(J I+B7_F' y(2)+B8Je)'(I ):
H IOI"'AOJ ex(IO)+AIJ · x{9)+A2_F' x{8)+AJ_ F' x(1)+A4_F' x(6}+A5J · x(5)"'A6_F
· Xl-l)+A7J ex(J )+A8_F*x(2)+A9J ex( I)+BIJ ·y( Q)+B2J *y{8)+BJJ ·YI7)+B-I_F'y
(6)"'B5J *Y(5)+86J · y(4)+8 7_p).(J )+88J *y(2)+B9J *y(I ):
H II l=AOJ ex( I I)+AIJ *x(10)+A2_F· x(9)+A3J ex(8)+A4J·x(7)+A5_F· x(6)+A6_
F' x(5)+A7J ex(-I)+A8J·x(3)+A9_F' x(2)+A10J ex{I)+BI_F· y( I0)+82 _F'y-<9l+8 3_
P y(8)+B4] 'y(7}+B5] 'y(6)+B6J'y(5)+B7J'y(4)+B8J'y(3)+B9_F' y(2)+BIOJ
' y(l ):
"(2)=AO F'x(l 2)+A I F' x(lI)+A2 F*x( IO)+AJ F' x(9)+A4 F' x(8)+A5 r -«
7)+A6) 'x(6)+A7 J 'x(5)+A(F'x(4)+A9j-'X(J )+A I0j:" x{2)+A I C F'x( I }+B l-=,F*y
( I I )+82J'y( t0)+B3] 'y(9)+B4] 'y(8)+B5_F'y(7)+B6_F'y(6)+B7] 'y(5 }+B8] ' y
(4)+B9_f'y(3 l+BIOJ'y(2)+B I IJ'y( I );
y( 13)=AO] ' x( IJ )+A IJ ' x( 12)+A 2_F'xO I )+A3J ' x( IO)+A4] ' x(9)+AS] '
x{S)+A6 F' x(7)+A7 F' x(6)+A8 F'x(5)+A9 F' x(4)+AIO F'x(3)+A I I F'x(2)+A12
F'X( 1)+9 I] ' y(12>+82]'y(1 1)~83J'Y{ 1O)+84]'y(9'+ 8S]'y(8)+B6J'y(7)+B7
J 'y(6)+88_F' y(5)+89] ' y(4)+8 I 0_F' y(J )+8 IIJ'y(2)+8 12_F' y( I ):
\'( 14)=AO F' x(14)+A I F'x(l3)+A2 F*x(l2 )+A3 F'xO I )+A4 F'x( 1O)+A5 F
' x(9)+A6 F' x(S)+A7 F*x(7)+A8 F' x{6)+A9 F'x( 5)+A10 F*x(4)+A1 I F' x(3)+AI 2
J 'x(2)+,\ 13J 'x( I );BIJ'y( 13}+82]'y( l i) +83]'Y{ 1j) +B4]'y(1O) +B5J'y(9)
...B6]'y(8)+8 7J'y(7)+88J'y(6)+B9]'y<S)+BIOJ' yHl+BI IJ'YI3) +B 12_Py(2
)+813J'y(l ):
for i=15:(len x]
v(i)=AO F'x(i)+Al F'x(i·I)+A2 F' x(i·2)+A3 F'x(i·3)+A4 F'x( i-
4)-;\5 F' x(i-S)+A6 F'x(i.6)+A7 F'x(i.7)+AS F' x(i.S)+A9 F'x(i-9)+AIO F'x(i.
IO I +A1I_F' x{ i. I I);A I 2J' x{ i. 1 2)+A I3J' x( i:-1 3 )+A I 4J'~(i.1 4 )+B I J'Y(i·
I I- B2 F'v(i·2)+B3 F'v( i·3)+B4 F'v(i-4)+B5 F' v(i·5)+B6 F'qi·6l +B7 F'v{i.
n "B8)' ;'( i-8l+B9=F' ;-(i-9)+B IO];'y<i. IOI+B 1 1~F' y{ i -[ 1)+Bi2J'y(i. - •
12HH3 F' \'{i-13)+BI 4 F' v(i· 14):





yt2l=;\ OJ ' X(2)+A IJ ' x( 1)+BIJ ' yt I ):
y(3j=AOJ'x(3)+Al J ' x(2)+A2J'x( I )+8 1_F' y(2)+B2_F' y( I):
y(4):AOJ ' x(4)+A 1J 'x(3)+A2_F'x(2)+A3_F' x( 1)+8 1J 'y(3)+B2J'y(2)+B3_F'y(
I ):
yt5)=AOJ ' x(5)+AIJ'x(4}+A2J'x(3)+A3J'x(2)+A4_F' x( I )+B IJ ' y(4)+B2J'y(
3)+B3 F' v(2)+B4 F' v(l ):
- q 6)=AO Ftx(6)+A I F'x( 5)+A2 F' x(4)+A3 F'x(3)+A-I F'x(2)+A5 F'x( I)+B
I J ' y(5)+B2J ' y(4)+B3J;y(3)+B4J·y(2}+BSJ·y(l): - -
q7 )=.'\0 F' x(7)+A I F'x(6)+A2 F' x(5)+A3 F'x(4)+A4 F'x( 3)+AS F' x(2)+
A6J'~1 1 )+8 1j:" y(6)+B2j; 'y(SI +B3}"y(4)+B(F'y(3j+BS]' y(2)+B6J'y( I ):
y(8)=AOJ ' x(8)+AIJ' x{7)+A2J ' x(6)+A3_F' x(Si+A-IJ ' x{-I)+A5J 'x(31+
A6J'x(2}+A7J 'x( I )+B IJ 'y(7)+B2J 'y(6)+B3_F'y(5)+B-IJ 'y(4)+B5J ' y(3)+B6
_F' y(2)+8 7J ' y(1):
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y(9)=AOJ · x{9)+AIJ· x(8)+A2J · x(7)+A 3_P x(6}+A 4_P x(5)+A5J · x(4)+A6_P x(
3)+A7_r · x(2)+A8_r · x( I )+BI _r · y(8)+B2J · y(7)+B3J · y(6)+B4J · y(5)+B5J · y(4)
+86J . y(3)+B7_Py(2)+B8_F·y( I ):
y( 10)=AO_P x(10)+A I_ P x(9)+A2J · x(8)+A3_F· x(7)+A4_r · x(6)+A5_P x(5}+A6J
· x(4)+A 7 P x(3)+A8 F·x( 2)+A9 F· x(l )+Bl F· y(9)+B2 P y(8)+B3 F· v(7)+B4 P v
(6)+B5_F· Y(5)+B6J·y(4)+B7J·y(3)+B8J·Y(2)+B9J·y(1): _ . _ .
\"(\ I) =AO P x(lI )+A I P x(l O)+A2 P x(9)+A3 Px(8)+A4 Px(7)+A5 Px(6)+A6
F·x( 5)+A'7J ·x( 4)+A(F·x(3)+A9} '"x(2)+A I( F· x( I )+BI) '"y(1O)+B2j'"y(9)+Bt
P y(8)+84_F· y(7)+B5] ·y(6)+86J'"y(5)+B7J'"Y(4)+88 _Py(3)+B~_Py(2)+BIOJ
"y(l );
y( L2)=AOJ · x( 12)+A IJ · x( I I )+A2J '"x(10)+A3J '"x(9)+A4J "x(8)+A5_P x(
7)+A6 P x(6)+A 7 P x(5)+A8 F'"x(4)+A9 P x(3)+A I0 F"x(2 )+AII P x(1)+B I F"v
(1 [ )+B-2_P y(10)+9 3J '"y(9)+9 4J "y(8)+85J·y(7)+B6J"YI6)+B7)"y(5)+8(P;"
(-4)+89J·),(J)+8 IOJ"y(2)+8 1IJ*y(1);
y(l3j=AOJ '"x( I3 )+A I_P x(\ 2)+A2J · xI 11)+AJJ * x( IO)-+-A4_F* x(9)+A5J '"
x(8 )"'A 6J *x(7)+A7_F*x(6)+A8J '"x(5)+A9J '"x(4)+A I 0_P x(3)+A I IJ *X(2)+A 12_
F·x(\ )+BI Pv(l2 )+B2 P v(11)+B3 p YllO)+B4 P .."(9)+B5 P v(8)+B6 F· v(7)+B7
J·y(6)+B8J4.y(5)+B9=F· ;"(4)+BI (PYI3)+BII =P;"(2)+B I2_F4.y( I) ; - .
\"(I4)=AO P x(14)+AI F· x( I3 )-+-A2 F· x(12)+AJ P x(II )+A4 P x(10)"'A5 F
· x(9)+t\ 6 P X(8)+A7 P x(7)+A 8 P X(6)+A9 P x(5)+AI0 F'"x(4)+AI I P X(3)+AI2
J ·x (2)+A I 3J '"x( I )+BI_ P y(13i+ B2J '"y(12)+BJJ ·y ( 1l) +B4_F· YllOl +B5J,"y(9)
+86J ·Y( 8)+B7J · y(7)+B8J'"y(6)+8 9] · y(5)+8 I0J'"y(4)+8 I IJ *y(3 )+B12_P y(2
)+BI3 p\"(I ):
- y(15)=AOJ · x(15)+A I_F· x(14)+A2J · x( I3 )+AJJ '"X( 12)+A4J · x( l l )+A 5J
"X( I0)+:\.6J · x(9)+A7J·x(8)+A8J'"x{7)+A9J '"x(6)+A I0_F· x(5)+A IIJ · X(-I)+A I
2_P xI3)+A I3J *x(2)+A I4J · x(1)+8 1_F· y(l 4)+82J *y {13)+B3J '"y(12)+84J · y(1
1)+85_F·y ( IO)+86_Py(9)+B7J'"y(8)+B8J*y(7)+B9_P y(6)+BIO_F·y (5)+BI I_Py
(-4)+8 12_F· y(3)+B13J '"y(2)+B14_Py(l ):
Y(16)=AOJ · x(16)+A IJ '"x{15)+A2J · x( 14)+A3J '"x(13)+A4_P x{12)+A5J
'"x(ll )+A6 Px( I O)+A7 Px(9)+A8 F· x(8)+A9 r'" x(7)+AIO F'"x(6)+AI I P x(5)+A
12J'"x(4)+A I3J '"x(3)+AI4J'"x(2)+AI 5J·X(1)+B I_Py(15)+B2J·y(1,i)+BJ_P y(
13;+B4_Py(12)+B5_F· y( I I )+B6_F·y (1O)+B7_F· >"(9)+B8J '"y(8)+B9J'"y(7)+8 IOJ
'"Y16)+8 I IJ'"y(5)+B12_F'"y(4)+B13J'"y(3)+B 14J'"y(2)+B 15_P' y(l );
for i=17;(ien x]
y(i j=AO_F'"x(i)+A IJ '"x(i. I )+A2J ·x(i.2)+A3_Px( i-3)+A4_F'"x(i.
4)+A5 F- x(i.5)+A6 P x(i-6)-+-A7 P x(i -7)+A8 F*x{i-8 )+A9 F-x(i-9 )+AIO F- x(i-
I OI+A1IJ'"x(i- l l )+-A I2J '"x(i- 12)+A I3J'"x(i: I3) +AI 4] ·;U-I-I)+AI 5J .x(i.
15)+A 16J·x(i· 16)+B IJ '"y(i- I )+B2_F '" y( i ';~ )+B3J '"Yli-3)+B4J ·y( i.....)+85_P y(i-
5)+B6_F-y (i-6)+B7]'"y(i-7)+B8J ·y (i·8)+B9J ·y(i-9)+B 10J *y(i · l O)+BIIJ *y (i-






if NP= ] 8
y(1)= AO f'I 'x (l);
)"(2)=AOJ 'x(2) +A I]*x( 1)+8 l _F*y(1);
y(3)=AO_F' x(3)+A IJ *x(2)+A2_F' x( t )+8 1J 'y(2)+B2J *y( I ):
y(" }=AO_F' x(4 )+A IJ*x( 3)+A2 _F'x(2)+AJ _F'x( 1)+8 I J *y(J )+B2J*y(2l+B3J* y(
II :
y(5)=AO_F'xt5)+A IJ'x(4)+A2_F' x(3)+A)_F' x(2)+A4J *X{I )+8 1J* y(")+B2_F'y(
31+B3_F *y(2)+B4_F'y( 1):
y(6)=AOJ *x(6)+A IJ *x(5)+A2_F*x {4)+A3_F' x(3)+A-J_P "x(2).,.A5J 'x( I )+8
I_P y( 5)+B2_F'y(" )+B3_F*y( 3)+84_F' y(2)+ B5_F*y( I ):
y(71=AOJ*x(7)+A I_F*x {6)+A2J*x {5J+A3_F*x{ 4)+A 4_F'x(J)+A5J*x(2)+
:\6 J 'x(1)+8 1_F' y(6)+B2J*y(5)+B3_F' y(4)+8 4J* y(3)+B5J *y( 2)+B6J*y(1):
y(8)=:AOJ *x(8)+A IJ *x(7)+A2J*x(61+A3J*x(5)+A4_F*x (4 )+A5J*:<(3)+
1\6J 'x( 2)+A7_F' x( I )+8 I J *y(7)+ B2J *y(6) +B3J *y(51+B4_Py(" )+B 5J*y(3 )+B6
_P~'(2 ) 'f B7_F'y( I);
\'(9)=AO P x(Q)+A I F* x(8)+A 2 f' x(7)+AJ F' x(6)+A-I F* x(5)+A5 f'x<-l)+A6 F*x(
3)"'A7J ';.x(2)+A 8J-'X( I )+B I j . y(8)+B2J*y(7)+B3j ;y(6)+8-1_F. Y(5)+B5_F.y (-I)
+B6_F* y(3)+87J *y(2)+88_f'y{ I );
y( I O)=AO]*x( IO)+A IJ*x(9)+A 2J *x(B)+AJ_ f'x(7)+A-IJ*x (6)+A5J *x( 5)+A6_F
· x(-I)+A7] *x(3 )+A 8] *x(2)+AQ]*x( I )+8 I ] * y(9)+82J *y(8)+B3_f' y(7)+B4_F*y
(6)+85J *)'(5) +B6_f' y(4)+87J*y(3)+88 J *y(2}+BQJ*y( I );
y( I I )=AO] *x( I I )+A IJ*x{IO)+A2J*x(Q)+A3_f' x(8 )+A4J*x(7)+A 5J* x(6)+A6_
F· x(5)+A7_f' x(-I)+A8J·x(3)+A9 _F' x(2)+A IO_F' x( 1)+8 IJ *y( I0)+B2_f'y(Q)+B3_
F*y(8)+8 -1_F' y(7)+BSJ*y(6)+8 6J*y(5)+B7_f'y(-I)+88 J *y(3 }+89J *)'( 2)+BIO_F
·yO l:
y( 12)=AO_F' x( 12)+A IJ * x( I I )+A2J*x(10)+A3J*x(9)+A4_f'x(8)+A5J*x(
7l+A6 F*x(6)+A7 f'x(5)+A8 F*x(4) +A 9 f' x(3)+AIO F*x(2 )+A II F*x(l )+8 1 f'v
( I I )+8-2] *y{ 10)+B 3J·y(9)+B4J *y{8}+B5] *y(7)+ B6_Py(6)+8 7=Py(5)+B8=f';.
(-I)+B9J*y(3 )+BI O] *),(2)+BI IJ*y(1);
y{ 13)=AOJ*x( 13)+A I _f'x( 12)+A2J*x(l 1)+A3_f'X( I0)+A4J*x(Q)+A5_f'
:\(8)+A6 F* x(7)+A 7 F* x(6)+A8 F* x(5)+A9 f'x(-I)+A IO f'x(3)+A I1 F* x(2)+A I2
r-« I I+B1_f' Y(12';B2J * y(1 1)+B3J *y( IOl +B4J*y(Q)+B5_F* y(8)+B6_F* y(7)+B7
J *y'(6 )+B8J · y(S)+BQJ*y(-l)+B 10J*y(3)+B I l _F* y(2)+B12J*y( I );
y( 14)=AOJ * x(l 4)+A IJ*x( I3)+ A2J*x(12)+A 3_f' x{ I I )+A-IJ*x (10)+A5J
*x(9)+A6_F*x( 8)+A7J *x( 7)+A 8J*x(6)+A9_f' x(5)-rA 10J*x(4)+A 11_f'x(3 )+A 12
'85
J -x (2)+A13] - x( I)+BI_P)'( I 3)+B2J -y(l2}+Bl _F-y( I I )+84_P y( I 0}+B5_Py(9)
+86] - y(S}+B7J -y(7}+BSJ - )'(6)+B9J-y(5)+BIOJ-)'(4)+BI I _F-y(3)+B12_F-y(2
)+BI3_P~'(I):
y( 15rAOJ -xI 15)+AIJ-x{ 14)+A2_PX<13)+A3_F-x(l 2)+A4J -x(II )+A5J
- x(l O)+A6 Px(9)+A7 P x(S)+AS P x(7)+A9 F-x(6)+AI 0 F- x(5}+A II F-x(4)+AI
.2_Px(3)+A 13_P X(2)';A I4_F- x(l ~B I_ F-y( 14)+B2J-y(13)+Bl_P)'( I f)+ B4_F-y( I
I )+B5_F- y(10)+B6J - )'(9)+B7J -y( S)+BS_F· y(7)+B9_P y(6)+810J · y(5)+BIIJ -y
(~ )+ 812J·y (l)+BI l _F-)'(2)+B14_Py( I ):
v(l 6)=AO P x(l 6)+AI P x(l5)+A2 F-x(l 4)+A3 P x(l 3)+A4 P x(12)+A5 F
- x(l \)+A6 F· x(10)+A7 P x(9)+AS PX(S)+A9 P x(7)+-AI 0 Px{6j+A II P x(5r:A
1 2J- x(4 )+A I J_Px(3~A I 4]·x(2)+A I5J-x(I)+B IJ· y(l5)+B2_Py( l ~)+ B3_Py(
131+B4J-y( 12}+BS_Py(II )+B6J·y(l O)+B7J·y(9 )+BSJ -y (S)+B9J·y(7) +BIOJ
· y(6)+BI I _P y(5)+BI2_F- y(4)+B13_F- y(3)+B14] · y(2)+B15_P y( I ):
y{ 17)-AO_F· x(17)+AI _F- xI 16)+A2_P x( 15)+A3J · x(l 4}+A4J -x( 13)+A5_F
· x(l2 )+A6 P x( II )+A7 F-x(10)+AS F-x (9)+A9 Px(S}+AIO P x(1)+AI I P x(6)+
A 12J · xI5)+ A 13J -x( 4)+A14_Px(3)+A IS_P x(2)+ A16J ·x {'i)+-B t_Py{16 )+B2J .
Y(15)+BJ_PyI 14)+B4J · y( ll)+B5J ·y( 12)+R6J - y11 1)+B7_F- yC I O)+B8_P y(9)+B
9J-y(8)+8 10_P y(7)+BI I_Py(6l+B12J ·ytS }+8IJ_Py(4)+B14_F· >'I)+BISJ -y(
2)+BI 6 P ,'(I ):y(I 8)=AO_P x( tS)+AI _P xI17)+A2_P x( 16)+A3_P x( 15)+A4J · X1 14)+A5J
-X(13)+A6 P x(12)+A7 P XlI I )+A8 F·x( 1O)+A9 F·x(9)+AIO F- x(8)+A II F·x( 7)+
A I2 P x(6' '''AI J Px(S)"'A I 4 F- x(4)+A I5 P xd i+A l 6 p xd i +A l 7 F- xll)+BI F-
yi 17) +B: _P yt 16)+B3J·y( I S)...B4J · y(14)+85J-)'( I3~B6J·Y( 12~B7_P y(Ill+
D8J - y( I0)+89_F· y(9)+B10_P y(8l+BII _P y'(7)+8 12J·y(6)+8 13_P y(S)+8 14J-y
{4l"'B IS_P y(Jl +B16_F· y(2)+B17_Py( I ):
lori=19:(len x)
Yl i)- AOJ -x(i)1-A I J - x(i- I)+ A2J · Xl i-2)+A3J - x(i-3)+A4_F- xti -
-i1+AS P x{i-5)+A6 P x(i-6)+A7 F-x(i. 7)+A8 F-x( i.8)+A9 F- x(i·9)+A I0 F-x(i-
101+AI I F· x(i. I1....-AI2 F-x( i-12)+AIJ P x(i=-13)+A I4 F· ; (i-14)+A I 5 F'x(i-
15)+AI ( P x(i-16)+A I 7=P x(i.17)+A I S) · x(i- I S)+BI] - y(i- I )+B2J · Y(i-
2}+8 3J -y (i·3)+B4J·y( i-4)+BSJ -y (i- S)+B6J · y(i-6)+B7J ·y(i-7)+B8_F·y (i.
8)+B9_F-y( i·9)+BIO_P >'(i· IO)+8 1IJ· y(i. 1I )+BI 2_F-y1i· 12)+BI3 J · >'li ·





\"(I) :AO P x(1):
~f! I:AO-Px( 2)+A I Px(l)+BI F· \'(1I:
;· { JFA(PxlJr-A I)·XI 2)+A2=P~( It""B I_Py(2)+B2_Py(t ):
J86
)'(4}=AOJ·x( 4)+A I_ F· x(3)+A2] · x(2)+A3_F·x ( I}+ B I _F·Y() )+B2J · y(2)+B3J ·y(
l };
y(5)=AO_P x(5}+A I_ P x(4}+A2_P x(3)+A3] · x(2}+A4] . X(I }+BI _P y(4)+92J . )'(
31TB3J ·y( 2)+&1J .),( I );
y(6)=AOJ · x(6}+A IJ ·x(5)+A2J · x(4}+A) _F· x(3}+A4J · x(2)+A5_Px( I}+ B
IJ·Y(5)+ B2J ·)'(4)TB3J ·y( 3)+B4J · y(2)+B5J ·y ( I) :
\'(7)=AO F· x(7)+AI F·x( 6)+A2 F· x(5)+A3 F· x(4)+A4 F· x(3)+A5 P x(2)+
A6_F·.~( 1)+8 I } · )'(6)+82j:· y(5)+B33 · y(4)+84} . y(3)+B5J · y(2}+B6J .y( I );
y(8)=AO_P x(S)+A I _P .'<(7)+A2J · x(6)+A3_F· x(S)+A4_F· x(-l)+A5_Px(3)+
A6J .x (2)+A7_F· x( I )+BI _P y( 7}+B2_P y(6)+B3J · )'(5)+B4_Py(4}+B5_P y(J }+86
_F· y(2)+B7_Py( I );
\ '(9}=AO F· x(9)+A I F· x(8)+A2 F· x(7}+A3 F·X(6)+A4 F·x{ S)+A5 P x(4)+A6 F· x{
3l+A 7j · x(2)+ASJ · x( I)+B l j · y(S)+B2j · y(7)+B3j · y(6j+B4J · y(S)+B5_F. y(4)
- 8 6J . y(3)+87J · )·(2)+88J· y( I ):
\'IIO)=A O P x(IO)+AI Px(91+A2 F·x(8 )+A J P x(7)+A4 F· x(6)+A5 P x(5)+A6 F
"· xH )+A7=P x(31+A8j=· x(2)+A9J · x( I }+8 IJ·y(9)+B2J;·y(8)+B3J"·y (7)+8 4_F·y
(6)+B5J·y (5)+B6J · y(4)+B7_Py(3)+B8J · y(2)+B9_P y( I) ;
YI I I)"' :\ 0J · x( I I )+A IJ · x(10)+A2_P x(9)+A3_F· x(8)+A4J · x(7)+A5J·x(6)+A6_
F*x(5)+A7J · x(4)+AS_F* x(3)+A9J *x (2)+A I 0J *X(I )+B I _P y( I 0)+82] · y(9)+83_
F*YI8)+84_F*y(7)+BS_P )'i6 )+86_P)'(S)+B7_P )1.4)+BS_P )'(3)+89_Py(2l---BI O_F
*y( I) :
\"(I 2}=AO F·x (l2 )+A I F*x(II )+A2 F·x(lO)+A3 P x19}+A4 F· x(S)+A5 P X(
7ITA6) ·x(6)+A7 J · x(S)+A( Px(4)+A93 · x(3)+A to j:· x(2)+A I CP:«I )+8 ( r y
I I I )+B2J ·y(10)+ 83J ·y (9)+B4_F· )'(S)+8 SJ ·y(7)+B6J · y(6)+B7_P y(S)+88J·y
(4)+89_F· Y(3)+BI 0_F·y (2)+8 11_P y(I);
Ytl 3)=AO F· x(l ) + A I F·x (12)+A2 F*x(II )+A3 F·x(l O)+A4 P x(9)+A5 P
X(S)+A6 F*xOr:A7 P x(6)+AS P x(S)+A9 F·x (4)+A I O F*x(3)+AII Px(2)+AI2
F*x( 1)+8 IJ .y (12>+8 2J·y( I I )+83J · )1.I O)+84_F· y(9)+8 SJ · y(8)+8 6_F· y(7)+87
_Py(6)+8SJ · )"(5)+89J· )"(4)+810_F· ),{3)+8 I I J · y(2)+8 12_Py( I );
\"(14)=AO P x(14)+A I Px(l 3)+A2 F· x( I2 )+A3 F· x(1I )+A4 P x(l O)+AS F
•..(9)+A.6 P x(8)+A7 F·x (7);AS F· x(6)+A9 Px(S)+AIO P x(4)+AII F· x(3)+AI2
_P x(2)+A 13J ·x ( I~B I _F*y( 13)+B2_F· y(12)+B3_Py( I i')+B4_F· y(10)+85J ·)'(9 )
+86J ·YI 8)+8 7_P y(7)+8SJ · )'(6)+89J ·y(5)+8 IOJ· y(4)+B I I _F· y{3)"'8 12J · y(2
I+BI ) J · y( J):
y(15r=AO_F·x( 15)+A l ] · x(14)+A2] · x( I3 )+A3] ·x (l 2)+A4_P x( I I }+A5_F
* x(l O)+A6 F*x(9)+A 7 F*x(S)+A8 F*x(7)+A9 P x(6)+A I0 F*x(5}+A ll P x(4)+A I
2]· x(3)+A I 3J · x(2)+A I4_F· x( I )+8 IJ · y(14)+B2] · )·( 13)+83J · y(12-)+B4_P )"l1
1)+8 5J.y( I 0}+B6J · y(9)-+B7J·y(8}+BSJ·)"(7)+89 _F· y(6)+BIO] *y(5)+BI IJ.y
(4)+B12J· y(3)+B13J · )'(2)+B14_F*y( I ):
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y(16):AOJ - x(16}+A IJ - x(i 5}+A2_P x(14)+AJJ - x(13)+A4J - x(12)+A5J
- x( II )+A6_PX( IO)+A7J -x (9)+A8J-ll(8 )+A9J -x (7)+AI 0_F-x(6)+AII_P x(5)+A
12J-x (-l)+A I 3_F- x(3)+A I 4_F- x(2)+A I 5J - x( I)+ BI_ Py( 15)+B2_P y( 14)+B3_P y(
13)+-84_P}"( 12)+85J- y( II)+B6_F- y(10)+87J - y(9)+B8_F-Y(8)+B9_F- y(7)+B10_F
- y(6)+8 IIJ -y(5)+812_Py(4}+B 13_Py(3)+B14J -y(2)+8 15J - Y(I);
y( ' 7):AO_P x(17}+AI _F-x( 16}+A2J- x(15}+A3_F- x(14)+A4J-x (13)+A5_F
- x(l 2)+A6 Px(lI )+A7 F-x(i0)+A8 F- x(9)+A9 P x(8)+AI O F-x (7)+A II F-x (6)+
AI2_Px(5)+AIJ_Px(4}+ A I 4J - x(3)+A I 5J - xt"2)+A I6J- x(I)+BI _P y(16)+ B2J -
y(15)+83J - yO-l )+84_F- y(13)+B5_F-)1 12)+86_F- y( II )+8 7J - y( 1O)+8S_Py(9)+B
9_P ytS)+B10J - y(7)+8 II _F- ,,16)+B12_P y(S)+B I J_F- y(4)+81-1J - y(] )+8 15J - )"(
2)+-BI 6 P y(1);
\.(l 8)=AO F- x(18)+AI F-x(I7)+A2 PX(16 )+A3 Px(l5)+-A4 F-x(l -l)+A5 F
- x{ l3 j';A6 P x(12)+A7 P x(II )+A8 P x(10)+A9 P x(Q)+A IO F-x(8) +A II PX(7)+
A I2 P X(6) +A IJ F-x(S)+A I4 F-x( 4)+A I5 F-xo')+A I6 P x(2)+AI7 F- x(l ) +B I P
y(171+B:!J-y(l 6)+B3_P Y(1S)+B4J-) '(14)+B5_F- y( I3)+B6_Py( 12)+B7J-y( 11)+
88J - y{ 10)+B9_Py(9)+B I 0_P y(8)+BII _Py(1)+B 12_F-y(6)+B I j _Py(5)+B14_P y
t-l1+8 15_P y(J)+B16J-y(2)+ BI7_Py(l ):
~' ( 1 9 l=AO_F-x( 19)+A I_P x(18)+A2_F-x( 17)+AJ_P x{ 16)+A4J-x ( 151+A5_F
· xt l ·H"'A6 Px(1 J)+-A7 F- x{l 2)+A8 F-x(i 1)+A9 P x(l O)+A IO P x(9)+AII P x(8)
-A I:! p xa )+AI3 F-x(6)+A I-I F-x(5 )+A I5 F-xi4 )+AI 6 P x(3) +A I7 PX(2)+-AI8
Pxtl)+-8 1 _P)(18)+B2J-y( 17)+B3J -y(l6)+B-I_Py( 1 5 )+ BSJ-Y( I -I)~86_PyIIJI­
- 8 7_Py(12)+B8J -) "(I I )+B9_Py( IO)+8 1O_P y(9)+B1IJ- }"{8)+BI2J- y(7)+8 13_
P yt61+8 14J -y (5)+8 15_P y(4)+B16J- y(J)+8 17_P y(2)+BIS_Py{ I) ;
}"{20)=AO_Px(20)+A I _F- x( IQ)+A2_Px( 18)+AJJ -'« 17)+A-I_P x(16)+A5J
- x( 15)+A6 P x(14)+A7 F- x(IJ)+A8 F-x(I2)+A9 P x( II )+AI O F-x(IO )+A I I P xl9
)+A I2 Px(S l+AI3 P x(7)+AI -I F- x( 6)+A I S F- x( 5)+AI 6 F- x(4)+AI7 P x(3)+AI8
J -XI1-)+A19_P x{1-)+8 ' _Py( 19-)+82J- )118)+B3 _Py( 17)+B-I_F-y{ 16}+B5_P H 15)
- B6_PY11-1)+87J - )( 13)+BS_Py( 12)+B9_F-y( I I)+ BIO_P )'{ IO)+BI IJ - Yi9)+8 12_
F-y (8)-1- 8 13_Py(7)+8 14_F- y(6)+B15_Py(5)+B16J- y(4)+8 17J - y(3)+8 18J -y (2)
- BI 9J -YI I) ;
fori:21:l len x}
~1i):AO_P x(i )+AI_F-x(i.I )+A2J-x(i·2)+A3J-x( i -3)+A4J-x(i -
4)1-A5 P x(i- 5)+A6 P xl i -6j+A 7 F-x( i-7)+A8 P Xl i-81+A9 P x(i-9)+AIO P x(i-
101+r\1 1 F-x (i .I I )+-AI2 P xti. 12)+A I3 P x(i-=-I3 )+A I4 F-~(i. 14)+A I5 F;x( i-
15)...A 16- P x{i-16)+A I 7- F- x(i-17)+A 18- P x(i -18)+A19- F-x( i- 19)+A20- F-Xl i-
20)"'81J·y(i -I )+B2J- y(i -21+8 3_F-) "(i-=-J)+B4_F-y (i....)~BS_P y(i-S)+B-6] - y(i -
6)+B7_Py{ i.7}+B 8] -y(i-8)+B9] - yO-9)+B I0] -y{i·1 O)+BII _F· y{i· 11)+B 12_P Yl i-
I ~ )+B13J ·y(i-13 )+8 14_P y(i-14)+B 15_Py( i-15}+B16J-y(i-16)+8 17_P Yl i-



















plott t~axis.abs ( Y( I :lcn_xl2)).'r')

















h(1 )=AO P deha2(1):
h(2)=AO) · ddt a2(2)+A I] -delta2( 1)+8 I ] · h( I ):
for j:s3:(\en x]
h(i)=AO F'delta1(i )+Al P deha2(i-IJ+A2 P dclta2(i-l )+B I P h(i·








h( I F AO F'delta2(1):
hl::!):AO F' delta2(2)+AI F'dclta2(1)+BI Ph(I ):
h(3I=AO: F*delta2(3)+A I=F'de [ ta2(2)+A2~Pdeha1( 1)~B '_Ph(2)+B2_Ph( I) :
h(·n=AO Pdeha2( ..a)+AI F'deha2( 3)+A2 F' delta2(l )+AJ F'delta2(1}+BI P h() )+B
2_Ph(2)+BJ_F'h(l): - - - -
for i=:5:(Ien :'1:)
h(i)=AO F.deha1(i)+A I F·d elta2(i·I )+A2 P delta2(i.2)+A3 P dd ta2(i·
31+A4 Pdel ta1("i4)+BI F'h(i-i )'t-B2 Phli .2)+o f F· h(i·J)+B4 F'h( i4):










h(! )"'AO F'deltal(2)+A I F'ddta2(1)+BI F'h( I) :
h(3F AO: F'deha2(3)+A I : F' delta2(2l+A2: F' del1a2( 1)- 81J ·h( 2.....B2_F'h{ I ):
ht..a}=AO F' delta2(-I)+AI F' delta2(3)+ A2 F'delta2(2)"'A3 F'delta2(1)+BI F'h(3)TB
2J 'h (21+B3_F'h(I): - - - -
h(51=AO P delta2(Sl+AI F'deha1(4)+A1 F' delta2(J)+AJ Pdeha2(2)+A ..a F'delta2(
11+81 F. hH )+B2 F' h(J)+BJ F'h(2 )+B4-Ph(I ): - -
-h(6}=AO F-delta2(6 )+AI Pdelta2(S )+A2 Pdclla2(4)+A3 F·de ha1(3)+A4 F·
delt.Q.( 2)+A5J ; deha2(1)+8 I_F;h(S)+B2_Ph(4~B3J ·hO) +B4'=Ph(2 )+B5_P h(I I;
for i=7:(Ien x]
h(i)=AO F.de ha1(i)+AI Pdelta2(i· l j+A2 P dclta2(i-2)+A3 P delta2ti·
3)+A4 F'delta2(1-4)+AS P della2(i-5)+A6 F·delt a1(i-6)+BI P h(i. I)+8 2 F' hli-









h(2)zAO F·delta2 (2)+A I Pdelta2(1)+B I F*h(1) ;
h() )=AO=F*delta2(3)+A(Pdelta2(2)+A2=Pdelta2 (1)+81J *h(2)+B2J· h( I );
h(4)=AO F*delta2(4)+Al F*delta2(J )+A2 F*delta2(2)+AJ F*delta2(1)+Bl F'h(3)+B
2J *h(2)+B3J *h(1): - - - -
h(5)=AO_f ·de ha2(5)+AIJ*delta2(4)+A2_F*delta2(3)+A3J· della2(2)+A4J*delta2(
1)+81 F*h(4)+B2 F· h(3)+B3 F' h(2)+B4 Ph(1):
-h(6)=AO F;d elta2(6)+A I Pdelta2(5)+A2 F·del ta2(4)+A 3 F'delta2() +A4 F'"
delta2(2)+A5 F; deha2(1)+BI F;h( 5)+B2 Ph(4)+B3 F'h( J)+B4-F*h(1)+B5 Ph!!) :
h( 7 )=AOJ·delta2(7)+AIJ·deltai(6)+A2J·d~lta2( 5)+A(F'ddta2(4)+A.J_P'
delta2(3I+A5_F'del ta2(2)+A6J *deha2( I )+8 '_F'h(6)+B2_F'h(5) +B3_P hI4)+84J *
h(31+B5 F' h(2)+B6 F·h(l ):
h{S)=AO F' d~Ita2(8 )+Al F'delta2(7)+A2 P delta2(6)+AJ F·delta2( 5).jo.A~ F·
dcl ta2( ~)+A5 F'deha2(] )+A6 F;delta2(2)+A7 F'delta2(1)+BI F' h(7)+B2 Ph(6)~B
3J·h(5)+ B{F'"h(~ )+B 5_Ph(3)+B6_Ph(2)+B7J· h( ll; - -
lor i-9 :(Icn xj
h(il =~<\O Pdelta2{i)+AI Pdeila2(i· I)+A2 P delta2(i-2)+AJ F'"delta2(i-
3 )+A~ Pdd la2ii~ )+A5 F'"delta2(i-5)+A6 Pdelta2(i-6)+A7 F'"delta2(i-
7)+AS- Pdelta2(i-S)+BI-Ph(i- I)+B2 Ph(1-2)+B3 F'"h(i-3);B4 F '" h(i~)+B5 P h(i-






htl )=AO F'"delta2( I);
h(2)=AO F· dd ta2(2)+Al Pdelta2(1 )+Bl Ph(l);
h(3)=AO=F· delta2(3)+A I) · delta2(2)+A2=P delta2( I)+BI_P h(2)+B2_P h{I);
hH)"'AO Pdelta2(~ )+AI P de1ta2(3)+A2 F· delta2(2)+A3 Pdelta2(1 )+B I Ph(3)+B
2J'"h(1)+B3J·h(\ ): - - - -
h(5)=r\O F'"dclta2(S)+AI Pdeha2(4)+A2 F· delta2(3)+A3 Pdelta2(2)+A~ F'"delta:!(
I )TBl ~:; hH)+B2 P h(3)+B3 Ph(2)+B4- F'"h(1); - -
-h( 6 1=AOJ'del ta2 (6 )+AIJ·delta2(5)+A2J·dclta1 (4)+A3_Pde l ta2 ( 3 )+A~_F ·
delta2(2)+A5 P delta2(1)+Bl Ph(5)+B2 P h(4}+BJ Ph(3)+B~ Ph(2)+B5 F'"h(\);
h(7)=AO F·del ta1(7}+AI F'"delta2'(6)+A2 F'"d~Ita2(5)+AfPdelta2H)+A~ P
delta2(3)+A5 F;delta2(2)+A6 F; delta2(1)+B I F;h (6)+B2 F'"h(5)~B3 Ph(~)+EH -F·
h(3 )+B5_F· h(2)+B6J-h(l ): - - - - -
39\
h(8)=AO F'delta2(8}+A I F'de lta2(7)+A2 F'delta2(6)+AJ Pdelta1(5)+A4 P
dclla1(4)+A5];delta2(J)+A6] ; delta1(2)+A7] ;dclta2(1)+8 I];h(7}+B2_F'h(6 )+B
.3_F' h(5}+B4] ' h(4)+B5_F' h(3)+B6] ' h(2)+B1_F'h( I);
h(91=AO F'dclta2 (9)+AI F'dcha2(8)+A2 F' dclta2(7)+A3 F· dclta1(6)+A.J Pdclta2(
5)+A5 F-' delta1(4)+A6 F. della2(J)+A7 F.delta1(2 )+A8 F.delta l(l )+BI F"h(8)+B2
Ph(7~B3]·h(6}+B4~F·h(S)+B5]· h.(4)+ B6_F ·h(3)+B7J· h.(2)+B8_F;h.( I ): -
1\(10)=:\0 P deha2(10)+AI F' delta1(9)+A2 F' delta2(8)+A3 Pdelta2(7)+A.J Pddta
1(6)1-A5 F'deha2(S)+A6 F;dclta2(4)+A7 F;della2(3)+A8 F;dc lta2(2)+A9 F;de ha2(
II+BI F.h( 9)+B2 Ph(8tI-BJ F' h(1)+B4- F' h(6)+B5 Ph<S )+B6 P h('H+B7 F'h(31
+BSj · h(1)+B9J · h(l ): - - - - -
for ietlulen x)
h(i):AO P delta2(i)+AI P delta2(i-l )+A2 P della1(i-2)+A3 F'ddta2(i-
3)+A-I F' dd tal ii .4 )+AS F'dd~(i-5)"'A6 P delta2(i.6)+A7 Pdel t~(i .
7 )+r\8 - F' ddt a2C i·8 )+A9- F' deltal Ci-9)+AIO Pdelta2(i.IO)+Bl Ph(i-l )+B1 F' h(i·
1)+B3- P hCi-3 )+B-I F' h(i--l)+B5 F· hCi.5)+B6 F· h(i-.6)+B7 P hO-7)+BS F·h(i.





if Np: : 12
h( I )==AO F' delta2(I );
h(2}:=AO P dclta1(2)+Al F'deha,2(1)+Bl F'h(l);
hi3): AO=Pdelta2(3}+A1) 'delta2(1)+A(F'deha2( I)+B1J 'h(1 )+B2J'h( 1);
h(-I)=AO F' delta2(4)+AI F'deha2(3)+Al F' delta2(l )+A3 F'dcha1 (1)+BI F'h(3)+B
1_P h(1):.B3J · h(1): - - - -
hI5)=AO F' delta2(5)+Al F'deha2(4)+A2 P delta2(3)+AJ F'delta2 (2)+A4 Pdeha,l(
I )+BI F. h(41+B2 Ph(J)+BJ F' hI2)+B4- F' h(I): - -
- h(6 ): AO F;d elta2(6)+AI F' delta2(5)+A2 F' delta2(4)+A3 F·delta2(3) +A.J F'
delta2111+A5 F;delta2( I)+BI F;ht5)+Bl P h(4)+BJ F'h(3) +B4 -F· h(2)TB5 F' hO I;
h(7):AO_F'delta2(7)+A1J' delta2(6)+A2J' d'7:ha2(5)+A3-='F'deha2(-I)+A.J_F·
dd tal(3) +A5 Pdelta1(2)+A6 F' delta2(1)+BI F'h(6)+B2 F' h(5)+B3 Ph(-I)+B-I F'
ht31+B5 Ph(2)+B6 F' h(1): - - - - -
h(8 )=AO F'd~ha21 8)+A l Pdelta2(7)+Al F' della2(6)+AJ F'deha2(5)+A~ F'
dclta2(-1)+A5 F; delta.2(3)+A6 F;delta2(2)+A7 F; delta.2(1 )+Bl F;h (7)+B2 Ph(6)+B
3J · h(5)...B-I=P hC-lI+B5]' h(3)+B6]· h(2)+B7]·h(I ): - -
SI+AS_P delta2(4)+A6] · deha2(3)+A7J · delta2(2)+A8] · dcha2( I)+BI_P h(8)+B2_
Ph< 7}+B3_P h(6)+B-I_Ph(S)+BSJ · h(4)+B6_P h(})+B7_F· h(2)+B8_P h(I) ;
h.(IO)=AO_P dd ta2( IO)+AI_P dd ta2(9}+A2J · dd ta2(S}+A3_F· delta2(7)+A4_F· dclta
2(6}+AS_P dd ta2(S)+A6J · dcha2(4)+A7_Pdelta2(3)+AS_Pdelta212)+A9J . delta2(
I)+BI F-h(9)+B2 F· h(8)+B} F·h(7 )+B4 F· h(6}+BS F- h(5)+B6 P h(4)+B7 F· h(3)
"'BSj " hC!)+B9j · h(I}: - - - - -
h(11)=AO F·d dta2 (ll)+AI P deha2{IO)+A2 F· deha2(9}+A3 F·delta2 {S)+A4 Pdch
a1(1)+AS- Pddta2(6)"'A6 F·delta2(S)+A7 F. dclta2(4)+AS F;de ha2(3)+A9 F;ddta2
(2)"'AIO 'F·d elta2(1)+BI F·h(lO)+B2 F·h(9)+B3 P htS)+B4 Ph(7}-+-BS F; h(6)"'B6
P h151;0 7 Ph(4)+B8 F· h(3)+B9 F· h(2)+BIO 'F.h(I): - -
- h(2)::AO P delU2(12)+AI 'F-delta2(1l)+A2 F·d eha2IIO)+AJ Pdelta2(9)+A
4 F· dd ta2{S)+A5 Pddta2(7)+A6-Pdelta2(6)+A7 F·d dta2 (S)+AS F;delta2(4)+A9
~;;ddta1{3I+A1 0 F· delta2(1)+A11- Pdelta2(1)+BI -F·h (ll l+B2 F·hIIOI+B3 F·h(9 i:
B4 Ph(8)+B5 F-h(1)+06 F·h(6 ;B7 Ph(S)+B8 "F·h(4 l+B9 f · h(J )+BIO F.h(2l+B
l l ) ·h(\ ): - - - - - -
foriel In len xl
h(i}=AO P delta2(i)+AI P delta2(i-I )+A2 F· delta2li-1)+AJ Pddla1(i-
))+A4 Pdella2ii-4I+AS F·ddm1(i-5 )+A6 F·delta1(j-6)+A7 Pdehn2(i-
71+A(F·ddla2li-8)+.-\9)·delta2(i-9)+A I0]·dclta2tj-WI"'..\" Il _Pdelta1(i-
11)+AI2 Pdeha..:W·12)+BI P h(i- I ....B2 P hli-2}+B3 P hli-3)+B4 Ph(i-
4J- B5 F; hti-5)"'B6 F· h(i-6)+B7 F·h(j-7~B8 Phl i-81...B9 F· h(i-9)+BIO Phti-






h(I ):=AO F· deha2(I ):
h(2)=AO P del ta2(2)+AI F·d elta2(1)+BI F· h(I ):
h() )=.-\0=Pdelta1(}l+A(F·delta2(2)+A2=F·d eha2( I )+8 I_F·h (2)+B2J.h(I I;
h(-lI=AO P delta2(4)+AI F-deha2( J )+A2 Pdeha21})"'A3 Pdelta2(1)+BI F·h (3)+B
2_P h(21+BJJ · h(l) : - - - -
hISl=AO_P delta2(5)+AI_F· deha2(4)+A2_P delta2(3)+A3_P delta2(2)+A4_P dd la2(
1)+81 F·h(4)+B2 P h(3)+BJ F· h(2)+B4 Ph(\);
-h(6)=AO F;d ella2(6)+AI Pdelta2(S)+A2 F·del ta2(4)+AJ Pdeha2(J)+A4 P
delta2(~)+A5 F;delta2(1 )+BI F;h(5)+B2 Ph(4~B3 Ph(3)+B4 -F*h(2)+B5 P hi"h
h(1)=AO Pdella2(7 )+.~1 Pdeha2(6 )+A2 F·d~lta2(5 )+AfPdeha2(4)+A4 P
ddta2(J)+A5 F;d ella2(2}+A6 F; delta2(1)+BI F;h(6}+B~ Ph( 5~B3 Ph(4)+B4-P
hI31+B5J ·h(2 )+B6_Ph(I ); - - - - -
39]
h(8)=:AO F·delta2(8)+AI F·delta2(7)+A2 F·de lla2(6)+A3 F'delta2(5)+A4 F'
della2(4)+A5J;delta2(3)+A6_F; delta2(2)+A7J*delta2(I)+BlJ*h(7)+B2J·h(6)+B
3_F' h(S)+B4_F· h(4)+B5_Ph(3 )+B6J·h(2)+B7J · h(I);
h(9)==AOJ·delta2(9)+AIJ·della2(8) +A2J·della2(7)+A3J·delta2(6)+A4_Pdelta2(
5)+AS F· della2(4)+A6 F·d elta2(3)+A7 Pdelta2(2)+A8 Pdelta2(1)+BI Ph(8)+B2
Ph(7)~B3J· h(6)+B4,=-P h(5)+B5J·hi4)+B6_F' h(3)+B7J·h(2)+B8J;h( I ); -
h(IO)=:AO Pdelta2(10)+Al F· delta2(9)+A2 Pdelta2(8)+A3 F·de lta2(1)+A4 F'delta
2(6)+A5J ·d elta2(5)+A6j ; della2(4)+A7j;della2(3)+A8J;delta2(1)+A9_F;della2 (
I)+B1_F' h(9)+B2_F' h(8)+BJJ*h(7)+84J *h(6)+8 5_F' h(5)+B6J*h("}+B7_F·h( 3)
+B8J·h(2}+B9_P hI I):
ht I I)=:AO F'delta1(II }+Al Pdelta2:(10)+A2 F·d elta1(9)+AJ F'delta2(8)+A4 P delt
a1t7}+AS- F*deha2(6)+A6 r·della2(S)+A7 F;della2(4)+A8 F;d ella2(3)+A9 F.delta2
(1)+AIO "F· delta2( I)+BI r · h(IO)+B2 Ph(9)+B3 F'h(8)+B4 Ph(7)+8S F*h(6)+B6
P h(5j; B7 F'h( 4)+B8 "F*h(3)+B9 F.h(2)+BIO 'F·h(l): - -
- h(11):.AO Pdelt~( 12)+Al 'F*delta2(I I)+:" 1 F'delta2 (10)+A3 F*delta2(9)+A
.. Pdelta2{8)+A5 F·d elta2(7)+A6- F*della2(6)+A7 r *deha2(5)+AS F'delta1(41+A9
F'd elta1<3I+AI0 r·della2(2)+AI I-Pdeha2{I)+BI -Ph(I I)+B1 Ph{10)+8 3 F'h( 9)~
B4J*h18j+B5J -*h(7)+B6_F*h(6)';B7_F*h(5)+B(f*h(-I)+B9J -*h(] )+B10J4.h(2)+B
I I F*h(l);
- h(13)==AO F' delta2(I ] )+AI F*della2(12)+A:2 F·ddta2(11)+A3 F*delta2(IO)+
A4 F' delta1(9)+AS F·ddta2(8)+A6 F· delta2(7)+A7- F· della2(6)+A8 -P delta2(S)+A9
F· della2(4)+AIO f·dc lta2(3)+All F*de lta2(2)+Alf Pddta2(1 )+BI- F*h(11)+B2 F
;h ( I I)+B3 F*h(IO)+B-I Ph(9)+BS-Ph(8 )+B6 Ph(7)+B7 F*h(6)+B8 F'h{S)+B9-F
·h (4)+BIO- P h(3)+BII - F· h(2)+BI2 Ph(1): - - - -
h(lJ) ==AO Pdeli~1(14)+Al F.d ella2{1])+A1 F*delta2(12)+A3 Pdelta2(11)+
A4_F· delta2(IO)':;A5_F· de!ta2(9)+A6J*dd ta2(8)+A-7_F*dclla2(7)+A( F*delta2(6)+A
9 F*delta2(5)+AIO Pdelta2(4)+AII Pdelta2(J )+AI1 Pdelta2(2 )+AI 3 F'd ella2(1)
+B I F*h(13)+B2 F"·h(12)+B] F'h(1I)+B4 F'h(lO) +B5 F·h(9 }+B6 Ph(8)+B7 Ph(
7)+B8J· h(6)+B9J *h(5)+BIOJ · h(4)+BI IJ *h(3)+BI2J *h(2)+BI3J*h{I): -
for i:15:(len x)
h(i)"'AO F'delta2(i) +AI F'della2 (i·I)+A2 F*della2(i·2)+AJ Pdelta2{i -
3 )+A-l _F*deha2ii-4)+A5J *delU2(i.5)+A6J·delta2(i.6)+A7J *dd ta1(i.
7)+A8 F· deha2(i·8)+A9 Pdella2(i-9)+AlO Pdelta2(i-lO)+All Pdelta2(i·
11)+AI2 F*ddt a2(i. l1)';A IJ F*delta2(i-13)+AI4 Pdelta1(i-I-I)+BI Ph( i·
I )+B2J ;h (i-2)+BJJ · h(i-]) ; B4J*h(i-4)+85] . h(i-5)+B6_P h(i.6)':;B7_Ph(i·
7)+B8 F*h(i·8)+8 9 F*h(i-9)+BIO Ph(i. 10)+Bl1 Ph(i-IIl+BI2 Ph( i-







hCn =AO_F·del 1a2(2)+Al_ F' deha2( 1)+8 I] .h( I):
h{3I=AO_F*delta2() + Al _F' dcha2(2)+A2]·dehal ( 1)+8 I_P h(2)+B2_F'h( I ):
ht-l}: AO F' deha2(4)+AI P deha2(3)+A2 r·della2(2)+AJ F'dclta2(1)+Bt F' h(J}+B
2J · n(2)+B3_F' h(l ): - - - -
ht5)=AO F' delta2(5)+Al r·deha2(4)+A2 F·d elta2(3)+AJ Pdeha2(2)+A-I F·de lta2(
1)+8 1 F· h(4)+B2 F- h(3t+-BJ F'h(2 )+B-rPh(l ); - -
-h (6)=A O r;delta2(6)+AI r -delta2(S)+A1 F·de ha2(4)+A3 F'delta2(J)+A-I F'
dcha1(2)+A5 F; delta1(1)+8 1 r;h(5)+B2 F·h(4)+BJ Ph(3)+B-I-r ·h(2)+B5 Phil):
hC7l=AO Pdelta2(7)+AI r*deltai("6)+A2 r -deha1{S)+Af F·delta2(-I)+A-I F'
dcha:!(3)+A5 F;delta2(2)+A6 r'delta1(1)+81 r;h(6)+B2 F'h(5 )+B3 P h(4)+B-i -P
h(3)+B5 F*h(:!)+B6 r · h(l); - - - - -
h(8)=AO F'delta1(8) +A I F' delta2(7)+A2 P dclla2(6)-+-AJ F· delta2(5j"'A-I F'
deha2(-I)+A5 F'della2(3)+A6 F;d elta2(1)+A7 r;ddla1(I) +BI F; h(7)+B1 Ph(6)+B
3_Ph( S t+B·CPh(~ I+ BS]t h(3 )+B6]th(1)+B7_Ph( 1 I: - -
h191=AO Pdclla1(9)+A I P deha1(S)+A2 Pdella1(7)-tAJ Ftde lta2(6)+A~ Pd~Ita1(
5)-:\ ; f t delta1(.. ,.. A6 P delta2(3t+A7 F.d elta1{::!)+AS F.del ta1(1)+BI F' h(S)+B::!
Fth( 7 )~ B3_Ph(6)+B-I) t h(S )+BS]t h(:J)+B6_Ph(J)-t B7] th(2 )+BS_F;h( I I: -
ht IO)=AO Ftd elta2(I O)-tAI Ftdelta2 (9)+A1 Ftdelta2 (SI+A3 Ftdelta2(7)+A.. P deha
::!1 61+A5j="tdel ta2(S)+A6_F. deha2(4)+A7] · delta2(3)+AS] . deha2(:!)+A9_F· delta21
I)"'BI P h(9)+B2 Ft h(S)+B3 Fth(7)+~ Ph(6)+BS P h(S)+B6 Ft h(" )+B7 Ph(3 }
+BSj-;' h(2)+B9] · h(l l: - - - - -
h(l I )=AO P deha1(1I )+AI Pdeha1(10}+A1 Pdelta2(9)+A3 Ftde lta2(S)+A" Ft dell
a1(7)- AS- P deha2(6)+A6 F"t dclta2(S)+A7 F;d elta2(" )+AS F; dcha:1(3)+A9 F;del ta2
(11- AI0} t dclla2( 1)+8 13t h( IO)+B2_Ph(9)+BJ_Ph( S)+~_Ph(7)+B5J ; h(6)+B6
FthIS )+B7 P h(")+BS P h(3)+B9 P h(:!)+BIO Ph(l ):
- h(12~AO Ftde lU2(12)+AI Ftdeltal(II ~A1 Ft delta2( IO)+AJ f -deltal(9)+A
~ Pdelta2{S)+A5 P dclta2(7)+A6-F-delta2(6)+A7 F-delta2(S)+..408 F;dchalH)+A9
F; deha2(3)+AIO F-dclta2(2)+AI I-F-delta2(I )+BI-Ph(I I)+B2 Fth(IO)+BJ Ph(9~
B" Ph(S)+B5 F'h(7)+B6 P h(6; B7 F-h(S)+BS "Ft h(4)+B9 F. h(3)+BIO r. h(l)+ B
II -F-h(1): - - - - - -
- h(IJ j=AO F-delta2( IJ)+A I P delta2( ll l+Al F·della2(II) +AJ F· dclla1(IO)+
A~ F·d eha2(9)+AS P delta2(S)+A6 F·de lta2(7)+Af F·d elta2(6)+A8 -F· dcha2(5)+A9
F.d elta2(4)+A10 F"· della2(3)+AI I -Pdella2(1)+AI2 Pdella2(I)+B I- Fth(ll)+Bl F
;h (\I)-BJ Ph(IO)+B.. Ph(9)+BS- Ph(S)+B6 Phd )+B7 F· h(6)+B8 Ph(S)+B9- F
· h(.. )+Bl(F·h(3}+BI (Ph(1)+BI2j· h(l ): - - - -
",
h(14)""AOJ *deha2(14)+AIJ*delta2(13)+A2_F*delta2(12)+A3_Pdella2(11)+
A4 Pdella2(10)+A5 Pdelta2(9)+A6 F*delta2(8)+A7 F*delta2(7)+A8 P delta2(6)+A
9_F*deha2(5)+A10_F"'delta2(4)+AII ,=-F*deha2(3)+AIi j *delta2(2)+A1-]_P delta2( I)
+BI F*h(13)+B2 P h(l 2)+B3 F*h(lI )+B4 F"'h(IO)+B5 F"'h(9)+B6 F*h(8)+B7 F*h(
71+88J *h(6)+B9j *h(5)+BItlJ"'h(4)+BI IJ*h(3)+BI2J"'h(2)+BIJ J "'h(I); -
h(15)""AO Pdelta2(l5) +AI F*delta2(14)+A2 P deha2(13)+A3 F"'della2(12)+
A4 P delta2(111+A5 P dd ta2(10)+A6 Pdelta1(9)+A7 P delta2(8)+A8 P delta2(7)+
A9=P delta2(6)+AI0)*delta2(5)+AI I=F*delta1(4)+A12J*deltal (3)+AI J_P della1(2
l"'A14 P dclla2(1)+BI P h(l 4)+B2 P h(l J)+B3 Ph(l 2).,.B4 Ph(l I)+B5 P h(lO)+
B6J 'ht 9)+B7_F"'h(8)+B8J *h(7)+B9J"'h(6)+B10_P h(5)+BI IJ *h(4)+B12J"'h(3)
+B13 F"'h(2)...BI4 F*h(1):
- h(161""AOJ"*deha2(16)+A IJ"'delta2(l 5)+A2J*deha2(14)+A3J "'della2(13)+
1\4 P ddt a2(12)+A5 Pdelta2(1 I)+A6 F"'deha2(10)+A7 P delta2(9)+A8 P delta2(S)
...A9_F'*delta2(7)+A10J*delta2(6)+AII J *ddta2( 5)+A12J*delta1(4)+A13J*delta21
3)+AI4 Pdelta2(2)+AI5 Pdelta2(1)+BI F*h(15)+B2 F*h(14)+B3 P h(13)+B4 Ph
(121+BS-J *h( II I+B6J'*ti(IO)+B7J '*h(9)+BSJ *h(S)+B9_P h(7)+8 10J "'h(6)+B-I I_
F'*h(5)+BI2_Ph(4)+BI3J *h(] )+BI4J*h(2)+BI5J *h( I);
tori -=1 7:(Ien x)
h(i)"'f\ O P delta2(i)+AI F*delta1(i· I )+A2 F*delta2(i-2)+A3 Pdcha2{i·
3)+1\4 P dehal ii-4I+AS Pdelt~(i-S )+A6 P delta2 (i-6)+A7 F"'delta1(i-
7)+.'\8=P delta2(i-81+l\.9=F*delta1(i-9)+AIOJ*delta2(i-10)+"\ I I_F'*delta2(i-
11)+1\12 F'*della2(i· 12)+AI3 F"'delta2(i· I3)+AI4 P delta2(i-14)+AI 5 P della2(i-
15)+AI6-F *delta2(i-16)+BI F'*h(i-I)+B2 P h(i-2)+B3 Ph(i-3)+B4 F; h(i-
4)+BS F; h(i-S)+B6 P h(i-6)+B7 F"'h(i.7)+BS F*h(i.S)+B9 P h(i.9)+BIO F*hti-
10)+811 F*hO- I I)+BI2 Ph(i-J2)+BI3 F"'h(i:I3 )+BI4 P h(i-14)+BI5 F;h(i .






h( I)~AOJ'*delta2 ( I );
h(2)=AOJ '*delta2(21+A1_F"'delta1( I)+BI_F*hO):
h<3)=AOJ *delta2<3)+A1J '*delta2(2)+A2J"'delta2(I)+B1J "'h(2)+B2J '*h(I):
h(4)=AOJ '*delta2(4)+A1J '*delta2(J )+A2_P deila2(2)+AJJ *deltal( 1)+BIJ "'h(3)+B
2J*h(2)+B3J "'h(I):
h(5)=AO F'*dc!ta2(5)+AI Pdelta2(4)+A2 Pdelta2(3)+A3 P delta2(2)+A4 F"'deha2(
1)+BIJ*h(4)+B2J*h(J)+BJJ '*h(2)+B4=P h(1l: - -
h(6)=AO F"'delta2(6)+AI F"'delta2(S)+A2 Pdelta2(4)+A3 P della2(3)+A4 F*
deha2(2)+ASJ;deha2( I)+BI]'h(5)+B2J*h(.J)+B3J *h(J )+B4'=-F*h{2)+B5J*h(-I):
J%
h(7pAO F·delta2(7 )+AI F· delta2(6)+A2 P delta2(S)+A3 P delta2(4)+A4 P
delta2(3)+AS F; delta2(2)+A6 F;delta2(1 )+BI F;h(6)+B2 F· h(S)+B3 F·h (4)+B4-P
h(3)+BS Ph(2)+B6 Ph{I ); - - - - -
h(8)-AO F·~Ita2(8)+A I F·de lta2(7)+A2 F·d elta2(6)+A3 F·deha2(S)+A.J P
deha2( ~)+AS F;delta2(3)+A6 F;delta2(2)+A7 F;delta2(1 )+BI F;h( 7)+B2 Ph< 6t+B
3]· h(5)+B(P h(4)+8 5] ·!i3)+B6] ·h( 2)+B7] · h(I); - -
h(Q)=t\O]·delta2(9 )+AI_P delta2(81+A2_F·de lla1(7)+A3_Pdella2(6)+A4_P deha2(
5)+A5 F·d elta2(4)+A6 Pdelta1(J rr A7 F· deha2(2)+AS P deha2(1)+BI F· h(S)+B2
F·h(7 i~ BJ_P h(6)+B4.} · h(S)+BS] - h(4)+B6] · h(3)+B-7J·h(2)+BS_F; h(1): -
h(IO)=AO Pdella2(10)+AI F· dclta2(9)+A2 Pdelta2(S)+A3 Pde1ta2(7)+A~ P delta
2(6)+A5 F·de lla2(5)+A6 F'delta2(.J)+A7 F' delta2(3)+A8 F'delta2(2)+A9 F' delta2(
I j....BI F.h (9)+B2 Ph(8~B3 F·h(7 )+B4- Ph(6)+BS P h( 5)+B6 Ph(4)+B7 P h(3)
- B8_f· h(2)+B9] · h(I) : - - - - -
hl lJ) =AO Pdelta2( II)+ At Pdella2(10)+A2 P delta2(9)+A3 P delta2{S)+A4 F·d elt
a~(7 t"'A5-Pdelta2(6)+A6 F· deha2(S)+A7 F;delta2( ~ )+AS F; delta2(3)+A9 F'delta2
(2)"'AI0 F·de lla2(1)+Bl i=·h(10)+B2 P h(9)+B3 P h(8)+84 F-h( 7)+BS F.h (6t-B6
P h(S)':B7 P h(4)....B8 'F·h (3)+B9 F.h(2 )+BIO 'F-h( I): - -
- h(l 2)=AO F·deh~(12)+A I 'F·d elta2(1I) ;A2 F· delta2(10 )+AJ F·delta2(Q)+A
4 P delta2(8).....4,5 F· delt:l1(7)"'A6- F· delta2(6)+A7 i=-delta2(5)+A8 r;della2(.J)+A9
F; dd ta2(3)+AI O 'F· deha2(2)+AI I- F· della2(l)+ BI-F· h(l I )+B2 Ph(lO)+B3 Ph(9~
B4 F·h(8 )+B5 F-·h(7) +B6 P h(6);B7 Ph(5)+BS 'F· hH)+B9 F.h (3)+BIO F. h(2)+B
II -P h(I): - - - - - -
- h(13)-A O Pdelta2(13)+Al F-delta2(12)+A2 P delta2(1I) +A3 Pdelta2(10)-
A4 Pdelta1(9)+AS P delta2(8)+A6 Pdelta2(7)+Af F· deltal (6)+AS-Pdeha~( S)+A9
F.ddta2(.J)+AIO F·del ta2(J )+AII -P delta2(2)+AI2 F·d elta2(1)+OC Ph(1 2)+B2 F
; h(I Il"""B3_P h( ((»)+B4_F ·h(9)+BS~F·h(S)+B6]-h(f)+B7_Ph(6)+88]·h(S)+B9~F
· h(4)+BIO P h(3)+BIt F·hCl)+BI2 P hO );
hO.4}=AO F·deh~.2(1 4)+A t F. delta2(IJ )+A2 F·delta2 (12)+AJ F·delta1(l l )+
.-\4 Pdel~( IO';-A5 F·delta2(9 )+A6 F· delta2(8)+Kt F·delta2(7)+A8- F·delta2(6)+A
Q F"·dclta2{S)+AIO F-delta2(4)+AII-PdelU2(3)+AI2 Pdelta1(2)+AI-3 Pdelta1(1)
-EH F- h(lJ)+ B2 f -h(12 )+B3 F·h( II )+B4 F·h(to)+B5 F·h(9)+B6 F· h(S)+B7 P h(
7)+8S F·h(6)+ 8 9 F· h(S)+BIO F- h(.J)+BII Ph(3)+BI2 P h(2)+813 F· h(1); -
-h(\ S)- AO F"·d elta2(1S)+-AI F· delta2(14)+Al F·d ; lta2(13)-+A3- Pdelta2{12)+
A4 P delta2(II ):;AS F·d elta2(10);A6 P deha2(9)+A7 F· delta2(8)....A8 F·d elta2(7)+
A9- P dclta1(6)+AIO- F· dclta2(S)-+AI I- P delta2(4)+A12 P delta2(J )+AI 3 Pdeha2(2
)+,\ 14J ·delta2(I )+BI_P h(l 4)+B2] ; h(13)+8 3J · hll 2)+84] - h(111+BSj · h(10)+
86 P h(9)+B7 Ph(8 )+BS Ph(7)+09 F·h (6)+BIO F· h(5)+BII F·h (4)+B12 P h(3)
"'013 Ph(2)+BI ~ F-h(l );- - - - -
- h(l 6}=AO f ·delta2(16 )+AI P delta2(1S)+A2 Pdelta2(14)....A3 Pdelta2(13)+
.-\4 Pdelta2(l2';- A5 F· deha2(l I); Ab P dclta2(10';-A7 F·delta2 (9)+AS F·delU2(8)
~A9_Pdelta2( 7)+A10J-deha2(6)+AII _P delta2(S)+A12J-delta2(4)+A13_P delta2(
397
3)+AI4 F"'della2(2)+AIS P delta2(1)+BI F' h(lS )+B2 F'h(l4)+B3 Ph(l 3)+B4 Ph
(12)+BS-] ' h( II )+B6_F' h(10)+B7_P h(9)+B8J ' h(8)+B9J 'h(7)+B-I0 _F' h(6)+B-I I_
F'h(S) +BI2J' h(4)+BI3]' h(3)+BI4J' h(2)+BISJ ' h( I);
h(17)=AOJ'delta2(17}+AI_F' della1(16)+A2J'delta2( IS)+A3J ' della2(14)+
A4_P della2(13)+ASJ'delta2(12)+A6J ' delta2( I I)+A7J'delta2(1O)+A8] ' delta2(9
)+A9]'delta2(8)+A10_F' deha2(7)+AII J'delta2(6)+A12_F'dclta2( S)+A13J ' delta2
(4)+AI4 F' delta2(3)+AIS Pdelta2(2)+AI6 F'delta2(1)+BI P h(16)+B2 F'h(\ 5)+B
3] ' h(14)+84_Ph( 13)+B5] ' h(12)+B6J'h( II )+B7] ' h(10)+B8J'h(9)+B9_P h(8)
+BIO F'h(7) +8 11 Ph(6)+BI2 F' h(5)+B13 Ph(4)+BI4 Ph(3)+BIS F'h(2)+BI6
F'W~ - - - - - -
h(181=A OJ'delta2(18 )+A1] ' delta2(17)+A2J'delta2(16)+A3J ' dd ta2(IS)+
.'\4 F'del ta2(14)+AS F'delt a2(13)+A6 P delta2(12)+A7 Pdelta2(1I)+A8 F' delta2(1
O)"'A9_F' delta2(9)+AI0J 'de lla2(8)+Al 1J ' della2(7)+AI2J ' delta2(6)+AI 3_F' delta
2(5)"'AI-I- F'dclt a2(4)+AI S P delta2(3)+AI6 F'delta2(2 )+AI7 F' delta2(1)+BI F' h(
171+B2J ·h{16)+B3]'h(1 5)+84J' h(14)+85J'h(13)+B6_F' h( 12)+B7J ' h(11)+88
F' h(IO)+B9 F'h(9) +BIO F' h(8)+BII F' h(7)+BI2 F'h (6)+BI3 F' h(S)+BI4 F'h (4)
+B I SJ · hO )+B I 6_F' h( 2 )+B I 7J'h(l )~ - - -
for j: 19:llen xl
h(i): AO F'delta2(iI+AI P delta2(i·I )+A2 Pdeha2(i-2)+A3 Pdelta2(i-
h ··A4 F'delta20-4)+A5 P delta2{i-S)+A6 Pdelta2(i-6)+A7 F'ddla2( i-
7)"'1\8- F'd clta2(i-8j+A9- F'delta2( i-9)"'AIO F'delta2(i - IO)+AI I Pdelta2li-
11)+AI2 F·del ta2{i-12)';A I3 F'delt a2(i-13i+AI4 P delta2(i-14i+AI5 F' dclla2(i-
15)+AI6- F' dclla2{i-16)+AI7- F' delta2(i. 17)+A I8- F'd elta2(i-18)+BI F' h{i-
1)~B2 F. h{i-2)+B3 F'h(i-3)';S4 F'h(i-4)+BS F' h(i-S)+B6 F'h (i-6);S7 F'h(i-
7)"'8 8- F'h(i -8)+B9- F'h(i- 9)+BI0 F'h(i-IO )+BI I Ph(i-Il )+8 12 F'h(i--
12)+81 3 F' h(i-13)';8 14 P h{i-14)+BIS F"h(i-I S)+BI6 F' h(i-16)+BI 7 F'h(i-






h( I l: AO F'd elta2( I);
h(2)=A(F' ddt a1(2)+A1_F'del ta2(I)+8 1J ' h( I);
hO )=AOJ'delta2(3)+A1_F'd elta2(2)+A2_F'delta2(I)+BI] ' h(2)+B2J ' h(I);
h(4):AO] ' delta2(4)+A1J ' delta2(3)+A2J'delta2(2)+A3J'delta1!1)+BI] ' h(J)+B
lJ'h(2)+B3J'h(I);
h(5)==AO_F'dd ta1(5)+AIJ' delta2(4)+A2J' delta2(3)+A3_F' delta2(21+A-I-J ' delta2(
I)+BIJ ' hH)+B2_F' h(3)+B3J' h(2)+B4J 'h( I);
h(6):AO F' della2(6)+AI F' delta2(S)+A2 F'delta2(4)+A3 F' dclta2(3)+A4 F'
della2(2)+AS_F·de lta2(I )+Bl_F; h(S)+B2J' h(4)+B3_F' h(3)+B4)' h(2)+B5J ' hO):
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h(7)=AO_Ftdelta2 (7)+AIJtdelt a2(6)+A2J td ella2(S)+A3_Pdelta2(4)+A4J t
deha2(3)+AS_Pdelta2(2)+A6Jt delta2(I)+BI_Fth(6) +B2Jt h(5)+B3_Ph(4)+B4Jt
h(3)+BSJt h(2)+B6_Ft h(I):
h(8)=AO P delta2(8)+AI Ftdeha2(7)+A2 P deha2(6)+AJ P delta2(5)+A4 P
do::-ha2(4)+A5J . delta2(3)+A6]. delta2(2)+A7_F.delta2( 1)+8 I_F; h(7)+B2J t h{6)+'B
3J th(S)+B4J th(4)+B5_Ft h(3)+B6J t h(2)+B7_P h(l) :
h(9)=AOJ tdelta2(9)+A I_Ftd elta2(8)+A2_Ftd elta2(7)+AJJt deha2(6)+A4Jtde lta2(
51+A5 Ftddta2(4)+A6 P delta2(J )+A7 Pdelta2(2)+A8 Pdelta2(1)+BI P h(8)+B2
Ft h(7)"+B3J t h(6)+B4'=-P h(S)+B5_P h(4)+B6Jt h(J)+87_P h(2)+B8_F' h( I): -
hI10)=AO_Ft delta2(1O)+A IJ *delta2(9)+A2_Ftdelta2(8)+A3J *della1(7)+A4J tde lta
216)+.'\5J · delta2{S)+A6_P delta1(4)+A7_Pdelta2(3)+A8J tdelta2(2) +A9J *delta2(
1)+BI F*h(9)+B2 P h(8)+B3 F·h (7)+B4 Ph(6)+8 S P h(5)+B6 F·h( 4)+B7 P hO)
+B8J-t h(2)+B9j · h(1): - - - - -
h(l l)-=AO F"dd ta2(II )+AI PdeJta2(10)+A2 F*delta2(9)+A3 F'"ddta2(8)+A4 F'"delt
a2(7)+AS-Pdeha2(6)+A6 F*deha2(5)+A7 F.d elta2{-t)+A8 F.della2(3)+A9 F.ddta2
(2)+AIO} · della2{I )+Bl} "h(10)+B2] *h(9)+BJJ "h(8)+B4] *h(7)+B5J ; h(6)+8 6
F·h(S )+B7 P h(4)+B8 F*h(J )+B9 P h(2)+BIO Ph(1 ):
- h(l2 )::AO Pdelt~( 12)+A I 'F*delta2(1I)';A2 Pdelta2(10)+AJ P delta2(9)+A
4 F· ddta2(8)+A5 F"delta2(7)+A6- F*delta2{6)+A7 F"delta2(5)+A8 F; dd ta2{4)+A9
F; delta2(3)+AI0 F"delta2(2)+AII - Pddta2{1)+8 1- F"h( II )+B2 P h(1O)+B3 Ph(9)~
84 Ph(8)+B5 F*h(7)+B6 Ph(6)+B7 F· h(5)+B8 F" h(4)+B9 f th(J)+B IO F. hCn ,.S
II 1:*h(l): - - - - - -
- h(13)=AO Pdelta2(13)+AI F*delta2(12)+A2 Pdelta2(1I)+A3 P delta2(10)+
A4]"della2(9)+A5J · delta2(8)+A6 J t deha2(7)+A7__F*deha2(6)+AS}*delta2(5)+A9
Pddta2(4)+AIO F*delta2(3)+AII Pdelta2(2)+AI2 F· delta2(1)+BI F"h( 12)+B2 F
;h( II )+B3 Ph( 10)+B4 F· h(9)+B5-Ph(8)+B6 F· h(7)+B7 F"h(6)+B8 F· hI5)+89 - F
·h (4)+BIO-F·h(3)+BII -Ph(2)+B12 P n(1): - - - -
h(14l=AOJ · delia2( 14)+AIj ;delta2(13)+A2_P delta2( 12)+A3J"delta2(11)+
A4 PJdta2{IO)+AS F*delta2(9)+A6 F· delta2{S)+A7 P delta2(7)+A8 F*delta2(6)+A
9 f.t delta2(5)+AI0 F"*delta2(4)+Al l -F*delta2(3)+Alf F·delta2(2 )+AI-3 Pdelta2(I )
....B1] · h(13)+B2j·· h(12)+BJJ *h(II )+84J · h(1O)+B5J *h(9)+B6]*h(8 )+87 J ·h(
7)+68] *h(6)+B9_P h(5)+8 10J t h(4)+8 I IJ · h(] )+B12J ·h( 2)+8 13_P h(I ):
h(15)=AO F"delta2(15)+AI P della2(14)+A2 Pdelta2(13)+A3 F·del la2(12)+
A4 Pdeha2(1 \)+A5 Pdelta2(\ 0)+A6 Pdelta2(9)+A7 Pdelta2(8)+A8 Pdelta2(7)+
A9-Pdelta2(6)+AIO- P delta2(5)+AI I- P delta2(4)+A12 F·d elta2(3)+AI3 F*dd ta212
l+A I-lJ · della2( I)+BI_P h(l 4}+B1J ' h( 13)+83]th(1f )+B-lJ *h(II )+8 5J t h( (0)+
86 Ph(9 )+B7 P h(8)+B8 Ph(7)+B9 Ph(6)+BIO Ph(5)+Bl l Ft h(4)+BI2 P h(3)
....SI 3J · h(1)+B I4J..h{I):- - - - -
h(\6)= AO Ft della2(16)+AI P delta2(15)+A2 P della2(14)"A 3 P delta2(1) +
A-l Pdeltal (l2) +A5 F*delta2(\I)+A6 P delta2(10)+A7 F*delta2(9)+AS P delta2{81
+A'9_Pdelta2(7)+A I0_Ft delta2(6)+A II ] ·de lta2(5)+A12J · delta2(4)+A13J · della2(
3)+1\ 14 Pdelta2(2)+AIS F· delta2(1}+BI P h(1S)+B2 F· h(14)+B3 F· h(l 3)+B4 F· h
(I 2)+BS-_Ph( I I)+B6_Ph(10)+B7_F· h(9j+B8J · h(8)+B9J·h(7)+BI0_P h.(6)+B-11
P h(5)+BI2 P h(4)+BI3 F·h (3)+BI4 F· h(2)+BIS P h(1): -
h.( 17)=:AO]·delta2(17)+AI_F·delta2(16)+A2J·delta2(IS)+A3J · delta2(14}+
A4J t delta2(13)+ASJ · delta2(12)+A6J·delta2( I I)+A7_P delta2(10)+A8J · della2(9
)+A9J tde lta2(8)+A10J ·d elta2(7)+AI IJ·della2(6)+A12J·delta2(5)+A13J · delta2
(4)+A14J · delta2(3)+A15_Ftdelta1(2)+A16J ·de lta2( I)+BI_P h(16)+B2_F· h(15)+B
3 Ft h(14)+B4 F· h(13)+B5 Fth (12)+B6 Ph(I I)+B7 Fth(10)+B8 F· h(9)+B9 F· h(8)
+8 10 P h(7)+8 11 P h(6)+B12 F·h( S)+BI3 F· h(4)+B I4 Ph(J )+BIS F·h( 2)+BI6
F*N ~ - - - - - -
h(18)=AOJ · delta2(18)+AIJ·delta2(17)+A2J·delta2(16)+A3J ·del ta2(Ij )+
A4J t delta2( 14)+AS_F*delta2(l J)+A6J*delta2(12)+A7J*delta1(11)+A8J tde lta2(I
Q)-t-A9 F*delta1(9)+AIO P delta2(S)+All F*delta2(7)+AI2 Pdelta2(6)+AI 3 Pdelta
2/S)+AI4 P delta2(4)+AI 5 Ftdeha2(3)+AI6 F*delta2(2)+AI7 Pdelta2(I)+B-1 P h(
17)+B2 F. h(16)+B3 P h(l5)+B4 Ph(14)+B5 P h(I3)+B6 P h(l 2)+B7 P h( II )+BS
J t h/ I0)+B9_P h(9)+B10Jth(S)+B I IJ · h(7)+ B12J*h(6)+B13J t h(S)+B14J · h.H)
+B15 P h(3)+BI6 Ph(2)+BI7 Ph(1 ):
- ht 19)=AO_F*della2(19)+AIJ· delta2(IS)+A2J· delta2(17)+A3_P delta2(16)+
1\4 Pdelta2(15)+A5 P delta2(14)+A6 Pdelta2(I3 )+A7 P deha2(12)+A8 Pdelta2(1
I ) "'~\9_F*delta2(IO)+A.I0_P delta2(9)+At IJ ·d ella2(S)+A12_Ftdelta2(7)+At 3_Pdelt
a2/6)"'AI4 F*delta2(5J+AI5 F· delta2(4)+AI6 P delta2(3)+A I7 Pdelta2/2)+AI8 P
delta2(\)+ BI P h(\ 8)+B2 {fh (\ 7)+B3 F·h (l6)+ B4 F·h(l SJ+B5 Ph(l41+B6 Ph( 13
)+87 F*h(12')"'BS P h(1I)+B9 Ph(10) +BIO P h/9)+BII P h(8)+BI2 Ph(1) +BI3
F*h(6)+8 14 P h{S)+BI5 F*h(4J+BI6 F*h(3)+B 17 F· h(2)+BI8 Ph(1): -
ht20l=AO Pdelta2(20)+AI Pdelta2( 19)+A2 F*delta2(l 8)+A3 Pdelta2(17)+
'\4J tde lta2(16)+A5J*delta2(1S)+A6J *delta2(14)+A7_Pdclta2(13)+A8J *delta2(1
1)+,\ 9 Pdella2(t t)+AIO Pdelta2(IO)+AI I F*delta2(9)+A12 F*delta2(S)+AI 3 P dc
lIa2(1)+A I4 P della2(6)+A I5 F· delta2(5)+AI6 Pdelta2(4)+AI7 Pdelta2(3)+A18 F
*dd ta2(2)+AI 9 Pdclta2(1)+BI P h(l9)+B2 F;h(l 8)+BJ F*h(17)+B4 Ph(l6 )+B5
PhI Is)+B6_F*h(14)+B7J·h(13)+B8_F· h(12)+B9J · h(1I)+ B10] *h(10)+BII _P h<
9)+BI2 P h(8)+BI3 F*h(7)+B14 Ph(6)+BI5 F*h(S)+BI6 P h(4)+Bt 7 P h(J)+BI 8
F * h.( 2)+BI 9J*h(l ~ - - - -
tori =21:(1cn x )
h(i)=AO]*della2(i)+AI_Pdelta2(i-I)+A2J *delta2(i.2)+A3J *deha2(i.
3)+A4 Pdclta2<i-4)+A5 Ftdclta2(i-S)+A6 P delta2(i-6)+A7 P della2(i·
7)+A8=F*delta.2(i-S)+A9=r · delta2(i.9)+AIOJ· delta2(i-10)+:\ IIJ *delta2(i.
11)+AI2 F*delta2(i-12)+AI3 Ftd elta2(i- I3)+At4 P delta2(i-14)+AI5 Pdelta2(i.
15)+A16- F+delta2(i. 16)+A17- F*delta2(i-17)+A18- F*delta2(i-18)+A19-F*delta2(i-
19)+i\20- F*dclta2{i.10)+BI F*h(i- I)+B2 Ph( i-2)+B3 F*h(i-3l+B4 F' hli-
.;)+8 5_F' h{i-5)+B6J *h(i.6)+B7J *h(i-7)+BSJ*h(i-S)+B9J *h(i.9)+B10] t h(i_
10)+8 11 F*hO-I I)+BI2 F*h(i-12)+BI3 F*h(i-1J)+BI4 P hfi-14)+BIS Ph{i -
15)+816- F*h(i-16)..o-B17- F*h(i-17)+B18- P h(i-18)+BI9- Fth (i-19)+B20- P h(i·20):











plou (. axis.abs(X( I ' {len_x/2))1(X( I ))): b')
hold on
ptout~ax i s_abs( V( 1:(len_x/2)Y (Y ( I )) ):r')
ploUf axis.abs( H(1:0en x/2»): m')
Icgcnd('X - mof inpul': V - fft of oUlput': frequency resPOI\SC" )




legendt'im pulsc response ')










evah j'save ' strcat('cheb_h_PR'.num2str(PR):_ NP'.num2str(NP): .dat') ' h -asci i'])
c\"al(('sa\'e ' strcat('chcb_step] R'.num2str(PR):_ NP'.num2strtNP): .dat')' step -ascii'[)
evchl'save ' strcat('chcb_frcq] R'.num2str(PR): _NP'.num2str(NP): odat'l ' abs_H -ascii'[)
c\"alt{'sa\"e ' slrcat('chebJnput_PR'.num2str(PR):_NP'.num2str(NP).' .dat')' x -asci i'[)
evch j'save ' slrcatCchcb_output] R',num2s1r(PRI:_ NP'.nwn2 str(N P):. dat'l ' y -ascii'[ j
e\ -all('sa\"e ' streatt'chebJ npuU ft] R'.num1str(PR).'_NP'.num2s trtNP).'.da t') ' abs_X -
ascii'))
<0,







11/" Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Based on Algorithms provided in:
%
% "The Scientist and Engineer's Guide to
% Digital S ignal Processing. Second Edition".













global Fe l H PR NP k
giobalAOA I A2 B I 82
%
% Calculate the pole location on the unit circle.
%
%
RP=-eos(pi/(NP'2)+(k- l )' piINP):
IP=sin(pi/(NP'2 )+(k- I)' pilNP):
%
% Warp froma circle to an ellipse.
%
if PR-=O
ES=sqn( I OO/( IOO·PR»)"2 -1):
VX=( IINP)' log« I/ES)+sqn( I/ES"2)+ I» :
KX =( IINP)' log(( I/ES)+sqn( l/ES "2)--I ));
KX=(exp(KX) +exp(-KX»)I2:
RP=RP'{(exp(V X)--exp(-VX»/2)1 KX:
IP=IP' ( exp(VX)+exp(-VX» I2)IKX:
"d
%


















K:-cos(WI?+1/2 )fcos(W /2· I12):
d scif LH=: O
K=sin(11'2-W!2l/sin(112+W/2):
end
D"'! +Yl t K·Y2 *K":!:
AO=(XO-X ' *K+X2+K" 2)1D:
A I"'«?:*XO*K+X l+X ' *K"2-2*X2*K)/D:
A2=(XO· K"2-XI tK +X2)ID:





















Coded by: F. Winsor
Based on Algorithms provided in:
"The Scientist and Engineer's Guide to
Digital Signal Processing - Second Edition".
Steven W. Smith. California Technical Publishing.
IQ97-1999.
Input signal to be filtered












f llenerne- tcwen fltename c






% Input sample rate to calculate frequency
















ptou Caxis,abs(X( I :(Iength(x)/ 2»)))









Fei npuu'C crnrc Ireq (0 10 0.5) :');
Bw - Inpuu'Transition bandwidth (0 100.5) :'):
%
%



















y(1)=AO· x(2)+A I "'x( 1)+BI · y(I ):
fori=J: ( len x)











legendr'input signal' : output signal')





plo t(f~axis.abs(X( I :512 lVX( II I
hold on
plou f a,;is.abs(Y( I:512)YY(I).'r')
legendC'input signa l ITt(scaled for plot )': outpul signalffi (sca led for plot I')





~_ Repea t proc ed ure:us ing a del la functio n to
-/_ obtain the impulse respo nse:.
\',
\'.
dcha-zerosd en x.I) ;
~Oddta( l l= l.O: ­




imp( I J=AO- delta( I ):
irnp(2 }=AO-d elta(2)+A I- delta( I)+B I-imp( I);
."
for i=3:(lc n x}
imPli}=AO· delta(i)+A I ·delta(i-1 )+A2· delta(i-2)+BI · imp(i-I )+B2· imp(i-2);
, 00
%











plouf a.xis.abs(X ( I :512)VX(I »
ho ld~n
plou r_axis.abs(Y( I :512))/Y( I ): r' )
plottI' axis.abs (FR( 1:5 12» : m')
l~gcnd(' i nput signal fft (seated for ploU': out put signal ITt(scaled lo r plol) '.' freque ncy
response')









cvahj'save ' strcatCbr_rec_hJ '.int2str{F_1):_BW'.int2strt BWJ): .dan ' imp -ascii'[)
evchl'scve ' strcatCbr_rt.'C_slep_F'.int2str(FJ ).'_BW .int2slr(BWJ ): .dat') ' step -ascii']I
~\'al ( ('save ' strcalCbr_rccJreq]'.int2str{FJ ): _BW'.int2str(BWJ ).'.dat') ' absJR-
ascii'] !
evalq's ave ' strc3tCbrJ ec) nputJ ',int2str(FJ ): _BW',in t.2slr(BW J l.'.dat') ' x -ascii'[)
evalq's cve ' strca t('br_rec_outputJ'.int2str( F_1).'_B""",int2strtBW _1l: .dal') , y -asci ]'])
cvak j'save ' strcat(,brJ cc)nput) Tt_F'.in12sIr(FJ ): _BW'.in12strtB WJ): .dat') ' abs_X -
asci i'})
...,




% Program : 8 andJeject_win_sinc_v2.m
%
% Coded by: F. Winsor
%
% Based on Algorithms provided in:
%
% "Tbe Scientist and Engineer's G uide to
~/.. Digital Signal Processing - Seco nd Edition".




% Generates a band reject filter using the algoritm












[filcnarne .pathnarne ] '" uigetfllef'" .dat'.' lnput Signa l'.50.50 );
filename - Icwen f ilename):
cvahj'lccd '.[pathname.lilename ].';' ))
f-f i ndstn filename.'.');




% Input sample rate to calculate frequency




ts- tnpuu'ln pur Sam ple rate (default e 27.216 8)') ;











plot( ( axis.abs(X( I:(1ength(x)l2» »














% Input low cutotTfrcquency (recall Nyquist=O.5)
%
%
FCL=inputCLow Frequency Cutoff - between 0.0 and 0.5 (default 0.5) :'):




% Calculate 'low frequency' filter kernel
%
lor i=I:HMJ2»
hl(i)=«s in(2' pi*FCL*(i-((Ml2)+I ))))I(i-((tvll2 )+1)W<0.42 - O.S· cos(2*pi*i1(M+1)1+
O.OS*cos (4 "'pi *i/( M+ !»»
end
hl((M/2)+1)<~ ·p i · FC l :
lor i =(( ~t12 )+2 ):M+l
hl(il=« sin(2·pi' FCl .f(i-({Ml2)+ I» »)I{i-{< tvll2) + ! )W <0.42 - O.S· cos(2' pi· i/(M+1)) +
O.08 *.::os(4*pi *iI(M+ ! ))) :
end
%
~. Normalize 'low frequency' filter kernel
""ttl_n=hl/sum(hl);
""/0
'/0 Input tow cutoff frequency (recall NyquistzO.5)
%
%





% Calculate 'high frequency' filter kernel
%
lor i"I :((MJ:!))
hh(i ):{(sin(2' pi 'FC H'(i-((MI2)+\ »))/( j-((M/2)+1))I '(OA2 • O.S' cos(2' pi'Vt M +lll ..
O .08 ·cos( ~ ·p i · i/(M+1 ))):
end
for i=HMJ2I+2):M+l








% Usespec tral inversion to obtain actual high freq filter kernel
%
%
hh n si=hh n' -1.0;
hh=n=si(M/2+I I=hh_n_siIM /2+ 1)+ 1.0:
%
% Add filter kernels to get band reject kernel
h n br=hl n+hh n si;0;; - - - -
%










legendt'x - input signal'.'y - output signal')









titlct'Ba nd Reject - Windowed Sine using Spectral Inversion')
pause
%
% Determ ine frequency respo nse (padded to length of x )
%
f1_n_br=fft(h_n_br.length(x» :
Y=ITt(y.lcngth( x ) ;
plott l~a.xis.absIH_n_br( I:(1ength(x)/2 »))
hold on
plott l~axis.abs(X( 1:(length(x)l2» IX( 1» .'r')
plou ( ax is.abslY( I:(Iength(x)l2»)/Y( 1».'m')
legendt'f requency response'dnput signal ITt(sca led for plol)'.'output signal tTl(scaled for
plot)')






abs H n br=abs(H n br):





evajt j'save ' strcatt'brw_h_M'.int2str(M).'_L'.int2str(FCl_I): _H'.int2str( FCH) : .dat') '
h_n_br -ascii' [)
cvahl'savetstrcau'brw step M',int2str(M).' L'.int2strtFCL I): H'.int2str(FCH H.'.dat')
' s_h_n_br -asc ii')) - - - - - -
cvah j'save ' strcaq'brw _fre<t-M',int2strtM).'_l '.int2su(FCl _I).'_H'.int2strt FCHJ ).'.dat']
'abs_H_n_br -ascii '))
cvahl'save'
su catCbrwJnput_M',int2slrtM).'_l '.int2strtFCLJ).'_H',int2str(FCH_' ).'.dat') ' x -ascii'] )
evah j'save '
srrcau'brw_outpul_M'.intl strtM ).'_L'.int2str(FCL_I).'_H'.int2slr(FCH) .'.dat')' )·-
ascii'[]
cvaltj'scve '
slrcat('brw_input_fftJ \ I'.intl slr(M).'_L'.int2str(FCL) .'_H'.inl2str(FCH_n : .dat') ' abs_X
-uscii'[!
cvalt j'scve '
slrcat('bm_output_m_ M'.inl1str(MI.'_L',int1slr(FCl J ).'_H'.intl str(FCH_I).'.dat')'
abs_Y -ascij'] !
'"



